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Preface
We believe that the Internet of the value of blockchain technology will 
have a significant impact on social productivity as part of the relations of 
production. In a macro sense, blockchain technology will have a signifi-
cant change in human society.

1.1 What does blockchain bring to humanity now?

In 2008, a person or organization signed as Satoshi Nakamoto issued a 
small white paper, "A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System," which 
projected that 21 million Bitcoins would be issued. Initially, bitcoins were 
not worth much, but as more people mined and more people recognized 
bitcoins, they could be spent in the real world. 

Then people found this form of novelty, so bitcoin trading increased, and 
some international recognition of bitcoin as legal tender, and prices 
soared to the sky, and now a bitcoin has exceeded $50,000, from this 
perspective, bitcoin is undoubtedly a success. Adam Smith proposed the 
concept of the "invisible hand", which is actually a kind of supply and 
demand relationship. Bitcoin has three main characteristics: finite, 
non-blocking transferability, and non-replicability.

The supply side of Bitcoin only provides 21 million pieces, which can be 
transferred across any country or organization without barriers and 
cannot be copied. As the demand for bitcoins grows, the price naturally 
comes up.

Think about the question, what is the lowest level of human collaboration 
tool? Is it language? Not really, it's actually a currency. And what is 
money? Money is a tool that is constantly directed to evolve, diffuse, and 

change, and it is used by humans to improve efficiency. Without money, 
it would become barter, and barter would have to have two contingent 
mutual needs to complete, which would be much less efficient. The 
currency used by humans is also constantly changing, from shells and 
stones to gold and silver and then to the current credit money issued by 
countries with the backing of national credit.

In the past, gold and silver were the global currency, but since the decou-
pling of the US dollar from gold, gold has been replaced by the US dollar, 
but is the US dollar the global currency? Obviously not, and is the yuan? 
Obviously not either. In a sense, this current state of fragmentation is a 
step backward.

When it comes to value, what you learn in textbooks is that labor produc-
es value, which leads to the theory of equivalent exchange. But is this 
theory of value completely correct? What is value? 

In fact, mankind has always oscillated between an objective and a sub-
jective theory of value, and today it is somewhat inappropriate to empha-
size the objective theory of value alone. We prefer to think that 
"exchange generates value", and that the exchange between people is 
achieved because they feel that what they have in their hands is more 
valuable than what others have in their hands, but on the contrary, the 
exchange increases the sense of value of both parties, so it is actually 
"exchange generates value ".

It can be seen that the birth of blockchain technology has changed many 
consistent perceptions and thoughts, brought many possibilities to the 
future development of society, and may bring a huge business change.

1.2 What problem does blockchain solve?

Blockchain was born to solve the problem of trust. Where trust is lacking, 
where the process is particularly long, and where the participating sub-
jects need mutual trust from multiple parties, there are possible places 
where blockchain technology can be used; and at present, the core value 
of blockchain technology is reflected in cost reduction and efficiency 
improvement.

Humans have been exploring the issue of trust for a long time. From the 
individual point of view, with a person first of all, we do not know each 
other, we do not trust each other. In order to gain trust, it is necessary to 
meet, to sign a contract, to seal, and to have legal protection and recog-
nition by regulatory agencies, and finally to confirm the trust relationship. 
In the business world, what needs to be solved is not only the trust 
between people, but also the trust between institutions and institutions, 
and the trust between cooperative subjects.

For example: in the leasing industry, for example, in the past, leasing 
companies need to advance funds to buy equipment, buy back not sure 
whether you can rent out, the capital cost is extremely high; at the same 
time, leasing manufacturers to get the goods, and then rented to the 
c-end users, users may use a half year or a year to return the goods, this 
inside the goods, in order to produce a positive cash flow, in terms of 
leasing manufacturers, if the money borrowed from the bank, this time to 
have the ability to repay.

If any one of the links in between goes wrong, the transaction will not be 
completed efficiently. For example, if an individual user defaults on the 

contract and does not return it, or cannot pay the rent, only one link 
breaks and there is the risk of the transaction being terminated. 

So the cost of trust in the middle of a scenario like this one is high, so it 
needs to be solved by a more efficient technology, and blockchain is one 
such presence. With blockchain technology, hardware equipment manu-
facturers like Intel can be placed on a chain with leasing vendors + 
tenants + insurance companies + banks + investment institutions, and 
the real leasing orders of leasing vendors become a very important trust 
carrier, and as long as real orders occur, the subjects in the chain can 
perform and keep accounts at the same time, and orders as small as a 
few thousand dollars can be applied.

The same scenario also has many, in the cross-border trade scenario, 
for both buyers and sellers, the middle involves the exchange of different 
kinds of currency clearing, as well as logistics, capital flow and informa-
tion transmission, will involve a mutual credit between the various sub-
jects. In the field of supply chain finance, there is no way to see the trans-
action data between upstream and downstream enterprises, so it is 
impossible to control the risk of upstream and downstream, so it is diffi-
cult for SMEs to get a loan, and there is no way to transfer the credit of 
core enterprises.

In the above cases, we can all find that where trust is lacking, where the 
process is particularly long, and where the participating subjects need 
mutual trust from multiple parties, there is a possible place for blockchain 
technology to be used. To a certain extent, it can reduce or even elimi-
nate the reliance on people. Although in many social governance 
processes, regulations, legal jurisprudence and other relatively well-de-

veloped, but in actual operation over, often produce a variety of devia-
tions. And such deviations are often generated by people. 

Blockchain works precisely because it is providing a mechanism of trust 
in an environment of distrust. In other words, blockchain is all about mini-
mizing the human factor. It allows what one person does to be verified by 
many people together, enabling full process transparency.

Although the idea of technology is very beautiful, but the actual imple-
mentation always encounters various problems. Each subject has its 
own data and resources, and how to share and apply them reasonably is 
a special test of wisdom. Take the blockchain of government affairs, 
which is now being done in many places, as an example.

Local governments actively layout and develop blockchain industry with 
the aim of opening up the data between government, finance and enter-
prises, realizing cross-region, cross-sector and cross-domain data guid-
ance, so that the whole data will flow, thus promoting the speed of eco-
nomic development and improving the government's governance ability.

But the sharing and interoperability of data is not an easy task, and the 
opening and sharing of data interoperability is still a long and difficult 
process. Especially now, all parties have not fully agreed on the value of 
blockchain, and at the cognitive level, it is also a process that requires 
efforts to build a consensus.

1.3 Blockchain Future Value Vision

Regarding organizations, Barnard, the father of modern management 

theory, said that there are two necessary conditions for the continuation 
of organizations: a common goal and a willingness to cooperate, but the 
blockchain idea may break this view, for example, the "common goal" is 
doubtful here.

In the blockchain industry, DAO type organization is a very innovative 
form of organization born under the influence of blockchain idea. DAO 
type organization is distributed self-organization, which is a self-organ-
ized and self-motivated organization model without a central manager, 
and it solves the problem of value distribution.

Since the advent of computers, humans have experienced three genera-
tions of computational thinking models. The first generation is the semi-
conductor era, by radio waves to transfer information, and subject to 
physical hardware constraints, once the update iteration will need to 
replace the equipment; the second generation is the software era, infor-
mation can be infinitely replicated, zero marginal cost, software update 
iteration only need to download a new version on; the future of the third 
generation, the program and data unified inseparable, the delivery 
method is no longer replication, but transfer, the delivery of things are not 
just information, but value.

The emergence of blockchain is a decoupling of the real world. The 
current "account economy" has natural barriers, for example, the 
accounts of Jingdong and Taobao are not interchangeable. For example, 
the accounts of Jingdong and Taobao are not interchangeable. You can't 
log in to Taobao from your account in Jingdong, and you can't buy or sell 
anything on it.

The large-scale expansion of the scope of collaboration leads to the divi-
sion of labor in society now, and the division of labor does not occur in 
small-scale collaboration because it cannot feed itself after the division of 
labor. Blockchain may lead the Internet of Information to the Internet of 
Value.

In fact, all data is an undeniable established fact since its emergence. 
Satoshi Nakamoto's major innovation is to introduce a time sequence for 
data, that is, a sequence of timestamps, and to fix these already 
emerged data to the chain through the blockchain network, and to main-
tain this database by the distributed various nodes together, which no 
one can deny or tamper with unilaterally.

The information Internet in the past has digitized information, moved all 
data and information online, and moved stores online (e-commerce), but 
value has not been moved online. Why? As you know, the transfer of 
information does not need to exchange, pass to other people to pass to 
other people, do not need to give feedback on anything, but the transfer 
of value is an exchange process, sell a thing to others, then you have to 
pay. In this case, the buyer and seller there is a who first pay, who first 
give the goods problem, offline, you can pay with one hand and deliver 
with the other, but not online, no one knows who, do not trust each other, 
in order to solve this fundamental problem, gave birth to many intermedi-
ary giants.

However, the advent of smart contracts will solve this fundamental prob-
lem. Smart contracts based on blockchain trusted network can be auto-
matically executed, and the problem of who is first and who is second will 
be solved. At that time, the information Internet era will move towards the 

value network era. The SPC project will work in the blockchain field 
through its own efforts to change the existing Internet landscape and 
bring a promising ecosystem for humanity.

2.1 SPC Project
SPC Project Introduction

Launched by Asia-Capital Strategy SPC (Asia-Capital Strategy Inde-
pendent Portfolio Fund), founded in 2018, SPC is a management proto-
col focused on creating durable and stable returns for all users of the 
Metaverse (metaverse) and agarwood (sedum) ecosystem. SPC is posi-
tioned as a cross-chain asset aggregation and revenue platform, which 
will evolve into a cross-chain asset aggregation and revenue market-
place. SPC is focused on developing innovative asset pools to create 
one of the world's most popular and largest offline meta-universe eco-in-
dustrial parks centered in Southeast Asia by 2023, in order to maximize 
returns while ensuring that LP capital is as safe as possible. To this end, 
we aim to create a robust passive income platform to meet the needs of 
the Metaverse industry. Through SPC's launch of income bearing assets, 
we will further create stable income based derivative products such as 
risk optimal return indices and other derivatives.

2.2 Asia Capital Strategy
website: www.asiacapitalstrategy.com

SPC is an initiative of Asia Capital Strategy, a financial institution 
licensed by the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority, a leading interna-
tional financial center, to promote the development of venture capital 
funds, specializing in corporate bond Asia Capital Strategy is dedicated 

to promoting the development of venture capital funds, specializing in the 
market strategy of corporate bond issuance and advocating long-term 
value investment philosophy. Asia Capital Strategy is committed to 
promoting the development of venture capital funds, specializing in 
corporate bond issuance and advocating long-term value investing.

Certificate of Fund Establishment
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Although the idea of technology is very beautiful, but the actual imple-
mentation always encounters various problems. Each subject has its 
own data and resources, and how to share and apply them reasonably is 
a special test of wisdom. Take the blockchain of government affairs, 
which is now being done in many places, as an example.

Local governments actively layout and develop blockchain industry with 
the aim of opening up the data between government, finance and enter-
prises, realizing cross-region, cross-sector and cross-domain data guid-
ance, so that the whole data will flow, thus promoting the speed of eco-
nomic development and improving the government's governance ability.

But the sharing and interoperability of data is not an easy task, and the 
opening and sharing of data interoperability is still a long and difficult 
process. Especially now, all parties have not fully agreed on the value of 
blockchain, and at the cognitive level, it is also a process that requires 
efforts to build a consensus.

1.3 Blockchain Future Value Vision

Regarding organizations, Barnard, the father of modern management 

theory, said that there are two necessary conditions for the continuation 
of organizations: a common goal and a willingness to cooperate, but the 
blockchain idea may break this view, for example, the "common goal" is 
doubtful here.

In the blockchain industry, DAO type organization is a very innovative 
form of organization born under the influence of blockchain idea. DAO 
type organization is distributed self-organization, which is a self-organ-
ized and self-motivated organization model without a central manager, 
and it solves the problem of value distribution.

Since the advent of computers, humans have experienced three genera-
tions of computational thinking models. The first generation is the semi-
conductor era, by radio waves to transfer information, and subject to 
physical hardware constraints, once the update iteration will need to 
replace the equipment; the second generation is the software era, infor-
mation can be infinitely replicated, zero marginal cost, software update 
iteration only need to download a new version on; the future of the third 
generation, the program and data unified inseparable, the delivery 
method is no longer replication, but transfer, the delivery of things are not 
just information, but value.

The emergence of blockchain is a decoupling of the real world. The 
current "account economy" has natural barriers, for example, the 
accounts of Jingdong and Taobao are not interchangeable. For example, 
the accounts of Jingdong and Taobao are not interchangeable. You can't 
log in to Taobao from your account in Jingdong, and you can't buy or sell 
anything on it.

The large-scale expansion of the scope of collaboration leads to the divi-
sion of labor in society now, and the division of labor does not occur in 
small-scale collaboration because it cannot feed itself after the division of 
labor. Blockchain may lead the Internet of Information to the Internet of 
Value.

In fact, all data is an undeniable established fact since its emergence. 
Satoshi Nakamoto's major innovation is to introduce a time sequence for 
data, that is, a sequence of timestamps, and to fix these already 
emerged data to the chain through the blockchain network, and to main-
tain this database by the distributed various nodes together, which no 
one can deny or tamper with unilaterally.

The information Internet in the past has digitized information, moved all 
data and information online, and moved stores online (e-commerce), but 
value has not been moved online. Why? As you know, the transfer of 
information does not need to exchange, pass to other people to pass to 
other people, do not need to give feedback on anything, but the transfer 
of value is an exchange process, sell a thing to others, then you have to 
pay. In this case, the buyer and seller there is a who first pay, who first 
give the goods problem, offline, you can pay with one hand and deliver 
with the other, but not online, no one knows who, do not trust each other, 
in order to solve this fundamental problem, gave birth to many intermedi-
ary giants.

However, the advent of smart contracts will solve this fundamental prob-
lem. Smart contracts based on blockchain trusted network can be auto-
matically executed, and the problem of who is first and who is second will 
be solved. At that time, the information Internet era will move towards the 

value network era. The SPC project will work in the blockchain field 
through its own efforts to change the existing Internet landscape and 
bring a promising ecosystem for humanity.

2.1 SPC Project
SPC Project Introduction

Launched by Asia-Capital Strategy SPC (Asia-Capital Strategy Inde-
pendent Portfolio Fund), founded in 2018, SPC is a management proto-
col focused on creating durable and stable returns for all users of the 
Metaverse (metaverse) and agarwood (sedum) ecosystem. SPC is posi-
tioned as a cross-chain asset aggregation and revenue platform, which 
will evolve into a cross-chain asset aggregation and revenue market-
place. SPC is focused on developing innovative asset pools to create 
one of the world's most popular and largest offline meta-universe eco-in-
dustrial parks centered in Southeast Asia by 2023, in order to maximize 
returns while ensuring that LP capital is as safe as possible. To this end, 
we aim to create a robust passive income platform to meet the needs of 
the Metaverse industry. Through SPC's launch of income bearing assets, 
we will further create stable income based derivative products such as 
risk optimal return indices and other derivatives.

2.2 Asia Capital Strategy
website: www.asiacapitalstrategy.com

SPC is an initiative of Asia Capital Strategy, a financial institution 
licensed by the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority, a leading interna-
tional financial center, to promote the development of venture capital 
funds, specializing in corporate bond Asia Capital Strategy is dedicated 

to promoting the development of venture capital funds, specializing in the 
market strategy of corporate bond issuance and advocating long-term 
value investment philosophy. Asia Capital Strategy is committed to 
promoting the development of venture capital funds, specializing in 
corporate bond issuance and advocating long-term value investing.
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We believe that the Internet of the value of blockchain technology will 
have a significant impact on social productivity as part of the relations of 
production. In a macro sense, blockchain technology will have a signifi-
cant change in human society.

1.1 What does blockchain bring to humanity now?

In 2008, a person or organization signed as Satoshi Nakamoto issued a 
small white paper, "A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System," which 
projected that 21 million Bitcoins would be issued. Initially, bitcoins were 
not worth much, but as more people mined and more people recognized 
bitcoins, they could be spent in the real world. 

Then people found this form of novelty, so bitcoin trading increased, and 
some international recognition of bitcoin as legal tender, and prices 
soared to the sky, and now a bitcoin has exceeded $50,000, from this 
perspective, bitcoin is undoubtedly a success. Adam Smith proposed the 
concept of the "invisible hand", which is actually a kind of supply and 
demand relationship. Bitcoin has three main characteristics: finite, 
non-blocking transferability, and non-replicability.

The supply side of Bitcoin only provides 21 million pieces, which can be 
transferred across any country or organization without barriers and 
cannot be copied. As the demand for bitcoins grows, the price naturally 
comes up.

Think about the question, what is the lowest level of human collaboration 
tool? Is it language? Not really, it's actually a currency. And what is 
money? Money is a tool that is constantly directed to evolve, diffuse, and 

change, and it is used by humans to improve efficiency. Without money, 
it would become barter, and barter would have to have two contingent 
mutual needs to complete, which would be much less efficient. The 
currency used by humans is also constantly changing, from shells and 
stones to gold and silver and then to the current credit money issued by 
countries with the backing of national credit.

In the past, gold and silver were the global currency, but since the decou-
pling of the US dollar from gold, gold has been replaced by the US dollar, 
but is the US dollar the global currency? Obviously not, and is the yuan? 
Obviously not either. In a sense, this current state of fragmentation is a 
step backward.

When it comes to value, what you learn in textbooks is that labor produc-
es value, which leads to the theory of equivalent exchange. But is this 
theory of value completely correct? What is value? 

In fact, mankind has always oscillated between an objective and a sub-
jective theory of value, and today it is somewhat inappropriate to empha-
size the objective theory of value alone. We prefer to think that 
"exchange generates value", and that the exchange between people is 
achieved because they feel that what they have in their hands is more 
valuable than what others have in their hands, but on the contrary, the 
exchange increases the sense of value of both parties, so it is actually 
"exchange generates value ".

It can be seen that the birth of blockchain technology has changed many 
consistent perceptions and thoughts, brought many possibilities to the 
future development of society, and may bring a huge business change.

1.2 What problem does blockchain solve?

Blockchain was born to solve the problem of trust. Where trust is lacking, 
where the process is particularly long, and where the participating sub-
jects need mutual trust from multiple parties, there are possible places 
where blockchain technology can be used; and at present, the core value 
of blockchain technology is reflected in cost reduction and efficiency 
improvement.

Humans have been exploring the issue of trust for a long time. From the 
individual point of view, with a person first of all, we do not know each 
other, we do not trust each other. In order to gain trust, it is necessary to 
meet, to sign a contract, to seal, and to have legal protection and recog-
nition by regulatory agencies, and finally to confirm the trust relationship. 
In the business world, what needs to be solved is not only the trust 
between people, but also the trust between institutions and institutions, 
and the trust between cooperative subjects.

For example: in the leasing industry, for example, in the past, leasing 
companies need to advance funds to buy equipment, buy back not sure 
whether you can rent out, the capital cost is extremely high; at the same 
time, leasing manufacturers to get the goods, and then rented to the 
c-end users, users may use a half year or a year to return the goods, this 
inside the goods, in order to produce a positive cash flow, in terms of 
leasing manufacturers, if the money borrowed from the bank, this time to 
have the ability to repay.

If any one of the links in between goes wrong, the transaction will not be 
completed efficiently. For example, if an individual user defaults on the 

contract and does not return it, or cannot pay the rent, only one link 
breaks and there is the risk of the transaction being terminated. 

So the cost of trust in the middle of a scenario like this one is high, so it 
needs to be solved by a more efficient technology, and blockchain is one 
such presence. With blockchain technology, hardware equipment manu-
facturers like Intel can be placed on a chain with leasing vendors + 
tenants + insurance companies + banks + investment institutions, and 
the real leasing orders of leasing vendors become a very important trust 
carrier, and as long as real orders occur, the subjects in the chain can 
perform and keep accounts at the same time, and orders as small as a 
few thousand dollars can be applied.

The same scenario also has many, in the cross-border trade scenario, 
for both buyers and sellers, the middle involves the exchange of different 
kinds of currency clearing, as well as logistics, capital flow and informa-
tion transmission, will involve a mutual credit between the various sub-
jects. In the field of supply chain finance, there is no way to see the trans-
action data between upstream and downstream enterprises, so it is 
impossible to control the risk of upstream and downstream, so it is diffi-
cult for SMEs to get a loan, and there is no way to transfer the credit of 
core enterprises.

In the above cases, we can all find that where trust is lacking, where the 
process is particularly long, and where the participating subjects need 
mutual trust from multiple parties, there is a possible place for blockchain 
technology to be used. To a certain extent, it can reduce or even elimi-
nate the reliance on people. Although in many social governance 
processes, regulations, legal jurisprudence and other relatively well-de-

veloped, but in actual operation over, often produce a variety of devia-
tions. And such deviations are often generated by people. 

Blockchain works precisely because it is providing a mechanism of trust 
in an environment of distrust. In other words, blockchain is all about mini-
mizing the human factor. It allows what one person does to be verified by 
many people together, enabling full process transparency.

Although the idea of technology is very beautiful, but the actual imple-
mentation always encounters various problems. Each subject has its 
own data and resources, and how to share and apply them reasonably is 
a special test of wisdom. Take the blockchain of government affairs, 
which is now being done in many places, as an example.

Local governments actively layout and develop blockchain industry with 
the aim of opening up the data between government, finance and enter-
prises, realizing cross-region, cross-sector and cross-domain data guid-
ance, so that the whole data will flow, thus promoting the speed of eco-
nomic development and improving the government's governance ability.

But the sharing and interoperability of data is not an easy task, and the 
opening and sharing of data interoperability is still a long and difficult 
process. Especially now, all parties have not fully agreed on the value of 
blockchain, and at the cognitive level, it is also a process that requires 
efforts to build a consensus.

1.3 Blockchain Future Value Vision

Regarding organizations, Barnard, the father of modern management 

theory, said that there are two necessary conditions for the continuation 
of organizations: a common goal and a willingness to cooperate, but the 
blockchain idea may break this view, for example, the "common goal" is 
doubtful here.

In the blockchain industry, DAO type organization is a very innovative 
form of organization born under the influence of blockchain idea. DAO 
type organization is distributed self-organization, which is a self-organ-
ized and self-motivated organization model without a central manager, 
and it solves the problem of value distribution.

Since the advent of computers, humans have experienced three genera-
tions of computational thinking models. The first generation is the semi-
conductor era, by radio waves to transfer information, and subject to 
physical hardware constraints, once the update iteration will need to 
replace the equipment; the second generation is the software era, infor-
mation can be infinitely replicated, zero marginal cost, software update 
iteration only need to download a new version on; the future of the third 
generation, the program and data unified inseparable, the delivery 
method is no longer replication, but transfer, the delivery of things are not 
just information, but value.

The emergence of blockchain is a decoupling of the real world. The 
current "account economy" has natural barriers, for example, the 
accounts of Jingdong and Taobao are not interchangeable. For example, 
the accounts of Jingdong and Taobao are not interchangeable. You can't 
log in to Taobao from your account in Jingdong, and you can't buy or sell 
anything on it.

The large-scale expansion of the scope of collaboration leads to the divi-
sion of labor in society now, and the division of labor does not occur in 
small-scale collaboration because it cannot feed itself after the division of 
labor. Blockchain may lead the Internet of Information to the Internet of 
Value.

In fact, all data is an undeniable established fact since its emergence. 
Satoshi Nakamoto's major innovation is to introduce a time sequence for 
data, that is, a sequence of timestamps, and to fix these already 
emerged data to the chain through the blockchain network, and to main-
tain this database by the distributed various nodes together, which no 
one can deny or tamper with unilaterally.

The information Internet in the past has digitized information, moved all 
data and information online, and moved stores online (e-commerce), but 
value has not been moved online. Why? As you know, the transfer of 
information does not need to exchange, pass to other people to pass to 
other people, do not need to give feedback on anything, but the transfer 
of value is an exchange process, sell a thing to others, then you have to 
pay. In this case, the buyer and seller there is a who first pay, who first 
give the goods problem, offline, you can pay with one hand and deliver 
with the other, but not online, no one knows who, do not trust each other, 
in order to solve this fundamental problem, gave birth to many intermedi-
ary giants.

However, the advent of smart contracts will solve this fundamental prob-
lem. Smart contracts based on blockchain trusted network can be auto-
matically executed, and the problem of who is first and who is second will 
be solved. At that time, the information Internet era will move towards the 

value network era. The SPC project will work in the blockchain field 
through its own efforts to change the existing Internet landscape and 
bring a promising ecosystem for humanity.

2.1 SPC Project
SPC Project Introduction

Launched by Asia-Capital Strategy SPC (Asia-Capital Strategy Inde-
pendent Portfolio Fund), founded in 2018, SPC is a management proto-
col focused on creating durable and stable returns for all users of the 
Metaverse (metaverse) and agarwood (sedum) ecosystem. SPC is posi-
tioned as a cross-chain asset aggregation and revenue platform, which 
will evolve into a cross-chain asset aggregation and revenue market-
place. SPC is focused on developing innovative asset pools to create 
one of the world's most popular and largest offline meta-universe eco-in-
dustrial parks centered in Southeast Asia by 2023, in order to maximize 
returns while ensuring that LP capital is as safe as possible. To this end, 
we aim to create a robust passive income platform to meet the needs of 
the Metaverse industry. Through SPC's launch of income bearing assets, 
we will further create stable income based derivative products such as 
risk optimal return indices and other derivatives.

2.2 Asia Capital Strategy
website: www.asiacapitalstrategy.com

SPC is an initiative of Asia Capital Strategy, a financial institution 
licensed by the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority, a leading interna-
tional financial center, to promote the development of venture capital 
funds, specializing in corporate bond Asia Capital Strategy is dedicated 

to promoting the development of venture capital funds, specializing in the 
market strategy of corporate bond issuance and advocating long-term 
value investment philosophy. Asia Capital Strategy is committed to 
promoting the development of venture capital funds, specializing in 
corporate bond issuance and advocating long-term value investing.

Certificate of Fund Establishment



We believe that the Internet of the value of blockchain technology will 
have a significant impact on social productivity as part of the relations of 
production. In a macro sense, blockchain technology will have a signifi-
cant change in human society.

1.1 What does blockchain bring to humanity now?

In 2008, a person or organization signed as Satoshi Nakamoto issued a 
small white paper, "A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System," which 
projected that 21 million Bitcoins would be issued. Initially, bitcoins were 
not worth much, but as more people mined and more people recognized 
bitcoins, they could be spent in the real world. 

Then people found this form of novelty, so bitcoin trading increased, and 
some international recognition of bitcoin as legal tender, and prices 
soared to the sky, and now a bitcoin has exceeded $50,000, from this 
perspective, bitcoin is undoubtedly a success. Adam Smith proposed the 
concept of the "invisible hand", which is actually a kind of supply and 
demand relationship. Bitcoin has three main characteristics: finite, 
non-blocking transferability, and non-replicability.

The supply side of Bitcoin only provides 21 million pieces, which can be 
transferred across any country or organization without barriers and 
cannot be copied. As the demand for bitcoins grows, the price naturally 
comes up.

Think about the question, what is the lowest level of human collaboration 
tool? Is it language? Not really, it's actually a currency. And what is 
money? Money is a tool that is constantly directed to evolve, diffuse, and 

change, and it is used by humans to improve efficiency. Without money, 
it would become barter, and barter would have to have two contingent 
mutual needs to complete, which would be much less efficient. The 
currency used by humans is also constantly changing, from shells and 
stones to gold and silver and then to the current credit money issued by 
countries with the backing of national credit.

In the past, gold and silver were the global currency, but since the decou-
pling of the US dollar from gold, gold has been replaced by the US dollar, 
but is the US dollar the global currency? Obviously not, and is the yuan? 
Obviously not either. In a sense, this current state of fragmentation is a 
step backward.

When it comes to value, what you learn in textbooks is that labor produc-
es value, which leads to the theory of equivalent exchange. But is this 
theory of value completely correct? What is value? 

In fact, mankind has always oscillated between an objective and a sub-
jective theory of value, and today it is somewhat inappropriate to empha-
size the objective theory of value alone. We prefer to think that 
"exchange generates value", and that the exchange between people is 
achieved because they feel that what they have in their hands is more 
valuable than what others have in their hands, but on the contrary, the 
exchange increases the sense of value of both parties, so it is actually 
"exchange generates value ".

It can be seen that the birth of blockchain technology has changed many 
consistent perceptions and thoughts, brought many possibilities to the 
future development of society, and may bring a huge business change.

1.2 What problem does blockchain solve?

Blockchain was born to solve the problem of trust. Where trust is lacking, 
where the process is particularly long, and where the participating sub-
jects need mutual trust from multiple parties, there are possible places 
where blockchain technology can be used; and at present, the core value 
of blockchain technology is reflected in cost reduction and efficiency 
improvement.

Humans have been exploring the issue of trust for a long time. From the 
individual point of view, with a person first of all, we do not know each 
other, we do not trust each other. In order to gain trust, it is necessary to 
meet, to sign a contract, to seal, and to have legal protection and recog-
nition by regulatory agencies, and finally to confirm the trust relationship. 
In the business world, what needs to be solved is not only the trust 
between people, but also the trust between institutions and institutions, 
and the trust between cooperative subjects.

For example: in the leasing industry, for example, in the past, leasing 
companies need to advance funds to buy equipment, buy back not sure 
whether you can rent out, the capital cost is extremely high; at the same 
time, leasing manufacturers to get the goods, and then rented to the 
c-end users, users may use a half year or a year to return the goods, this 
inside the goods, in order to produce a positive cash flow, in terms of 
leasing manufacturers, if the money borrowed from the bank, this time to 
have the ability to repay.

If any one of the links in between goes wrong, the transaction will not be 
completed efficiently. For example, if an individual user defaults on the 

contract and does not return it, or cannot pay the rent, only one link 
breaks and there is the risk of the transaction being terminated. 

So the cost of trust in the middle of a scenario like this one is high, so it 
needs to be solved by a more efficient technology, and blockchain is one 
such presence. With blockchain technology, hardware equipment manu-
facturers like Intel can be placed on a chain with leasing vendors + 
tenants + insurance companies + banks + investment institutions, and 
the real leasing orders of leasing vendors become a very important trust 
carrier, and as long as real orders occur, the subjects in the chain can 
perform and keep accounts at the same time, and orders as small as a 
few thousand dollars can be applied.

The same scenario also has many, in the cross-border trade scenario, 
for both buyers and sellers, the middle involves the exchange of different 
kinds of currency clearing, as well as logistics, capital flow and informa-
tion transmission, will involve a mutual credit between the various sub-
jects. In the field of supply chain finance, there is no way to see the trans-
action data between upstream and downstream enterprises, so it is 
impossible to control the risk of upstream and downstream, so it is diffi-
cult for SMEs to get a loan, and there is no way to transfer the credit of 
core enterprises.

In the above cases, we can all find that where trust is lacking, where the 
process is particularly long, and where the participating subjects need 
mutual trust from multiple parties, there is a possible place for blockchain 
technology to be used. To a certain extent, it can reduce or even elimi-
nate the reliance on people. Although in many social governance 
processes, regulations, legal jurisprudence and other relatively well-de-

veloped, but in actual operation over, often produce a variety of devia-
tions. And such deviations are often generated by people. 

Blockchain works precisely because it is providing a mechanism of trust 
in an environment of distrust. In other words, blockchain is all about mini-
mizing the human factor. It allows what one person does to be verified by 
many people together, enabling full process transparency.

Although the idea of technology is very beautiful, but the actual imple-
mentation always encounters various problems. Each subject has its 
own data and resources, and how to share and apply them reasonably is 
a special test of wisdom. Take the blockchain of government affairs, 
which is now being done in many places, as an example.

Local governments actively layout and develop blockchain industry with 
the aim of opening up the data between government, finance and enter-
prises, realizing cross-region, cross-sector and cross-domain data guid-
ance, so that the whole data will flow, thus promoting the speed of eco-
nomic development and improving the government's governance ability.

But the sharing and interoperability of data is not an easy task, and the 
opening and sharing of data interoperability is still a long and difficult 
process. Especially now, all parties have not fully agreed on the value of 
blockchain, and at the cognitive level, it is also a process that requires 
efforts to build a consensus.

1.3 Blockchain Future Value Vision

Regarding organizations, Barnard, the father of modern management 

theory, said that there are two necessary conditions for the continuation 
of organizations: a common goal and a willingness to cooperate, but the 
blockchain idea may break this view, for example, the "common goal" is 
doubtful here.

In the blockchain industry, DAO type organization is a very innovative 
form of organization born under the influence of blockchain idea. DAO 
type organization is distributed self-organization, which is a self-organ-
ized and self-motivated organization model without a central manager, 
and it solves the problem of value distribution.

Since the advent of computers, humans have experienced three genera-
tions of computational thinking models. The first generation is the semi-
conductor era, by radio waves to transfer information, and subject to 
physical hardware constraints, once the update iteration will need to 
replace the equipment; the second generation is the software era, infor-
mation can be infinitely replicated, zero marginal cost, software update 
iteration only need to download a new version on; the future of the third 
generation, the program and data unified inseparable, the delivery 
method is no longer replication, but transfer, the delivery of things are not 
just information, but value.

The emergence of blockchain is a decoupling of the real world. The 
current "account economy" has natural barriers, for example, the 
accounts of Jingdong and Taobao are not interchangeable. For example, 
the accounts of Jingdong and Taobao are not interchangeable. You can't 
log in to Taobao from your account in Jingdong, and you can't buy or sell 
anything on it.

The large-scale expansion of the scope of collaboration leads to the divi-
sion of labor in society now, and the division of labor does not occur in 
small-scale collaboration because it cannot feed itself after the division of 
labor. Blockchain may lead the Internet of Information to the Internet of 
Value.

In fact, all data is an undeniable established fact since its emergence. 
Satoshi Nakamoto's major innovation is to introduce a time sequence for 
data, that is, a sequence of timestamps, and to fix these already 
emerged data to the chain through the blockchain network, and to main-
tain this database by the distributed various nodes together, which no 
one can deny or tamper with unilaterally.

The information Internet in the past has digitized information, moved all 
data and information online, and moved stores online (e-commerce), but 
value has not been moved online. Why? As you know, the transfer of 
information does not need to exchange, pass to other people to pass to 
other people, do not need to give feedback on anything, but the transfer 
of value is an exchange process, sell a thing to others, then you have to 
pay. In this case, the buyer and seller there is a who first pay, who first 
give the goods problem, offline, you can pay with one hand and deliver 
with the other, but not online, no one knows who, do not trust each other, 
in order to solve this fundamental problem, gave birth to many intermedi-
ary giants.

However, the advent of smart contracts will solve this fundamental prob-
lem. Smart contracts based on blockchain trusted network can be auto-
matically executed, and the problem of who is first and who is second will 
be solved. At that time, the information Internet era will move towards the 

value network era. The SPC project will work in the blockchain field 
through its own efforts to change the existing Internet landscape and 
bring a promising ecosystem for humanity.

2.1 SPC Project
SPC Project Introduction

Launched by Asia-Capital Strategy SPC (Asia-Capital Strategy Inde-
pendent Portfolio Fund), founded in 2018, SPC is a management proto-
col focused on creating durable and stable returns for all users of the 
Metaverse (metaverse) and agarwood (sedum) ecosystem. SPC is posi-
tioned as a cross-chain asset aggregation and revenue platform, which 
will evolve into a cross-chain asset aggregation and revenue market-
place. SPC is focused on developing innovative asset pools to create 
one of the world's most popular and largest offline meta-universe eco-in-
dustrial parks centered in Southeast Asia by 2023, in order to maximize 
returns while ensuring that LP capital is as safe as possible. To this end, 
we aim to create a robust passive income platform to meet the needs of 
the Metaverse industry. Through SPC's launch of income bearing assets, 
we will further create stable income based derivative products such as 
risk optimal return indices and other derivatives.

2.2 Asia Capital Strategy
website: www.asiacapitalstrategy.com

SPC is an initiative of Asia Capital Strategy, a financial institution 
licensed by the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority, a leading interna-
tional financial center, to promote the development of venture capital 
funds, specializing in corporate bond Asia Capital Strategy is dedicated 

to promoting the development of venture capital funds, specializing in the 
market strategy of corporate bond issuance and advocating long-term 
value investment philosophy. Asia Capital Strategy is committed to 
promoting the development of venture capital funds, specializing in 
corporate bond issuance and advocating long-term value investing.

Certificate of Fund Establishment



We believe that the Internet of the value of blockchain technology will 
have a significant impact on social productivity as part of the relations of 
production. In a macro sense, blockchain technology will have a signifi-
cant change in human society.

1.1 What does blockchain bring to humanity now?

In 2008, a person or organization signed as Satoshi Nakamoto issued a 
small white paper, "A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System," which 
projected that 21 million Bitcoins would be issued. Initially, bitcoins were 
not worth much, but as more people mined and more people recognized 
bitcoins, they could be spent in the real world. 

Then people found this form of novelty, so bitcoin trading increased, and 
some international recognition of bitcoin as legal tender, and prices 
soared to the sky, and now a bitcoin has exceeded $50,000, from this 
perspective, bitcoin is undoubtedly a success. Adam Smith proposed the 
concept of the "invisible hand", which is actually a kind of supply and 
demand relationship. Bitcoin has three main characteristics: finite, 
non-blocking transferability, and non-replicability.

The supply side of Bitcoin only provides 21 million pieces, which can be 
transferred across any country or organization without barriers and 
cannot be copied. As the demand for bitcoins grows, the price naturally 
comes up.

Think about the question, what is the lowest level of human collaboration 
tool? Is it language? Not really, it's actually a currency. And what is 
money? Money is a tool that is constantly directed to evolve, diffuse, and 

change, and it is used by humans to improve efficiency. Without money, 
it would become barter, and barter would have to have two contingent 
mutual needs to complete, which would be much less efficient. The 
currency used by humans is also constantly changing, from shells and 
stones to gold and silver and then to the current credit money issued by 
countries with the backing of national credit.

In the past, gold and silver were the global currency, but since the decou-
pling of the US dollar from gold, gold has been replaced by the US dollar, 
but is the US dollar the global currency? Obviously not, and is the yuan? 
Obviously not either. In a sense, this current state of fragmentation is a 
step backward.

When it comes to value, what you learn in textbooks is that labor produc-
es value, which leads to the theory of equivalent exchange. But is this 
theory of value completely correct? What is value? 

In fact, mankind has always oscillated between an objective and a sub-
jective theory of value, and today it is somewhat inappropriate to empha-
size the objective theory of value alone. We prefer to think that 
"exchange generates value", and that the exchange between people is 
achieved because they feel that what they have in their hands is more 
valuable than what others have in their hands, but on the contrary, the 
exchange increases the sense of value of both parties, so it is actually 
"exchange generates value ".

It can be seen that the birth of blockchain technology has changed many 
consistent perceptions and thoughts, brought many possibilities to the 
future development of society, and may bring a huge business change.

1.2 What problem does blockchain solve?

Blockchain was born to solve the problem of trust. Where trust is lacking, 
where the process is particularly long, and where the participating sub-
jects need mutual trust from multiple parties, there are possible places 
where blockchain technology can be used; and at present, the core value 
of blockchain technology is reflected in cost reduction and efficiency 
improvement.

Humans have been exploring the issue of trust for a long time. From the 
individual point of view, with a person first of all, we do not know each 
other, we do not trust each other. In order to gain trust, it is necessary to 
meet, to sign a contract, to seal, and to have legal protection and recog-
nition by regulatory agencies, and finally to confirm the trust relationship. 
In the business world, what needs to be solved is not only the trust 
between people, but also the trust between institutions and institutions, 
and the trust between cooperative subjects.

For example: in the leasing industry, for example, in the past, leasing 
companies need to advance funds to buy equipment, buy back not sure 
whether you can rent out, the capital cost is extremely high; at the same 
time, leasing manufacturers to get the goods, and then rented to the 
c-end users, users may use a half year or a year to return the goods, this 
inside the goods, in order to produce a positive cash flow, in terms of 
leasing manufacturers, if the money borrowed from the bank, this time to 
have the ability to repay.

If any one of the links in between goes wrong, the transaction will not be 
completed efficiently. For example, if an individual user defaults on the 

contract and does not return it, or cannot pay the rent, only one link 
breaks and there is the risk of the transaction being terminated. 

So the cost of trust in the middle of a scenario like this one is high, so it 
needs to be solved by a more efficient technology, and blockchain is one 
such presence. With blockchain technology, hardware equipment manu-
facturers like Intel can be placed on a chain with leasing vendors + 
tenants + insurance companies + banks + investment institutions, and 
the real leasing orders of leasing vendors become a very important trust 
carrier, and as long as real orders occur, the subjects in the chain can 
perform and keep accounts at the same time, and orders as small as a 
few thousand dollars can be applied.

The same scenario also has many, in the cross-border trade scenario, 
for both buyers and sellers, the middle involves the exchange of different 
kinds of currency clearing, as well as logistics, capital flow and informa-
tion transmission, will involve a mutual credit between the various sub-
jects. In the field of supply chain finance, there is no way to see the trans-
action data between upstream and downstream enterprises, so it is 
impossible to control the risk of upstream and downstream, so it is diffi-
cult for SMEs to get a loan, and there is no way to transfer the credit of 
core enterprises.

In the above cases, we can all find that where trust is lacking, where the 
process is particularly long, and where the participating subjects need 
mutual trust from multiple parties, there is a possible place for blockchain 
technology to be used. To a certain extent, it can reduce or even elimi-
nate the reliance on people. Although in many social governance 
processes, regulations, legal jurisprudence and other relatively well-de-

veloped, but in actual operation over, often produce a variety of devia-
tions. And such deviations are often generated by people. 

Blockchain works precisely because it is providing a mechanism of trust 
in an environment of distrust. In other words, blockchain is all about mini-
mizing the human factor. It allows what one person does to be verified by 
many people together, enabling full process transparency.

Although the idea of technology is very beautiful, but the actual imple-
mentation always encounters various problems. Each subject has its 
own data and resources, and how to share and apply them reasonably is 
a special test of wisdom. Take the blockchain of government affairs, 
which is now being done in many places, as an example.

Local governments actively layout and develop blockchain industry with 
the aim of opening up the data between government, finance and enter-
prises, realizing cross-region, cross-sector and cross-domain data guid-
ance, so that the whole data will flow, thus promoting the speed of eco-
nomic development and improving the government's governance ability.

But the sharing and interoperability of data is not an easy task, and the 
opening and sharing of data interoperability is still a long and difficult 
process. Especially now, all parties have not fully agreed on the value of 
blockchain, and at the cognitive level, it is also a process that requires 
efforts to build a consensus.

1.3 Blockchain Future Value Vision

Regarding organizations, Barnard, the father of modern management 

theory, said that there are two necessary conditions for the continuation 
of organizations: a common goal and a willingness to cooperate, but the 
blockchain idea may break this view, for example, the "common goal" is 
doubtful here.

In the blockchain industry, DAO type organization is a very innovative 
form of organization born under the influence of blockchain idea. DAO 
type organization is distributed self-organization, which is a self-organ-
ized and self-motivated organization model without a central manager, 
and it solves the problem of value distribution.

Since the advent of computers, humans have experienced three genera-
tions of computational thinking models. The first generation is the semi-
conductor era, by radio waves to transfer information, and subject to 
physical hardware constraints, once the update iteration will need to 
replace the equipment; the second generation is the software era, infor-
mation can be infinitely replicated, zero marginal cost, software update 
iteration only need to download a new version on; the future of the third 
generation, the program and data unified inseparable, the delivery 
method is no longer replication, but transfer, the delivery of things are not 
just information, but value.

The emergence of blockchain is a decoupling of the real world. The 
current "account economy" has natural barriers, for example, the 
accounts of Jingdong and Taobao are not interchangeable. For example, 
the accounts of Jingdong and Taobao are not interchangeable. You can't 
log in to Taobao from your account in Jingdong, and you can't buy or sell 
anything on it.

The large-scale expansion of the scope of collaboration leads to the divi-
sion of labor in society now, and the division of labor does not occur in 
small-scale collaboration because it cannot feed itself after the division of 
labor. Blockchain may lead the Internet of Information to the Internet of 
Value.

In fact, all data is an undeniable established fact since its emergence. 
Satoshi Nakamoto's major innovation is to introduce a time sequence for 
data, that is, a sequence of timestamps, and to fix these already 
emerged data to the chain through the blockchain network, and to main-
tain this database by the distributed various nodes together, which no 
one can deny or tamper with unilaterally.

The information Internet in the past has digitized information, moved all 
data and information online, and moved stores online (e-commerce), but 
value has not been moved online. Why? As you know, the transfer of 
information does not need to exchange, pass to other people to pass to 
other people, do not need to give feedback on anything, but the transfer 
of value is an exchange process, sell a thing to others, then you have to 
pay. In this case, the buyer and seller there is a who first pay, who first 
give the goods problem, offline, you can pay with one hand and deliver 
with the other, but not online, no one knows who, do not trust each other, 
in order to solve this fundamental problem, gave birth to many intermedi-
ary giants.

However, the advent of smart contracts will solve this fundamental prob-
lem. Smart contracts based on blockchain trusted network can be auto-
matically executed, and the problem of who is first and who is second will 
be solved. At that time, the information Internet era will move towards the 

value network era. The SPC project will work in the blockchain field 
through its own efforts to change the existing Internet landscape and 
bring a promising ecosystem for humanity.

2.1 SPC Project
SPC Project Introduction

Launched by Asia-Capital Strategy SPC (Asia-Capital Strategy Inde-
pendent Portfolio Fund), founded in 2018, SPC is a management proto-
col focused on creating durable and stable returns for all users of the 
Metaverse (metaverse) and agarwood (sedum) ecosystem. SPC is posi-
tioned as a cross-chain asset aggregation and revenue platform, which 
will evolve into a cross-chain asset aggregation and revenue market-
place. SPC is focused on developing innovative asset pools to create 
one of the world's most popular and largest offline meta-universe eco-in-
dustrial parks centered in Southeast Asia by 2023, in order to maximize 
returns while ensuring that LP capital is as safe as possible. To this end, 
we aim to create a robust passive income platform to meet the needs of 
the Metaverse industry. Through SPC's launch of income bearing assets, 
we will further create stable income based derivative products such as 
risk optimal return indices and other derivatives.

2.2 Asia Capital Strategy
website: www.asiacapitalstrategy.com

SPC is an initiative of Asia Capital Strategy, a financial institution 
licensed by the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority, a leading interna-
tional financial center, to promote the development of venture capital 
funds, specializing in corporate bond Asia Capital Strategy is dedicated 

to promoting the development of venture capital funds, specializing in the 
market strategy of corporate bond issuance and advocating long-term 
value investment philosophy. Asia Capital Strategy is committed to 
promoting the development of venture capital funds, specializing in 
corporate bond issuance and advocating long-term value investing.
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We believe that the Internet of the value of blockchain technology will 
have a significant impact on social productivity as part of the relations of 
production. In a macro sense, blockchain technology will have a signifi-
cant change in human society.

1.1 What does blockchain bring to humanity now?

In 2008, a person or organization signed as Satoshi Nakamoto issued a 
small white paper, "A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System," which 
projected that 21 million Bitcoins would be issued. Initially, bitcoins were 
not worth much, but as more people mined and more people recognized 
bitcoins, they could be spent in the real world. 

Then people found this form of novelty, so bitcoin trading increased, and 
some international recognition of bitcoin as legal tender, and prices 
soared to the sky, and now a bitcoin has exceeded $50,000, from this 
perspective, bitcoin is undoubtedly a success. Adam Smith proposed the 
concept of the "invisible hand", which is actually a kind of supply and 
demand relationship. Bitcoin has three main characteristics: finite, 
non-blocking transferability, and non-replicability.

The supply side of Bitcoin only provides 21 million pieces, which can be 
transferred across any country or organization without barriers and 
cannot be copied. As the demand for bitcoins grows, the price naturally 
comes up.

Think about the question, what is the lowest level of human collaboration 
tool? Is it language? Not really, it's actually a currency. And what is 
money? Money is a tool that is constantly directed to evolve, diffuse, and 

change, and it is used by humans to improve efficiency. Without money, 
it would become barter, and barter would have to have two contingent 
mutual needs to complete, which would be much less efficient. The 
currency used by humans is also constantly changing, from shells and 
stones to gold and silver and then to the current credit money issued by 
countries with the backing of national credit.

In the past, gold and silver were the global currency, but since the decou-
pling of the US dollar from gold, gold has been replaced by the US dollar, 
but is the US dollar the global currency? Obviously not, and is the yuan? 
Obviously not either. In a sense, this current state of fragmentation is a 
step backward.

When it comes to value, what you learn in textbooks is that labor produc-
es value, which leads to the theory of equivalent exchange. But is this 
theory of value completely correct? What is value? 

In fact, mankind has always oscillated between an objective and a sub-
jective theory of value, and today it is somewhat inappropriate to empha-
size the objective theory of value alone. We prefer to think that 
"exchange generates value", and that the exchange between people is 
achieved because they feel that what they have in their hands is more 
valuable than what others have in their hands, but on the contrary, the 
exchange increases the sense of value of both parties, so it is actually 
"exchange generates value ".

It can be seen that the birth of blockchain technology has changed many 
consistent perceptions and thoughts, brought many possibilities to the 
future development of society, and may bring a huge business change.

1.2 What problem does blockchain solve?

Blockchain was born to solve the problem of trust. Where trust is lacking, 
where the process is particularly long, and where the participating sub-
jects need mutual trust from multiple parties, there are possible places 
where blockchain technology can be used; and at present, the core value 
of blockchain technology is reflected in cost reduction and efficiency 
improvement.

Humans have been exploring the issue of trust for a long time. From the 
individual point of view, with a person first of all, we do not know each 
other, we do not trust each other. In order to gain trust, it is necessary to 
meet, to sign a contract, to seal, and to have legal protection and recog-
nition by regulatory agencies, and finally to confirm the trust relationship. 
In the business world, what needs to be solved is not only the trust 
between people, but also the trust between institutions and institutions, 
and the trust between cooperative subjects.

For example: in the leasing industry, for example, in the past, leasing 
companies need to advance funds to buy equipment, buy back not sure 
whether you can rent out, the capital cost is extremely high; at the same 
time, leasing manufacturers to get the goods, and then rented to the 
c-end users, users may use a half year or a year to return the goods, this 
inside the goods, in order to produce a positive cash flow, in terms of 
leasing manufacturers, if the money borrowed from the bank, this time to 
have the ability to repay.

If any one of the links in between goes wrong, the transaction will not be 
completed efficiently. For example, if an individual user defaults on the 

contract and does not return it, or cannot pay the rent, only one link 
breaks and there is the risk of the transaction being terminated. 

So the cost of trust in the middle of a scenario like this one is high, so it 
needs to be solved by a more efficient technology, and blockchain is one 
such presence. With blockchain technology, hardware equipment manu-
facturers like Intel can be placed on a chain with leasing vendors + 
tenants + insurance companies + banks + investment institutions, and 
the real leasing orders of leasing vendors become a very important trust 
carrier, and as long as real orders occur, the subjects in the chain can 
perform and keep accounts at the same time, and orders as small as a 
few thousand dollars can be applied.

The same scenario also has many, in the cross-border trade scenario, 
for both buyers and sellers, the middle involves the exchange of different 
kinds of currency clearing, as well as logistics, capital flow and informa-
tion transmission, will involve a mutual credit between the various sub-
jects. In the field of supply chain finance, there is no way to see the trans-
action data between upstream and downstream enterprises, so it is 
impossible to control the risk of upstream and downstream, so it is diffi-
cult for SMEs to get a loan, and there is no way to transfer the credit of 
core enterprises.

In the above cases, we can all find that where trust is lacking, where the 
process is particularly long, and where the participating subjects need 
mutual trust from multiple parties, there is a possible place for blockchain 
technology to be used. To a certain extent, it can reduce or even elimi-
nate the reliance on people. Although in many social governance 
processes, regulations, legal jurisprudence and other relatively well-de-

veloped, but in actual operation over, often produce a variety of devia-
tions. And such deviations are often generated by people. 

Blockchain works precisely because it is providing a mechanism of trust 
in an environment of distrust. In other words, blockchain is all about mini-
mizing the human factor. It allows what one person does to be verified by 
many people together, enabling full process transparency.

Although the idea of technology is very beautiful, but the actual imple-
mentation always encounters various problems. Each subject has its 
own data and resources, and how to share and apply them reasonably is 
a special test of wisdom. Take the blockchain of government affairs, 
which is now being done in many places, as an example.

Local governments actively layout and develop blockchain industry with 
the aim of opening up the data between government, finance and enter-
prises, realizing cross-region, cross-sector and cross-domain data guid-
ance, so that the whole data will flow, thus promoting the speed of eco-
nomic development and improving the government's governance ability.

But the sharing and interoperability of data is not an easy task, and the 
opening and sharing of data interoperability is still a long and difficult 
process. Especially now, all parties have not fully agreed on the value of 
blockchain, and at the cognitive level, it is also a process that requires 
efforts to build a consensus.

1.3 Blockchain Future Value Vision

Regarding organizations, Barnard, the father of modern management 

theory, said that there are two necessary conditions for the continuation 
of organizations: a common goal and a willingness to cooperate, but the 
blockchain idea may break this view, for example, the "common goal" is 
doubtful here.

In the blockchain industry, DAO type organization is a very innovative 
form of organization born under the influence of blockchain idea. DAO 
type organization is distributed self-organization, which is a self-organ-
ized and self-motivated organization model without a central manager, 
and it solves the problem of value distribution.

Since the advent of computers, humans have experienced three genera-
tions of computational thinking models. The first generation is the semi-
conductor era, by radio waves to transfer information, and subject to 
physical hardware constraints, once the update iteration will need to 
replace the equipment; the second generation is the software era, infor-
mation can be infinitely replicated, zero marginal cost, software update 
iteration only need to download a new version on; the future of the third 
generation, the program and data unified inseparable, the delivery 
method is no longer replication, but transfer, the delivery of things are not 
just information, but value.

The emergence of blockchain is a decoupling of the real world. The 
current "account economy" has natural barriers, for example, the 
accounts of Jingdong and Taobao are not interchangeable. For example, 
the accounts of Jingdong and Taobao are not interchangeable. You can't 
log in to Taobao from your account in Jingdong, and you can't buy or sell 
anything on it.

The large-scale expansion of the scope of collaboration leads to the divi-
sion of labor in society now, and the division of labor does not occur in 
small-scale collaboration because it cannot feed itself after the division of 
labor. Blockchain may lead the Internet of Information to the Internet of 
Value.

In fact, all data is an undeniable established fact since its emergence. 
Satoshi Nakamoto's major innovation is to introduce a time sequence for 
data, that is, a sequence of timestamps, and to fix these already 
emerged data to the chain through the blockchain network, and to main-
tain this database by the distributed various nodes together, which no 
one can deny or tamper with unilaterally.

The information Internet in the past has digitized information, moved all 
data and information online, and moved stores online (e-commerce), but 
value has not been moved online. Why? As you know, the transfer of 
information does not need to exchange, pass to other people to pass to 
other people, do not need to give feedback on anything, but the transfer 
of value is an exchange process, sell a thing to others, then you have to 
pay. In this case, the buyer and seller there is a who first pay, who first 
give the goods problem, offline, you can pay with one hand and deliver 
with the other, but not online, no one knows who, do not trust each other, 
in order to solve this fundamental problem, gave birth to many intermedi-
ary giants.

However, the advent of smart contracts will solve this fundamental prob-
lem. Smart contracts based on blockchain trusted network can be auto-
matically executed, and the problem of who is first and who is second will 
be solved. At that time, the information Internet era will move towards the 

value network era. The SPC project will work in the blockchain field 
through its own efforts to change the existing Internet landscape and 
bring a promising ecosystem for humanity.

2.1 SPC Project
SPC Project Introduction

Launched by Asia-Capital Strategy SPC (Asia-Capital Strategy Inde-
pendent Portfolio Fund), founded in 2018, SPC is a management proto-
col focused on creating durable and stable returns for all users of the 
Metaverse (metaverse) and agarwood (sedum) ecosystem. SPC is posi-
tioned as a cross-chain asset aggregation and revenue platform, which 
will evolve into a cross-chain asset aggregation and revenue market-
place. SPC is focused on developing innovative asset pools to create 
one of the world's most popular and largest offline meta-universe eco-in-
dustrial parks centered in Southeast Asia by 2023, in order to maximize 
returns while ensuring that LP capital is as safe as possible. To this end, 
we aim to create a robust passive income platform to meet the needs of 
the Metaverse industry. Through SPC's launch of income bearing assets, 
we will further create stable income based derivative products such as 
risk optimal return indices and other derivatives.

2.2 Asia Capital Strategy
website: www.asiacapitalstrategy.com

SPC is an initiative of Asia Capital Strategy, a financial institution 
licensed by the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority, a leading interna-
tional financial center, to promote the development of venture capital 
funds, specializing in corporate bond Asia Capital Strategy is dedicated 

to promoting the development of venture capital funds, specializing in the 
market strategy of corporate bond issuance and advocating long-term 
value investment philosophy. Asia Capital Strategy is committed to 
promoting the development of venture capital funds, specializing in 
corporate bond issuance and advocating long-term value investing.
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We believe that the Internet of the value of blockchain technology will 
have a significant impact on social productivity as part of the relations of 
production. In a macro sense, blockchain technology will have a signifi-
cant change in human society.

1.1 What does blockchain bring to humanity now?

In 2008, a person or organization signed as Satoshi Nakamoto issued a 
small white paper, "A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System," which 
projected that 21 million Bitcoins would be issued. Initially, bitcoins were 
not worth much, but as more people mined and more people recognized 
bitcoins, they could be spent in the real world. 

Then people found this form of novelty, so bitcoin trading increased, and 
some international recognition of bitcoin as legal tender, and prices 
soared to the sky, and now a bitcoin has exceeded $50,000, from this 
perspective, bitcoin is undoubtedly a success. Adam Smith proposed the 
concept of the "invisible hand", which is actually a kind of supply and 
demand relationship. Bitcoin has three main characteristics: finite, 
non-blocking transferability, and non-replicability.

The supply side of Bitcoin only provides 21 million pieces, which can be 
transferred across any country or organization without barriers and 
cannot be copied. As the demand for bitcoins grows, the price naturally 
comes up.

Think about the question, what is the lowest level of human collaboration 
tool? Is it language? Not really, it's actually a currency. And what is 
money? Money is a tool that is constantly directed to evolve, diffuse, and 

change, and it is used by humans to improve efficiency. Without money, 
it would become barter, and barter would have to have two contingent 
mutual needs to complete, which would be much less efficient. The 
currency used by humans is also constantly changing, from shells and 
stones to gold and silver and then to the current credit money issued by 
countries with the backing of national credit.

In the past, gold and silver were the global currency, but since the decou-
pling of the US dollar from gold, gold has been replaced by the US dollar, 
but is the US dollar the global currency? Obviously not, and is the yuan? 
Obviously not either. In a sense, this current state of fragmentation is a 
step backward.

When it comes to value, what you learn in textbooks is that labor produc-
es value, which leads to the theory of equivalent exchange. But is this 
theory of value completely correct? What is value? 

In fact, mankind has always oscillated between an objective and a sub-
jective theory of value, and today it is somewhat inappropriate to empha-
size the objective theory of value alone. We prefer to think that 
"exchange generates value", and that the exchange between people is 
achieved because they feel that what they have in their hands is more 
valuable than what others have in their hands, but on the contrary, the 
exchange increases the sense of value of both parties, so it is actually 
"exchange generates value ".

It can be seen that the birth of blockchain technology has changed many 
consistent perceptions and thoughts, brought many possibilities to the 
future development of society, and may bring a huge business change.

1.2 What problem does blockchain solve?

Blockchain was born to solve the problem of trust. Where trust is lacking, 
where the process is particularly long, and where the participating sub-
jects need mutual trust from multiple parties, there are possible places 
where blockchain technology can be used; and at present, the core value 
of blockchain technology is reflected in cost reduction and efficiency 
improvement.

Humans have been exploring the issue of trust for a long time. From the 
individual point of view, with a person first of all, we do not know each 
other, we do not trust each other. In order to gain trust, it is necessary to 
meet, to sign a contract, to seal, and to have legal protection and recog-
nition by regulatory agencies, and finally to confirm the trust relationship. 
In the business world, what needs to be solved is not only the trust 
between people, but also the trust between institutions and institutions, 
and the trust between cooperative subjects.

For example: in the leasing industry, for example, in the past, leasing 
companies need to advance funds to buy equipment, buy back not sure 
whether you can rent out, the capital cost is extremely high; at the same 
time, leasing manufacturers to get the goods, and then rented to the 
c-end users, users may use a half year or a year to return the goods, this 
inside the goods, in order to produce a positive cash flow, in terms of 
leasing manufacturers, if the money borrowed from the bank, this time to 
have the ability to repay.

If any one of the links in between goes wrong, the transaction will not be 
completed efficiently. For example, if an individual user defaults on the 

contract and does not return it, or cannot pay the rent, only one link 
breaks and there is the risk of the transaction being terminated. 

So the cost of trust in the middle of a scenario like this one is high, so it 
needs to be solved by a more efficient technology, and blockchain is one 
such presence. With blockchain technology, hardware equipment manu-
facturers like Intel can be placed on a chain with leasing vendors + 
tenants + insurance companies + banks + investment institutions, and 
the real leasing orders of leasing vendors become a very important trust 
carrier, and as long as real orders occur, the subjects in the chain can 
perform and keep accounts at the same time, and orders as small as a 
few thousand dollars can be applied.

The same scenario also has many, in the cross-border trade scenario, 
for both buyers and sellers, the middle involves the exchange of different 
kinds of currency clearing, as well as logistics, capital flow and informa-
tion transmission, will involve a mutual credit between the various sub-
jects. In the field of supply chain finance, there is no way to see the trans-
action data between upstream and downstream enterprises, so it is 
impossible to control the risk of upstream and downstream, so it is diffi-
cult for SMEs to get a loan, and there is no way to transfer the credit of 
core enterprises.

In the above cases, we can all find that where trust is lacking, where the 
process is particularly long, and where the participating subjects need 
mutual trust from multiple parties, there is a possible place for blockchain 
technology to be used. To a certain extent, it can reduce or even elimi-
nate the reliance on people. Although in many social governance 
processes, regulations, legal jurisprudence and other relatively well-de-

veloped, but in actual operation over, often produce a variety of devia-
tions. And such deviations are often generated by people. 

Blockchain works precisely because it is providing a mechanism of trust 
in an environment of distrust. In other words, blockchain is all about mini-
mizing the human factor. It allows what one person does to be verified by 
many people together, enabling full process transparency.

Although the idea of technology is very beautiful, but the actual imple-
mentation always encounters various problems. Each subject has its 
own data and resources, and how to share and apply them reasonably is 
a special test of wisdom. Take the blockchain of government affairs, 
which is now being done in many places, as an example.

Local governments actively layout and develop blockchain industry with 
the aim of opening up the data between government, finance and enter-
prises, realizing cross-region, cross-sector and cross-domain data guid-
ance, so that the whole data will flow, thus promoting the speed of eco-
nomic development and improving the government's governance ability.

But the sharing and interoperability of data is not an easy task, and the 
opening and sharing of data interoperability is still a long and difficult 
process. Especially now, all parties have not fully agreed on the value of 
blockchain, and at the cognitive level, it is also a process that requires 
efforts to build a consensus.

1.3 Blockchain Future Value Vision

Regarding organizations, Barnard, the father of modern management 

theory, said that there are two necessary conditions for the continuation 
of organizations: a common goal and a willingness to cooperate, but the 
blockchain idea may break this view, for example, the "common goal" is 
doubtful here.

In the blockchain industry, DAO type organization is a very innovative 
form of organization born under the influence of blockchain idea. DAO 
type organization is distributed self-organization, which is a self-organ-
ized and self-motivated organization model without a central manager, 
and it solves the problem of value distribution.

Since the advent of computers, humans have experienced three genera-
tions of computational thinking models. The first generation is the semi-
conductor era, by radio waves to transfer information, and subject to 
physical hardware constraints, once the update iteration will need to 
replace the equipment; the second generation is the software era, infor-
mation can be infinitely replicated, zero marginal cost, software update 
iteration only need to download a new version on; the future of the third 
generation, the program and data unified inseparable, the delivery 
method is no longer replication, but transfer, the delivery of things are not 
just information, but value.

The emergence of blockchain is a decoupling of the real world. The 
current "account economy" has natural barriers, for example, the 
accounts of Jingdong and Taobao are not interchangeable. For example, 
the accounts of Jingdong and Taobao are not interchangeable. You can't 
log in to Taobao from your account in Jingdong, and you can't buy or sell 
anything on it.

The large-scale expansion of the scope of collaboration leads to the divi-
sion of labor in society now, and the division of labor does not occur in 
small-scale collaboration because it cannot feed itself after the division of 
labor. Blockchain may lead the Internet of Information to the Internet of 
Value.

In fact, all data is an undeniable established fact since its emergence. 
Satoshi Nakamoto's major innovation is to introduce a time sequence for 
data, that is, a sequence of timestamps, and to fix these already 
emerged data to the chain through the blockchain network, and to main-
tain this database by the distributed various nodes together, which no 
one can deny or tamper with unilaterally.

The information Internet in the past has digitized information, moved all 
data and information online, and moved stores online (e-commerce), but 
value has not been moved online. Why? As you know, the transfer of 
information does not need to exchange, pass to other people to pass to 
other people, do not need to give feedback on anything, but the transfer 
of value is an exchange process, sell a thing to others, then you have to 
pay. In this case, the buyer and seller there is a who first pay, who first 
give the goods problem, offline, you can pay with one hand and deliver 
with the other, but not online, no one knows who, do not trust each other, 
in order to solve this fundamental problem, gave birth to many intermedi-
ary giants.

However, the advent of smart contracts will solve this fundamental prob-
lem. Smart contracts based on blockchain trusted network can be auto-
matically executed, and the problem of who is first and who is second will 
be solved. At that time, the information Internet era will move towards the 

value network era. The SPC project will work in the blockchain field 
through its own efforts to change the existing Internet landscape and 
bring a promising ecosystem for humanity.

2.1 SPC Project
SPC Project Introduction

Launched by Asia-Capital Strategy SPC (Asia-Capital Strategy Inde-
pendent Portfolio Fund), founded in 2018, SPC is a management proto-
col focused on creating durable and stable returns for all users of the 
Metaverse (metaverse) and agarwood (sedum) ecosystem. SPC is posi-
tioned as a cross-chain asset aggregation and revenue platform, which 
will evolve into a cross-chain asset aggregation and revenue market-
place. SPC is focused on developing innovative asset pools to create 
one of the world's most popular and largest offline meta-universe eco-in-
dustrial parks centered in Southeast Asia by 2023, in order to maximize 
returns while ensuring that LP capital is as safe as possible. To this end, 
we aim to create a robust passive income platform to meet the needs of 
the Metaverse industry. Through SPC's launch of income bearing assets, 
we will further create stable income based derivative products such as 
risk optimal return indices and other derivatives.

2.2 Asia Capital Strategy
website: www.asiacapitalstrategy.com

SPC is an initiative of Asia Capital Strategy, a financial institution 
licensed by the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority, a leading interna-
tional financial center, to promote the development of venture capital 
funds, specializing in corporate bond Asia Capital Strategy is dedicated 

to promoting the development of venture capital funds, specializing in the 
market strategy of corporate bond issuance and advocating long-term 
value investment philosophy. Asia Capital Strategy is committed to 
promoting the development of venture capital funds, specializing in 
corporate bond issuance and advocating long-term value investing.
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We believe that the Internet of the value of blockchain technology will 
have a significant impact on social productivity as part of the relations of 
production. In a macro sense, blockchain technology will have a signifi-
cant change in human society.

1.1 What does blockchain bring to humanity now?

In 2008, a person or organization signed as Satoshi Nakamoto issued a 
small white paper, "A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System," which 
projected that 21 million Bitcoins would be issued. Initially, bitcoins were 
not worth much, but as more people mined and more people recognized 
bitcoins, they could be spent in the real world. 

Then people found this form of novelty, so bitcoin trading increased, and 
some international recognition of bitcoin as legal tender, and prices 
soared to the sky, and now a bitcoin has exceeded $50,000, from this 
perspective, bitcoin is undoubtedly a success. Adam Smith proposed the 
concept of the "invisible hand", which is actually a kind of supply and 
demand relationship. Bitcoin has three main characteristics: finite, 
non-blocking transferability, and non-replicability.

The supply side of Bitcoin only provides 21 million pieces, which can be 
transferred across any country or organization without barriers and 
cannot be copied. As the demand for bitcoins grows, the price naturally 
comes up.

Think about the question, what is the lowest level of human collaboration 
tool? Is it language? Not really, it's actually a currency. And what is 
money? Money is a tool that is constantly directed to evolve, diffuse, and 

change, and it is used by humans to improve efficiency. Without money, 
it would become barter, and barter would have to have two contingent 
mutual needs to complete, which would be much less efficient. The 
currency used by humans is also constantly changing, from shells and 
stones to gold and silver and then to the current credit money issued by 
countries with the backing of national credit.

In the past, gold and silver were the global currency, but since the decou-
pling of the US dollar from gold, gold has been replaced by the US dollar, 
but is the US dollar the global currency? Obviously not, and is the yuan? 
Obviously not either. In a sense, this current state of fragmentation is a 
step backward.

When it comes to value, what you learn in textbooks is that labor produc-
es value, which leads to the theory of equivalent exchange. But is this 
theory of value completely correct? What is value? 

In fact, mankind has always oscillated between an objective and a sub-
jective theory of value, and today it is somewhat inappropriate to empha-
size the objective theory of value alone. We prefer to think that 
"exchange generates value", and that the exchange between people is 
achieved because they feel that what they have in their hands is more 
valuable than what others have in their hands, but on the contrary, the 
exchange increases the sense of value of both parties, so it is actually 
"exchange generates value ".

It can be seen that the birth of blockchain technology has changed many 
consistent perceptions and thoughts, brought many possibilities to the 
future development of society, and may bring a huge business change.

1.2 What problem does blockchain solve?

Blockchain was born to solve the problem of trust. Where trust is lacking, 
where the process is particularly long, and where the participating sub-
jects need mutual trust from multiple parties, there are possible places 
where blockchain technology can be used; and at present, the core value 
of blockchain technology is reflected in cost reduction and efficiency 
improvement.

Humans have been exploring the issue of trust for a long time. From the 
individual point of view, with a person first of all, we do not know each 
other, we do not trust each other. In order to gain trust, it is necessary to 
meet, to sign a contract, to seal, and to have legal protection and recog-
nition by regulatory agencies, and finally to confirm the trust relationship. 
In the business world, what needs to be solved is not only the trust 
between people, but also the trust between institutions and institutions, 
and the trust between cooperative subjects.

For example: in the leasing industry, for example, in the past, leasing 
companies need to advance funds to buy equipment, buy back not sure 
whether you can rent out, the capital cost is extremely high; at the same 
time, leasing manufacturers to get the goods, and then rented to the 
c-end users, users may use a half year or a year to return the goods, this 
inside the goods, in order to produce a positive cash flow, in terms of 
leasing manufacturers, if the money borrowed from the bank, this time to 
have the ability to repay.

If any one of the links in between goes wrong, the transaction will not be 
completed efficiently. For example, if an individual user defaults on the 

contract and does not return it, or cannot pay the rent, only one link 
breaks and there is the risk of the transaction being terminated. 

So the cost of trust in the middle of a scenario like this one is high, so it 
needs to be solved by a more efficient technology, and blockchain is one 
such presence. With blockchain technology, hardware equipment manu-
facturers like Intel can be placed on a chain with leasing vendors + 
tenants + insurance companies + banks + investment institutions, and 
the real leasing orders of leasing vendors become a very important trust 
carrier, and as long as real orders occur, the subjects in the chain can 
perform and keep accounts at the same time, and orders as small as a 
few thousand dollars can be applied.

The same scenario also has many, in the cross-border trade scenario, 
for both buyers and sellers, the middle involves the exchange of different 
kinds of currency clearing, as well as logistics, capital flow and informa-
tion transmission, will involve a mutual credit between the various sub-
jects. In the field of supply chain finance, there is no way to see the trans-
action data between upstream and downstream enterprises, so it is 
impossible to control the risk of upstream and downstream, so it is diffi-
cult for SMEs to get a loan, and there is no way to transfer the credit of 
core enterprises.

In the above cases, we can all find that where trust is lacking, where the 
process is particularly long, and where the participating subjects need 
mutual trust from multiple parties, there is a possible place for blockchain 
technology to be used. To a certain extent, it can reduce or even elimi-
nate the reliance on people. Although in many social governance 
processes, regulations, legal jurisprudence and other relatively well-de-

veloped, but in actual operation over, often produce a variety of devia-
tions. And such deviations are often generated by people. 

Blockchain works precisely because it is providing a mechanism of trust 
in an environment of distrust. In other words, blockchain is all about mini-
mizing the human factor. It allows what one person does to be verified by 
many people together, enabling full process transparency.

Although the idea of technology is very beautiful, but the actual imple-
mentation always encounters various problems. Each subject has its 
own data and resources, and how to share and apply them reasonably is 
a special test of wisdom. Take the blockchain of government affairs, 
which is now being done in many places, as an example.

Local governments actively layout and develop blockchain industry with 
the aim of opening up the data between government, finance and enter-
prises, realizing cross-region, cross-sector and cross-domain data guid-
ance, so that the whole data will flow, thus promoting the speed of eco-
nomic development and improving the government's governance ability.

But the sharing and interoperability of data is not an easy task, and the 
opening and sharing of data interoperability is still a long and difficult 
process. Especially now, all parties have not fully agreed on the value of 
blockchain, and at the cognitive level, it is also a process that requires 
efforts to build a consensus.

1.3 Blockchain Future Value Vision

Regarding organizations, Barnard, the father of modern management 

theory, said that there are two necessary conditions for the continuation 
of organizations: a common goal and a willingness to cooperate, but the 
blockchain idea may break this view, for example, the "common goal" is 
doubtful here.

In the blockchain industry, DAO type organization is a very innovative 
form of organization born under the influence of blockchain idea. DAO 
type organization is distributed self-organization, which is a self-organ-
ized and self-motivated organization model without a central manager, 
and it solves the problem of value distribution.

Since the advent of computers, humans have experienced three genera-
tions of computational thinking models. The first generation is the semi-
conductor era, by radio waves to transfer information, and subject to 
physical hardware constraints, once the update iteration will need to 
replace the equipment; the second generation is the software era, infor-
mation can be infinitely replicated, zero marginal cost, software update 
iteration only need to download a new version on; the future of the third 
generation, the program and data unified inseparable, the delivery 
method is no longer replication, but transfer, the delivery of things are not 
just information, but value.

The emergence of blockchain is a decoupling of the real world. The 
current "account economy" has natural barriers, for example, the 
accounts of Jingdong and Taobao are not interchangeable. For example, 
the accounts of Jingdong and Taobao are not interchangeable. You can't 
log in to Taobao from your account in Jingdong, and you can't buy or sell 
anything on it.

The large-scale expansion of the scope of collaboration leads to the divi-
sion of labor in society now, and the division of labor does not occur in 
small-scale collaboration because it cannot feed itself after the division of 
labor. Blockchain may lead the Internet of Information to the Internet of 
Value.

In fact, all data is an undeniable established fact since its emergence. 
Satoshi Nakamoto's major innovation is to introduce a time sequence for 
data, that is, a sequence of timestamps, and to fix these already 
emerged data to the chain through the blockchain network, and to main-
tain this database by the distributed various nodes together, which no 
one can deny or tamper with unilaterally.

The information Internet in the past has digitized information, moved all 
data and information online, and moved stores online (e-commerce), but 
value has not been moved online. Why? As you know, the transfer of 
information does not need to exchange, pass to other people to pass to 
other people, do not need to give feedback on anything, but the transfer 
of value is an exchange process, sell a thing to others, then you have to 
pay. In this case, the buyer and seller there is a who first pay, who first 
give the goods problem, offline, you can pay with one hand and deliver 
with the other, but not online, no one knows who, do not trust each other, 
in order to solve this fundamental problem, gave birth to many intermedi-
ary giants.

However, the advent of smart contracts will solve this fundamental prob-
lem. Smart contracts based on blockchain trusted network can be auto-
matically executed, and the problem of who is first and who is second will 
be solved. At that time, the information Internet era will move towards the 

value network era. The SPC project will work in the blockchain field 
through its own efforts to change the existing Internet landscape and 
bring a promising ecosystem for humanity.

2.1 SPC Project
SPC Project Introduction

Launched by Asia-Capital Strategy SPC (Asia-Capital Strategy Inde-
pendent Portfolio Fund), founded in 2018, SPC is a management proto-
col focused on creating durable and stable returns for all users of the 
Metaverse (metaverse) and agarwood (sedum) ecosystem. SPC is posi-
tioned as a cross-chain asset aggregation and revenue platform, which 
will evolve into a cross-chain asset aggregation and revenue market-
place. SPC is focused on developing innovative asset pools to create 
one of the world's most popular and largest offline meta-universe eco-in-
dustrial parks centered in Southeast Asia by 2023, in order to maximize 
returns while ensuring that LP capital is as safe as possible. To this end, 
we aim to create a robust passive income platform to meet the needs of 
the Metaverse industry. Through SPC's launch of income bearing assets, 
we will further create stable income based derivative products such as 
risk optimal return indices and other derivatives.

2.2 Asia Capital Strategy
website: www.asiacapitalstrategy.com

SPC is an initiative of Asia Capital Strategy, a financial institution 
licensed by the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority, a leading interna-
tional financial center, to promote the development of venture capital 
funds, specializing in corporate bond Asia Capital Strategy is dedicated 

to promoting the development of venture capital funds, specializing in the 
market strategy of corporate bond issuance and advocating long-term 
value investment philosophy. Asia Capital Strategy is committed to 
promoting the development of venture capital funds, specializing in 
corporate bond issuance and advocating long-term value investing.
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2.3 Cayman Islands Monetary Authority Official Website 
for SPC Fund Company

To check the authenticity of SPC Fund Company, you can go to the 
domain name of the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority website: 

https://www.cima.ky/search-entities-cima

>Enter asia-capital strategy SPC
>Press the SUBMIT key



2.4 Real Industry Investment Listing Case

UR is a modern enterprise with a royal family background, which has 
established a good business network in many countries and regions 
around the world since its establishment in 2008. 

UR is mainly engaged in the business of incense and jewelry and other 
related businesses, and is committed to building a comprehensive indus-
trial chain, aiming to become the world's only international enterprise that 
perfectly combines the production of high-end incense and jewelry 
research and development and sales. UR current market capitalization 
has exceeded USD 600 million, with a strong upward trend, and is the 
most explosive gold stock leading the emerging market.

2.5 Agarwood

UR has accumulated more than 23 million trees of experience in incense 
tree planting projects, and has its own exclusive planting technology and 
incense bacterium solution, which has achieved high efficiency, stability 
and quality production. UR is one of the best brands in Southeast Asia 
for its excellent incense botanical technology, and the incense produced 
through this technology is the best in the industry.

Agarwood Technology

UR incense has been able to establish a good reputation in the Asia 
Pacific region by combining traditional concepts and modern technology 
with its excellent incense making technology, which has helped UR to 
become a certified brand. MAT-0116 is the core patented technology of 

UR incense, which is a highly efficient incense producing fungus and is 
the most effective fungus planting technology to increase the production 
of incense. Currently, UR is developing a new technology, RGT361, to 
enhance the quality of incense production.

UR sees the unlimited business opportunities in the South Asian market 
and is expanding the scope of UR's incense development to increase 
public awareness of South Asian incense and to further expand agricul-
tural production and create employment opportunities to promote active 
value-added opportunities in rural areas. Currently, UR is actively acquir-
ing more land for R&D and development purposes, and has formed sev-
eral joint ventures with local growers to create a 100-acre research and 
development plantation of incense, and through joint ventures, UR is 
providing expertise in planting bacteria and refining incense oil to 
increase production and revenue. UR is currently cultivating over 

2,137,800 mature trees and has a plantation of over 101,250,000 acres 
and is well on its way to achieving its ambitious goal of planting 3 billion 
trees.

2.6 SPC Agarwood Blockchain Technology

SPC's incense ecology is the first blockchain project that perfectly com-
bines the modern incense entity with blockchain. Throughout the existing 
incense market, most of them are based on collectible artwork as well as 
wood products, wire incense, etc. The complete incense industry chain 
should include modern incense technology so that the role of incense 
can be carried forward and popularized to the point that all people can 
enjoy the treasure given to us by God. spc incense As the first chain in 
the incense industry, eco-technology has the responsibility to enrich and 
improve the entire incense market. From cultivation, incense production, 
refinement, to product production, the eco-chain strictly controls the 

traceability, anti-counterfeiting, quality, and research and development. 
Through the gate-keeping of the incense ecological chain, investors can 
be assured of a worry-free, natural and harmless, to create the most gen-
uine incense platform.

By using blockchain technology, the information of UR, which currently 
cultivates more than 2,137,800 mature trees and has an area of more 
than 101,250,000 acres, will be entered into the chain, and each sinker 
tree will generate a smart contract recorded in the blockchain.

Implementing blockchain ecosystem such as on-chain trading and 
off-chain trading of sinker trees. 

On-chain transactions are recorded on the blockchain public ledger and 
are visible to all participants on its blockchain network. On-chain transac-
tions are trustworthy, decentralized, and fully transparent.

Off-chain transactions are inter-actor agreements and will not be reflect-
ed on the blockchain. Off-chain transactions tend to be cheaper, faster, 
and more private.

In today's supply chain finance system, the supply chain of a specific 
commodity includes the procurement of raw materials to the intermediate 
goods and the final product, and finally the delivery of the goods to the 
consumers through the distribution network. Suppliers, manufacturers, 
distributors, retailers and end-users are linked together as a whole.

Remote virtual seed values, other derivatives of incense

Virtual assets can be used in the incense ecology to purchase physical 
goods or services such as incense growth, incense-bearing tools, and 
labor hours.

The use of blockchain technology has the feature of openness and trace-
ability, which greatly reduces manual intervention and programmed and 
digitized various processes that currently require paper-based opera-
tions. In a blockchain system, all participants are able to share docu-
ments using a decentralized ledger, and through smart contracts, pay-
ments can be made automatically when they reach a predetermined time 
and result, increasing efficiency while largely avoiding manual errors.

Future Value

SPC is ready to fight for a bend in the blockchain field in the next 5-10 
years and become the standard setter of a new generation of global 
technology! The SPC incense technology realizes the blockchain landing 
application of incense, which can quickly and accurately optimize the 
products to adapt to the evolving market, and its significance is more like 
a leader for the whole field, forming its own competitive advantage while 
also being able to the whole ecology of blockchain To improve and opti-
mize, the online and offline consumer application scenarios to create a 
sinker whole industry ecological chain!

2.7 Metaverse

The crypto world is changing the way people around the world create 
value. Players in Southeast Asia are making a living through the 
"GAMEFI" blockchain game. Artists have a whole new way to make 

money, and the world of GAMEFI is throwing a virtual party. Simply put, 
the metaverse is a digital world where anything is possible.

Companies like Facebook also want to get involved. The social media 
giant is investing $50 million in its metaverse project called the XR Pro-
ject and Research Fund.

Mark Zuckerberg's social network has also announced the launch of its 
own stable coin, Diem, the Novi digital wallet, and the closely related 
NFT, making Facebook by far the largest player in this space. Many 
experts believe that the meta-universe will not just affect our work and 
daily lives, but will have a fundamental impact on society as a whole. 
"The metaverse is like a digital nation, a whole new civilization."

A synonym like metaverse is like a digital nation, or even a whole new 
civilization. The metaverse could develop into a globalized entity that 
could generate 10 times the value of the current world economy. Here is 
a list of 11 ways in which the metaverse could change lives in the future.

Users won't be accidentally caught on camera when something embar-
rassing happens

During the epidemic, a journalist was accidentally caught on camera 
while covering a story without pants. However, in a virtual world, you can 
create a "fully armed" avatar to reduce the probability of such an acci-
dent.

For example, Facebook's Horizon Workrooms, a virtual meeting space 

for telecommuters based on metaverse technology, is an example of 
how virtual reality (metaverse) and mixed reality (MR) can transcend 
physical space. Its goal is to create an immersive digital environment 
where avatars of people can communicate with each other, enhance 
features that people want to actually use, and ultimately reduce company 
rent to zero .

We've seen changes in related areas during the epidemic, and many 
companies that have built digital infrastructures are making better profits 
even with employees working from home.

"Homeschooling" may take on a whole new meaning

Another major change during the outbreak was education. As schools 
around the world closed their doors during the lockdown, students were 
even allowed to study at home in order to reduce the risk of contracting 
the spread of the outbreak.

This forced new methods of communication, collaboration and evalua-
tion in schools and throughout the educational community. The number 
of tools needed to stay productive has proliferated.

Just as the workplace in the metaverse has a sense of immersion, the 
classroom can be transformed. It could have more social interaction, 
eliminate the somber faces seen on video calls, and the learning process 
could even be gamified.

Just as DeFi will disrupt the current international monetary balance, Lee 
Kuan Yew of the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology 
(KAIST) believes that universities with the best digital infrastructure and 
Internet-savvy human resources will become the new top-tier universi-
ties.

“GAMEFI”

Games like Roblox and Minecraft have allowed users to spend hundreds 
of hours designing elements and creating a world for themselves to play 
in. Meanwhile, casual games on mobile have become more mainstream, 
with games like Ludo filling up fragmented time. Users are spending 
hours on their phones playing Candy Saga, Jedi and Tribal Wars.

While they earn some sort of pass in the game, they usually can't be 
exchanged for legal tender or spent outside of the game. The "GAMEFI" 
concept aims to change that. Players are already earning from platforms 

like Axie Infinity, and they use their rewards to supplement their income.
Projects like GAMEFI, built on top of the blockchain, allow users to 
create their own NFTs and sell them to other users. Since these transac-
tions are done using ethereum, the profits can be exchanged for fiat 
currency used in the real world.

Online Shopping

Shopping online has become quite convenient, with brands like Amazon 
and Flipkart offering fast shipping and a wide range of brands to choose 

from. However, there are still issues that need to be addressed, such as 
exact sizing, glitches in the refund process, and how a particular item 
looks in real life , especially when it comes to buying clothes. 

Today, Lenskart, an Indian e-commerce company that sells eyewear, has 
taken the step of virtual try-ons, using a camera to show how different 

eyeglass frames would look on your face. Looking further, however, you 
won't just be buying things for yourself; new concepts of virtual fashion 
and virtual image skin will emerge, replaced by fashion companies and 
brands that may only exist online. 
As people's working hours change, trying on in a virtual environment 
may become even more important , and your avatar in the metaverse 
may pick the right tie for you.

Travel and Tourism

Travel was restricted last year, and tours of the ancient Greek and Egyp-

tian metaverse became popular. Developers plan to immerse visitors 
and recreate events such as the American Civil War. You can travel 
across borders without having to leave your home, and you can also 
rewind time.
There are also apps for the travel metaverse that plan to use MR technol-
ogy to guide drivers, provide more information related to attractions, and 
bring travel tips together for a more enjoyable experience. For example, 
museum visitors can automatically receive more background and infor-
mation about the exhibits they see.

In addition, because the office uses the metaverse just mentioned above 
for collaboration, there is no need to travel long distances, thus saving 
budget and fuel. For students who want to study at an international 
university, costs will be significantly reduced with lower accommodation 
and travel needs.



2.4 Real Industry Investment Listing Case

UR is a modern enterprise with a royal family background, which has 
established a good business network in many countries and regions 
around the world since its establishment in 2008. 

UR is mainly engaged in the business of incense and jewelry and other 
related businesses, and is committed to building a comprehensive indus-
trial chain, aiming to become the world's only international enterprise that 
perfectly combines the production of high-end incense and jewelry 
research and development and sales. UR current market capitalization 
has exceeded USD 600 million, with a strong upward trend, and is the 
most explosive gold stock leading the emerging market.

2.5 Agarwood

UR has accumulated more than 23 million trees of experience in incense 
tree planting projects, and has its own exclusive planting technology and 
incense bacterium solution, which has achieved high efficiency, stability 
and quality production. UR is one of the best brands in Southeast Asia 
for its excellent incense botanical technology, and the incense produced 
through this technology is the best in the industry.

Agarwood Technology

UR incense has been able to establish a good reputation in the Asia 
Pacific region by combining traditional concepts and modern technology 
with its excellent incense making technology, which has helped UR to 
become a certified brand. MAT-0116 is the core patented technology of 

UR incense, which is a highly efficient incense producing fungus and is 
the most effective fungus planting technology to increase the production 
of incense. Currently, UR is developing a new technology, RGT361, to 
enhance the quality of incense production.

UR sees the unlimited business opportunities in the South Asian market 
and is expanding the scope of UR's incense development to increase 
public awareness of South Asian incense and to further expand agricul-
tural production and create employment opportunities to promote active 
value-added opportunities in rural areas. Currently, UR is actively acquir-
ing more land for R&D and development purposes, and has formed sev-
eral joint ventures with local growers to create a 100-acre research and 
development plantation of incense, and through joint ventures, UR is 
providing expertise in planting bacteria and refining incense oil to 
increase production and revenue. UR is currently cultivating over 

2,137,800 mature trees and has a plantation of over 101,250,000 acres 
and is well on its way to achieving its ambitious goal of planting 3 billion 
trees.

2.6 SPC Agarwood Blockchain Technology

SPC's incense ecology is the first blockchain project that perfectly com-
bines the modern incense entity with blockchain. Throughout the existing 
incense market, most of them are based on collectible artwork as well as 
wood products, wire incense, etc. The complete incense industry chain 
should include modern incense technology so that the role of incense 
can be carried forward and popularized to the point that all people can 
enjoy the treasure given to us by God. spc incense As the first chain in 
the incense industry, eco-technology has the responsibility to enrich and 
improve the entire incense market. From cultivation, incense production, 
refinement, to product production, the eco-chain strictly controls the 

traceability, anti-counterfeiting, quality, and research and development. 
Through the gate-keeping of the incense ecological chain, investors can 
be assured of a worry-free, natural and harmless, to create the most gen-
uine incense platform.

By using blockchain technology, the information of UR, which currently 
cultivates more than 2,137,800 mature trees and has an area of more 
than 101,250,000 acres, will be entered into the chain, and each sinker 
tree will generate a smart contract recorded in the blockchain.

Implementing blockchain ecosystem such as on-chain trading and 
off-chain trading of sinker trees. 

On-chain transactions are recorded on the blockchain public ledger and 
are visible to all participants on its blockchain network. On-chain transac-
tions are trustworthy, decentralized, and fully transparent.

Off-chain transactions are inter-actor agreements and will not be reflect-
ed on the blockchain. Off-chain transactions tend to be cheaper, faster, 
and more private.

In today's supply chain finance system, the supply chain of a specific 
commodity includes the procurement of raw materials to the intermediate 
goods and the final product, and finally the delivery of the goods to the 
consumers through the distribution network. Suppliers, manufacturers, 
distributors, retailers and end-users are linked together as a whole.

Remote virtual seed values, other derivatives of incense

Virtual assets can be used in the incense ecology to purchase physical 
goods or services such as incense growth, incense-bearing tools, and 
labor hours.

The use of blockchain technology has the feature of openness and trace-
ability, which greatly reduces manual intervention and programmed and 
digitized various processes that currently require paper-based opera-
tions. In a blockchain system, all participants are able to share docu-
ments using a decentralized ledger, and through smart contracts, pay-
ments can be made automatically when they reach a predetermined time 
and result, increasing efficiency while largely avoiding manual errors.

Future Value

SPC is ready to fight for a bend in the blockchain field in the next 5-10 
years and become the standard setter of a new generation of global 
technology! The SPC incense technology realizes the blockchain landing 
application of incense, which can quickly and accurately optimize the 
products to adapt to the evolving market, and its significance is more like 
a leader for the whole field, forming its own competitive advantage while 
also being able to the whole ecology of blockchain To improve and opti-
mize, the online and offline consumer application scenarios to create a 
sinker whole industry ecological chain!

2.7 Metaverse

The crypto world is changing the way people around the world create 
value. Players in Southeast Asia are making a living through the 
"GAMEFI" blockchain game. Artists have a whole new way to make 

money, and the world of GAMEFI is throwing a virtual party. Simply put, 
the metaverse is a digital world where anything is possible.

Companies like Facebook also want to get involved. The social media 
giant is investing $50 million in its metaverse project called the XR Pro-
ject and Research Fund.

Mark Zuckerberg's social network has also announced the launch of its 
own stable coin, Diem, the Novi digital wallet, and the closely related 
NFT, making Facebook by far the largest player in this space. Many 
experts believe that the meta-universe will not just affect our work and 
daily lives, but will have a fundamental impact on society as a whole. 
"The metaverse is like a digital nation, a whole new civilization."

A synonym like metaverse is like a digital nation, or even a whole new 
civilization. The metaverse could develop into a globalized entity that 
could generate 10 times the value of the current world economy. Here is 
a list of 11 ways in which the metaverse could change lives in the future.

Users won't be accidentally caught on camera when something embar-
rassing happens

During the epidemic, a journalist was accidentally caught on camera 
while covering a story without pants. However, in a virtual world, you can 
create a "fully armed" avatar to reduce the probability of such an acci-
dent.

For example, Facebook's Horizon Workrooms, a virtual meeting space 

for telecommuters based on metaverse technology, is an example of 
how virtual reality (metaverse) and mixed reality (MR) can transcend 
physical space. Its goal is to create an immersive digital environment 
where avatars of people can communicate with each other, enhance 
features that people want to actually use, and ultimately reduce company 
rent to zero .

We've seen changes in related areas during the epidemic, and many 
companies that have built digital infrastructures are making better profits 
even with employees working from home.

"Homeschooling" may take on a whole new meaning

Another major change during the outbreak was education. As schools 
around the world closed their doors during the lockdown, students were 
even allowed to study at home in order to reduce the risk of contracting 
the spread of the outbreak.

This forced new methods of communication, collaboration and evalua-
tion in schools and throughout the educational community. The number 
of tools needed to stay productive has proliferated.

Just as the workplace in the metaverse has a sense of immersion, the 
classroom can be transformed. It could have more social interaction, 
eliminate the somber faces seen on video calls, and the learning process 
could even be gamified.

Just as DeFi will disrupt the current international monetary balance, Lee 
Kuan Yew of the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology 
(KAIST) believes that universities with the best digital infrastructure and 
Internet-savvy human resources will become the new top-tier universi-
ties.

“GAMEFI”

Games like Roblox and Minecraft have allowed users to spend hundreds 
of hours designing elements and creating a world for themselves to play 
in. Meanwhile, casual games on mobile have become more mainstream, 
with games like Ludo filling up fragmented time. Users are spending 
hours on their phones playing Candy Saga, Jedi and Tribal Wars.

While they earn some sort of pass in the game, they usually can't be 
exchanged for legal tender or spent outside of the game. The "GAMEFI" 
concept aims to change that. Players are already earning from platforms 

like Axie Infinity, and they use their rewards to supplement their income.
Projects like GAMEFI, built on top of the blockchain, allow users to 
create their own NFTs and sell them to other users. Since these transac-
tions are done using ethereum, the profits can be exchanged for fiat 
currency used in the real world.

Online Shopping

Shopping online has become quite convenient, with brands like Amazon 
and Flipkart offering fast shipping and a wide range of brands to choose 

from. However, there are still issues that need to be addressed, such as 
exact sizing, glitches in the refund process, and how a particular item 
looks in real life , especially when it comes to buying clothes. 

Today, Lenskart, an Indian e-commerce company that sells eyewear, has 
taken the step of virtual try-ons, using a camera to show how different 

eyeglass frames would look on your face. Looking further, however, you 
won't just be buying things for yourself; new concepts of virtual fashion 
and virtual image skin will emerge, replaced by fashion companies and 
brands that may only exist online. 
As people's working hours change, trying on in a virtual environment 
may become even more important , and your avatar in the metaverse 
may pick the right tie for you.

Travel and Tourism

Travel was restricted last year, and tours of the ancient Greek and Egyp-

tian metaverse became popular. Developers plan to immerse visitors 
and recreate events such as the American Civil War. You can travel 
across borders without having to leave your home, and you can also 
rewind time.
There are also apps for the travel metaverse that plan to use MR technol-
ogy to guide drivers, provide more information related to attractions, and 
bring travel tips together for a more enjoyable experience. For example, 
museum visitors can automatically receive more background and infor-
mation about the exhibits they see.

In addition, because the office uses the metaverse just mentioned above 
for collaboration, there is no need to travel long distances, thus saving 
budget and fuel. For students who want to study at an international 
university, costs will be significantly reduced with lower accommodation 
and travel needs.



2.4 Real Industry Investment Listing Case

UR is a modern enterprise with a royal family background, which has 
established a good business network in many countries and regions 
around the world since its establishment in 2008. 

UR is mainly engaged in the business of incense and jewelry and other 
related businesses, and is committed to building a comprehensive indus-
trial chain, aiming to become the world's only international enterprise that 
perfectly combines the production of high-end incense and jewelry 
research and development and sales. UR current market capitalization 
has exceeded USD 600 million, with a strong upward trend, and is the 
most explosive gold stock leading the emerging market.

2.5 Agarwood

UR has accumulated more than 23 million trees of experience in incense 
tree planting projects, and has its own exclusive planting technology and 
incense bacterium solution, which has achieved high efficiency, stability 
and quality production. UR is one of the best brands in Southeast Asia 
for its excellent incense botanical technology, and the incense produced 
through this technology is the best in the industry.

Agarwood Technology

UR incense has been able to establish a good reputation in the Asia 
Pacific region by combining traditional concepts and modern technology 
with its excellent incense making technology, which has helped UR to 
become a certified brand. MAT-0116 is the core patented technology of 

UR incense, which is a highly efficient incense producing fungus and is 
the most effective fungus planting technology to increase the production 
of incense. Currently, UR is developing a new technology, RGT361, to 
enhance the quality of incense production.

UR sees the unlimited business opportunities in the South Asian market 
and is expanding the scope of UR's incense development to increase 
public awareness of South Asian incense and to further expand agricul-
tural production and create employment opportunities to promote active 
value-added opportunities in rural areas. Currently, UR is actively acquir-
ing more land for R&D and development purposes, and has formed sev-
eral joint ventures with local growers to create a 100-acre research and 
development plantation of incense, and through joint ventures, UR is 
providing expertise in planting bacteria and refining incense oil to 
increase production and revenue. UR is currently cultivating over 

2,137,800 mature trees and has a plantation of over 101,250,000 acres 
and is well on its way to achieving its ambitious goal of planting 3 billion 
trees.

2.6 SPC Agarwood Blockchain Technology

SPC's incense ecology is the first blockchain project that perfectly com-
bines the modern incense entity with blockchain. Throughout the existing 
incense market, most of them are based on collectible artwork as well as 
wood products, wire incense, etc. The complete incense industry chain 
should include modern incense technology so that the role of incense 
can be carried forward and popularized to the point that all people can 
enjoy the treasure given to us by God. spc incense As the first chain in 
the incense industry, eco-technology has the responsibility to enrich and 
improve the entire incense market. From cultivation, incense production, 
refinement, to product production, the eco-chain strictly controls the 

traceability, anti-counterfeiting, quality, and research and development. 
Through the gate-keeping of the incense ecological chain, investors can 
be assured of a worry-free, natural and harmless, to create the most gen-
uine incense platform.

By using blockchain technology, the information of UR, which currently 
cultivates more than 2,137,800 mature trees and has an area of more 
than 101,250,000 acres, will be entered into the chain, and each sinker 
tree will generate a smart contract recorded in the blockchain.

Implementing blockchain ecosystem such as on-chain trading and 
off-chain trading of sinker trees. 

On-chain transactions are recorded on the blockchain public ledger and 
are visible to all participants on its blockchain network. On-chain transac-
tions are trustworthy, decentralized, and fully transparent.

Off-chain transactions are inter-actor agreements and will not be reflect-
ed on the blockchain. Off-chain transactions tend to be cheaper, faster, 
and more private.

In today's supply chain finance system, the supply chain of a specific 
commodity includes the procurement of raw materials to the intermediate 
goods and the final product, and finally the delivery of the goods to the 
consumers through the distribution network. Suppliers, manufacturers, 
distributors, retailers and end-users are linked together as a whole.

Remote virtual seed values, other derivatives of incense

Virtual assets can be used in the incense ecology to purchase physical 
goods or services such as incense growth, incense-bearing tools, and 
labor hours.

The use of blockchain technology has the feature of openness and trace-
ability, which greatly reduces manual intervention and programmed and 
digitized various processes that currently require paper-based opera-
tions. In a blockchain system, all participants are able to share docu-
ments using a decentralized ledger, and through smart contracts, pay-
ments can be made automatically when they reach a predetermined time 
and result, increasing efficiency while largely avoiding manual errors.

Future Value

SPC is ready to fight for a bend in the blockchain field in the next 5-10 
years and become the standard setter of a new generation of global 
technology! The SPC incense technology realizes the blockchain landing 
application of incense, which can quickly and accurately optimize the 
products to adapt to the evolving market, and its significance is more like 
a leader for the whole field, forming its own competitive advantage while 
also being able to the whole ecology of blockchain To improve and opti-
mize, the online and offline consumer application scenarios to create a 
sinker whole industry ecological chain!
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The crypto world is changing the way people around the world create 
value. Players in Southeast Asia are making a living through the 
"GAMEFI" blockchain game. Artists have a whole new way to make 

money, and the world of GAMEFI is throwing a virtual party. Simply put, 
the metaverse is a digital world where anything is possible.

Companies like Facebook also want to get involved. The social media 
giant is investing $50 million in its metaverse project called the XR Pro-
ject and Research Fund.

Mark Zuckerberg's social network has also announced the launch of its 
own stable coin, Diem, the Novi digital wallet, and the closely related 
NFT, making Facebook by far the largest player in this space. Many 
experts believe that the meta-universe will not just affect our work and 
daily lives, but will have a fundamental impact on society as a whole. 
"The metaverse is like a digital nation, a whole new civilization."

A synonym like metaverse is like a digital nation, or even a whole new 
civilization. The metaverse could develop into a globalized entity that 
could generate 10 times the value of the current world economy. Here is 
a list of 11 ways in which the metaverse could change lives in the future.
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how virtual reality (metaverse) and mixed reality (MR) can transcend 
physical space. Its goal is to create an immersive digital environment 
where avatars of people can communicate with each other, enhance 
features that people want to actually use, and ultimately reduce company 
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We've seen changes in related areas during the epidemic, and many 
companies that have built digital infrastructures are making better profits 
even with employees working from home.

"Homeschooling" may take on a whole new meaning

Another major change during the outbreak was education. As schools 
around the world closed their doors during the lockdown, students were 
even allowed to study at home in order to reduce the risk of contracting 
the spread of the outbreak.

This forced new methods of communication, collaboration and evalua-
tion in schools and throughout the educational community. The number 
of tools needed to stay productive has proliferated.

Just as the workplace in the metaverse has a sense of immersion, the 
classroom can be transformed. It could have more social interaction, 
eliminate the somber faces seen on video calls, and the learning process 
could even be gamified.
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Kuan Yew of the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology 
(KAIST) believes that universities with the best digital infrastructure and 
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ties.
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with games like Ludo filling up fragmented time. Users are spending 
hours on their phones playing Candy Saga, Jedi and Tribal Wars.

While they earn some sort of pass in the game, they usually can't be 
exchanged for legal tender or spent outside of the game. The "GAMEFI" 
concept aims to change that. Players are already earning from platforms 

like Axie Infinity, and they use their rewards to supplement their income.
Projects like GAMEFI, built on top of the blockchain, allow users to 
create their own NFTs and sell them to other users. Since these transac-
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Online Shopping

Shopping online has become quite convenient, with brands like Amazon 
and Flipkart offering fast shipping and a wide range of brands to choose 

from. However, there are still issues that need to be addressed, such as 
exact sizing, glitches in the refund process, and how a particular item 
looks in real life , especially when it comes to buying clothes. 

Today, Lenskart, an Indian e-commerce company that sells eyewear, has 
taken the step of virtual try-ons, using a camera to show how different 

eyeglass frames would look on your face. Looking further, however, you 
won't just be buying things for yourself; new concepts of virtual fashion 
and virtual image skin will emerge, replaced by fashion companies and 
brands that may only exist online. 
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may become even more important , and your avatar in the metaverse 
may pick the right tie for you.

Travel and Tourism
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tian metaverse became popular. Developers plan to immerse visitors 
and recreate events such as the American Civil War. You can travel 
across borders without having to leave your home, and you can also 
rewind time.
There are also apps for the travel metaverse that plan to use MR technol-
ogy to guide drivers, provide more information related to attractions, and 
bring travel tips together for a more enjoyable experience. For example, 
museum visitors can automatically receive more background and infor-
mation about the exhibits they see.

In addition, because the office uses the metaverse just mentioned above 
for collaboration, there is no need to travel long distances, thus saving 
budget and fuel. For students who want to study at an international 
university, costs will be significantly reduced with lower accommodation 
and travel needs.
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development plantation of incense, and through joint ventures, UR is 
providing expertise in planting bacteria and refining incense oil to 
increase production and revenue. UR is currently cultivating over 

2,137,800 mature trees and has a plantation of over 101,250,000 acres 
and is well on its way to achieving its ambitious goal of planting 3 billion 
trees.

2.6 SPC Agarwood Blockchain Technology

SPC's incense ecology is the first blockchain project that perfectly com-
bines the modern incense entity with blockchain. Throughout the existing 
incense market, most of them are based on collectible artwork as well as 
wood products, wire incense, etc. The complete incense industry chain 
should include modern incense technology so that the role of incense 
can be carried forward and popularized to the point that all people can 
enjoy the treasure given to us by God. spc incense As the first chain in 
the incense industry, eco-technology has the responsibility to enrich and 
improve the entire incense market. From cultivation, incense production, 
refinement, to product production, the eco-chain strictly controls the 

traceability, anti-counterfeiting, quality, and research and development. 
Through the gate-keeping of the incense ecological chain, investors can 
be assured of a worry-free, natural and harmless, to create the most gen-
uine incense platform.

By using blockchain technology, the information of UR, which currently 
cultivates more than 2,137,800 mature trees and has an area of more 
than 101,250,000 acres, will be entered into the chain, and each sinker 
tree will generate a smart contract recorded in the blockchain.

Implementing blockchain ecosystem such as on-chain trading and 
off-chain trading of sinker trees. 

On-chain transactions are recorded on the blockchain public ledger and 
are visible to all participants on its blockchain network. On-chain transac-
tions are trustworthy, decentralized, and fully transparent.

Off-chain transactions are inter-actor agreements and will not be reflect-
ed on the blockchain. Off-chain transactions tend to be cheaper, faster, 
and more private.

In today's supply chain finance system, the supply chain of a specific 
commodity includes the procurement of raw materials to the intermediate 
goods and the final product, and finally the delivery of the goods to the 
consumers through the distribution network. Suppliers, manufacturers, 
distributors, retailers and end-users are linked together as a whole.

Remote virtual seed values, other derivatives of incense

Virtual assets can be used in the incense ecology to purchase physical 
goods or services such as incense growth, incense-bearing tools, and 
labor hours.

The use of blockchain technology has the feature of openness and trace-
ability, which greatly reduces manual intervention and programmed and 
digitized various processes that currently require paper-based opera-
tions. In a blockchain system, all participants are able to share docu-
ments using a decentralized ledger, and through smart contracts, pay-
ments can be made automatically when they reach a predetermined time 
and result, increasing efficiency while largely avoiding manual errors.

Future Value

SPC is ready to fight for a bend in the blockchain field in the next 5-10 
years and become the standard setter of a new generation of global 
technology! The SPC incense technology realizes the blockchain landing 
application of incense, which can quickly and accurately optimize the 
products to adapt to the evolving market, and its significance is more like 
a leader for the whole field, forming its own competitive advantage while 
also being able to the whole ecology of blockchain To improve and opti-
mize, the online and offline consumer application scenarios to create a 
sinker whole industry ecological chain!

2.7 Metaverse

The crypto world is changing the way people around the world create 
value. Players in Southeast Asia are making a living through the 
"GAMEFI" blockchain game. Artists have a whole new way to make 

money, and the world of GAMEFI is throwing a virtual party. Simply put, 
the metaverse is a digital world where anything is possible.

Companies like Facebook also want to get involved. The social media 
giant is investing $50 million in its metaverse project called the XR Pro-
ject and Research Fund.

Mark Zuckerberg's social network has also announced the launch of its 
own stable coin, Diem, the Novi digital wallet, and the closely related 
NFT, making Facebook by far the largest player in this space. Many 
experts believe that the meta-universe will not just affect our work and 
daily lives, but will have a fundamental impact on society as a whole. 
"The metaverse is like a digital nation, a whole new civilization."

A synonym like metaverse is like a digital nation, or even a whole new 
civilization. The metaverse could develop into a globalized entity that 
could generate 10 times the value of the current world economy. Here is 
a list of 11 ways in which the metaverse could change lives in the future.

Users won't be accidentally caught on camera when something embar-
rassing happens

During the epidemic, a journalist was accidentally caught on camera 
while covering a story without pants. However, in a virtual world, you can 
create a "fully armed" avatar to reduce the probability of such an acci-
dent.

For example, Facebook's Horizon Workrooms, a virtual meeting space 

for telecommuters based on metaverse technology, is an example of 
how virtual reality (metaverse) and mixed reality (MR) can transcend 
physical space. Its goal is to create an immersive digital environment 
where avatars of people can communicate with each other, enhance 
features that people want to actually use, and ultimately reduce company 
rent to zero .

We've seen changes in related areas during the epidemic, and many 
companies that have built digital infrastructures are making better profits 
even with employees working from home.

"Homeschooling" may take on a whole new meaning

Another major change during the outbreak was education. As schools 
around the world closed their doors during the lockdown, students were 
even allowed to study at home in order to reduce the risk of contracting 
the spread of the outbreak.

This forced new methods of communication, collaboration and evalua-
tion in schools and throughout the educational community. The number 
of tools needed to stay productive has proliferated.

Just as the workplace in the metaverse has a sense of immersion, the 
classroom can be transformed. It could have more social interaction, 
eliminate the somber faces seen on video calls, and the learning process 
could even be gamified.

Just as DeFi will disrupt the current international monetary balance, Lee 
Kuan Yew of the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology 
(KAIST) believes that universities with the best digital infrastructure and 
Internet-savvy human resources will become the new top-tier universi-
ties.

“GAMEFI”

Games like Roblox and Minecraft have allowed users to spend hundreds 
of hours designing elements and creating a world for themselves to play 
in. Meanwhile, casual games on mobile have become more mainstream, 
with games like Ludo filling up fragmented time. Users are spending 
hours on their phones playing Candy Saga, Jedi and Tribal Wars.

While they earn some sort of pass in the game, they usually can't be 
exchanged for legal tender or spent outside of the game. The "GAMEFI" 
concept aims to change that. Players are already earning from platforms 

like Axie Infinity, and they use their rewards to supplement their income.
Projects like GAMEFI, built on top of the blockchain, allow users to 
create their own NFTs and sell them to other users. Since these transac-
tions are done using ethereum, the profits can be exchanged for fiat 
currency used in the real world.

Online Shopping

Shopping online has become quite convenient, with brands like Amazon 
and Flipkart offering fast shipping and a wide range of brands to choose 

from. However, there are still issues that need to be addressed, such as 
exact sizing, glitches in the refund process, and how a particular item 
looks in real life , especially when it comes to buying clothes. 

Today, Lenskart, an Indian e-commerce company that sells eyewear, has 
taken the step of virtual try-ons, using a camera to show how different 

eyeglass frames would look on your face. Looking further, however, you 
won't just be buying things for yourself; new concepts of virtual fashion 
and virtual image skin will emerge, replaced by fashion companies and 
brands that may only exist online. 
As people's working hours change, trying on in a virtual environment 
may become even more important , and your avatar in the metaverse 
may pick the right tie for you.

Travel and Tourism

Travel was restricted last year, and tours of the ancient Greek and Egyp-

tian metaverse became popular. Developers plan to immerse visitors 
and recreate events such as the American Civil War. You can travel 
across borders without having to leave your home, and you can also 
rewind time.
There are also apps for the travel metaverse that plan to use MR technol-
ogy to guide drivers, provide more information related to attractions, and 
bring travel tips together for a more enjoyable experience. For example, 
museum visitors can automatically receive more background and infor-
mation about the exhibits they see.

In addition, because the office uses the metaverse just mentioned above 
for collaboration, there is no need to travel long distances, thus saving 
budget and fuel. For students who want to study at an international 
university, costs will be significantly reduced with lower accommodation 
and travel needs.



2.4 Real Industry Investment Listing Case

UR is a modern enterprise with a royal family background, which has 
established a good business network in many countries and regions 
around the world since its establishment in 2008. 

UR is mainly engaged in the business of incense and jewelry and other 
related businesses, and is committed to building a comprehensive indus-
trial chain, aiming to become the world's only international enterprise that 
perfectly combines the production of high-end incense and jewelry 
research and development and sales. UR current market capitalization 
has exceeded USD 600 million, with a strong upward trend, and is the 
most explosive gold stock leading the emerging market.

2.5 Agarwood

UR has accumulated more than 23 million trees of experience in incense 
tree planting projects, and has its own exclusive planting technology and 
incense bacterium solution, which has achieved high efficiency, stability 
and quality production. UR is one of the best brands in Southeast Asia 
for its excellent incense botanical technology, and the incense produced 
through this technology is the best in the industry.

Agarwood Technology

UR incense has been able to establish a good reputation in the Asia 
Pacific region by combining traditional concepts and modern technology 
with its excellent incense making technology, which has helped UR to 
become a certified brand. MAT-0116 is the core patented technology of 

UR incense, which is a highly efficient incense producing fungus and is 
the most effective fungus planting technology to increase the production 
of incense. Currently, UR is developing a new technology, RGT361, to 
enhance the quality of incense production.

UR sees the unlimited business opportunities in the South Asian market 
and is expanding the scope of UR's incense development to increase 
public awareness of South Asian incense and to further expand agricul-
tural production and create employment opportunities to promote active 
value-added opportunities in rural areas. Currently, UR is actively acquir-
ing more land for R&D and development purposes, and has formed sev-
eral joint ventures with local growers to create a 100-acre research and 
development plantation of incense, and through joint ventures, UR is 
providing expertise in planting bacteria and refining incense oil to 
increase production and revenue. UR is currently cultivating over 

2,137,800 mature trees and has a plantation of over 101,250,000 acres 
and is well on its way to achieving its ambitious goal of planting 3 billion 
trees.

2.6 SPC Agarwood Blockchain Technology

SPC's incense ecology is the first blockchain project that perfectly com-
bines the modern incense entity with blockchain. Throughout the existing 
incense market, most of them are based on collectible artwork as well as 
wood products, wire incense, etc. The complete incense industry chain 
should include modern incense technology so that the role of incense 
can be carried forward and popularized to the point that all people can 
enjoy the treasure given to us by God. spc incense As the first chain in 
the incense industry, eco-technology has the responsibility to enrich and 
improve the entire incense market. From cultivation, incense production, 
refinement, to product production, the eco-chain strictly controls the 

traceability, anti-counterfeiting, quality, and research and development. 
Through the gate-keeping of the incense ecological chain, investors can 
be assured of a worry-free, natural and harmless, to create the most gen-
uine incense platform.

By using blockchain technology, the information of UR, which currently 
cultivates more than 2,137,800 mature trees and has an area of more 
than 101,250,000 acres, will be entered into the chain, and each sinker 
tree will generate a smart contract recorded in the blockchain.

Implementing blockchain ecosystem such as on-chain trading and 
off-chain trading of sinker trees. 

On-chain transactions are recorded on the blockchain public ledger and 
are visible to all participants on its blockchain network. On-chain transac-
tions are trustworthy, decentralized, and fully transparent.

Off-chain transactions are inter-actor agreements and will not be reflect-
ed on the blockchain. Off-chain transactions tend to be cheaper, faster, 
and more private.

In today's supply chain finance system, the supply chain of a specific 
commodity includes the procurement of raw materials to the intermediate 
goods and the final product, and finally the delivery of the goods to the 
consumers through the distribution network. Suppliers, manufacturers, 
distributors, retailers and end-users are linked together as a whole.

Remote virtual seed values, other derivatives of incense

Virtual assets can be used in the incense ecology to purchase physical 
goods or services such as incense growth, incense-bearing tools, and 
labor hours.

The use of blockchain technology has the feature of openness and trace-
ability, which greatly reduces manual intervention and programmed and 
digitized various processes that currently require paper-based opera-
tions. In a blockchain system, all participants are able to share docu-
ments using a decentralized ledger, and through smart contracts, pay-
ments can be made automatically when they reach a predetermined time 
and result, increasing efficiency while largely avoiding manual errors.

Future Value

SPC is ready to fight for a bend in the blockchain field in the next 5-10 
years and become the standard setter of a new generation of global 
technology! The SPC incense technology realizes the blockchain landing 
application of incense, which can quickly and accurately optimize the 
products to adapt to the evolving market, and its significance is more like 
a leader for the whole field, forming its own competitive advantage while 
also being able to the whole ecology of blockchain To improve and opti-
mize, the online and offline consumer application scenarios to create a 
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The crypto world is changing the way people around the world create 
value. Players in Southeast Asia are making a living through the 
"GAMEFI" blockchain game. Artists have a whole new way to make 
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the metaverse is a digital world where anything is possible.

Companies like Facebook also want to get involved. The social media 
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ject and Research Fund.

Mark Zuckerberg's social network has also announced the launch of its 
own stable coin, Diem, the Novi digital wallet, and the closely related 
NFT, making Facebook by far the largest player in this space. Many 
experts believe that the meta-universe will not just affect our work and 
daily lives, but will have a fundamental impact on society as a whole. 
"The metaverse is like a digital nation, a whole new civilization."

A synonym like metaverse is like a digital nation, or even a whole new 
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could generate 10 times the value of the current world economy. Here is 
a list of 11 ways in which the metaverse could change lives in the future.
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tion in schools and throughout the educational community. The number 
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classroom can be transformed. It could have more social interaction, 
eliminate the somber faces seen on video calls, and the learning process 
could even be gamified.
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with games like Ludo filling up fragmented time. Users are spending 
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While they earn some sort of pass in the game, they usually can't be 
exchanged for legal tender or spent outside of the game. The "GAMEFI" 
concept aims to change that. Players are already earning from platforms 

like Axie Infinity, and they use their rewards to supplement their income.
Projects like GAMEFI, built on top of the blockchain, allow users to 
create their own NFTs and sell them to other users. Since these transac-
tions are done using ethereum, the profits can be exchanged for fiat 
currency used in the real world.

Online Shopping

Shopping online has become quite convenient, with brands like Amazon 
and Flipkart offering fast shipping and a wide range of brands to choose 

from. However, there are still issues that need to be addressed, such as 
exact sizing, glitches in the refund process, and how a particular item 
looks in real life , especially when it comes to buying clothes. 

Today, Lenskart, an Indian e-commerce company that sells eyewear, has 
taken the step of virtual try-ons, using a camera to show how different 

eyeglass frames would look on your face. Looking further, however, you 
won't just be buying things for yourself; new concepts of virtual fashion 
and virtual image skin will emerge, replaced by fashion companies and 
brands that may only exist online. 
As people's working hours change, trying on in a virtual environment 
may become even more important , and your avatar in the metaverse 
may pick the right tie for you.

Travel and Tourism
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across borders without having to leave your home, and you can also 
rewind time.
There are also apps for the travel metaverse that plan to use MR technol-
ogy to guide drivers, provide more information related to attractions, and 
bring travel tips together for a more enjoyable experience. For example, 
museum visitors can automatically receive more background and infor-
mation about the exhibits they see.

In addition, because the office uses the metaverse just mentioned above 
for collaboration, there is no need to travel long distances, thus saving 
budget and fuel. For students who want to study at an international 
university, costs will be significantly reduced with lower accommodation 
and travel needs.
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tree planting projects, and has its own exclusive planting technology and 
incense bacterium solution, which has achieved high efficiency, stability 
and quality production. UR is one of the best brands in Southeast Asia 
for its excellent incense botanical technology, and the incense produced 
through this technology is the best in the industry.

Agarwood Technology

UR incense has been able to establish a good reputation in the Asia 
Pacific region by combining traditional concepts and modern technology 
with its excellent incense making technology, which has helped UR to 
become a certified brand. MAT-0116 is the core patented technology of 

UR incense, which is a highly efficient incense producing fungus and is 
the most effective fungus planting technology to increase the production 
of incense. Currently, UR is developing a new technology, RGT361, to 
enhance the quality of incense production.

UR sees the unlimited business opportunities in the South Asian market 
and is expanding the scope of UR's incense development to increase 
public awareness of South Asian incense and to further expand agricul-
tural production and create employment opportunities to promote active 
value-added opportunities in rural areas. Currently, UR is actively acquir-
ing more land for R&D and development purposes, and has formed sev-
eral joint ventures with local growers to create a 100-acre research and 
development plantation of incense, and through joint ventures, UR is 
providing expertise in planting bacteria and refining incense oil to 
increase production and revenue. UR is currently cultivating over 

2,137,800 mature trees and has a plantation of over 101,250,000 acres 
and is well on its way to achieving its ambitious goal of planting 3 billion 
trees.

2.6 SPC Agarwood Blockchain Technology

SPC's incense ecology is the first blockchain project that perfectly com-
bines the modern incense entity with blockchain. Throughout the existing 
incense market, most of them are based on collectible artwork as well as 
wood products, wire incense, etc. The complete incense industry chain 
should include modern incense technology so that the role of incense 
can be carried forward and popularized to the point that all people can 
enjoy the treasure given to us by God. spc incense As the first chain in 
the incense industry, eco-technology has the responsibility to enrich and 
improve the entire incense market. From cultivation, incense production, 
refinement, to product production, the eco-chain strictly controls the 

traceability, anti-counterfeiting, quality, and research and development. 
Through the gate-keeping of the incense ecological chain, investors can 
be assured of a worry-free, natural and harmless, to create the most gen-
uine incense platform.

By using blockchain technology, the information of UR, which currently 
cultivates more than 2,137,800 mature trees and has an area of more 
than 101,250,000 acres, will be entered into the chain, and each sinker 
tree will generate a smart contract recorded in the blockchain.

Implementing blockchain ecosystem such as on-chain trading and 
off-chain trading of sinker trees. 

On-chain transactions are recorded on the blockchain public ledger and 
are visible to all participants on its blockchain network. On-chain transac-
tions are trustworthy, decentralized, and fully transparent.

Off-chain transactions are inter-actor agreements and will not be reflect-
ed on the blockchain. Off-chain transactions tend to be cheaper, faster, 
and more private.

In today's supply chain finance system, the supply chain of a specific 
commodity includes the procurement of raw materials to the intermediate 
goods and the final product, and finally the delivery of the goods to the 
consumers through the distribution network. Suppliers, manufacturers, 
distributors, retailers and end-users are linked together as a whole.

Remote virtual seed values, other derivatives of incense

Virtual assets can be used in the incense ecology to purchase physical 
goods or services such as incense growth, incense-bearing tools, and 
labor hours.

The use of blockchain technology has the feature of openness and trace-
ability, which greatly reduces manual intervention and programmed and 
digitized various processes that currently require paper-based opera-
tions. In a blockchain system, all participants are able to share docu-
ments using a decentralized ledger, and through smart contracts, pay-
ments can be made automatically when they reach a predetermined time 
and result, increasing efficiency while largely avoiding manual errors.

Future Value

SPC is ready to fight for a bend in the blockchain field in the next 5-10 
years and become the standard setter of a new generation of global 
technology! The SPC incense technology realizes the blockchain landing 
application of incense, which can quickly and accurately optimize the 
products to adapt to the evolving market, and its significance is more like 
a leader for the whole field, forming its own competitive advantage while 
also being able to the whole ecology of blockchain To improve and opti-
mize, the online and offline consumer application scenarios to create a 
sinker whole industry ecological chain!

2.7 Metaverse

The crypto world is changing the way people around the world create 
value. Players in Southeast Asia are making a living through the 
"GAMEFI" blockchain game. Artists have a whole new way to make 

money, and the world of GAMEFI is throwing a virtual party. Simply put, 
the metaverse is a digital world where anything is possible.

Companies like Facebook also want to get involved. The social media 
giant is investing $50 million in its metaverse project called the XR Pro-
ject and Research Fund.

Mark Zuckerberg's social network has also announced the launch of its 
own stable coin, Diem, the Novi digital wallet, and the closely related 
NFT, making Facebook by far the largest player in this space. Many 
experts believe that the meta-universe will not just affect our work and 
daily lives, but will have a fundamental impact on society as a whole. 
"The metaverse is like a digital nation, a whole new civilization."

A synonym like metaverse is like a digital nation, or even a whole new 
civilization. The metaverse could develop into a globalized entity that 
could generate 10 times the value of the current world economy. Here is 
a list of 11 ways in which the metaverse could change lives in the future.

Users won't be accidentally caught on camera when something embar-
rassing happens

During the epidemic, a journalist was accidentally caught on camera 
while covering a story without pants. However, in a virtual world, you can 
create a "fully armed" avatar to reduce the probability of such an acci-
dent.

For example, Facebook's Horizon Workrooms, a virtual meeting space 

for telecommuters based on metaverse technology, is an example of 
how virtual reality (metaverse) and mixed reality (MR) can transcend 
physical space. Its goal is to create an immersive digital environment 
where avatars of people can communicate with each other, enhance 
features that people want to actually use, and ultimately reduce company 
rent to zero .

We've seen changes in related areas during the epidemic, and many 
companies that have built digital infrastructures are making better profits 
even with employees working from home.

"Homeschooling" may take on a whole new meaning

Another major change during the outbreak was education. As schools 
around the world closed their doors during the lockdown, students were 
even allowed to study at home in order to reduce the risk of contracting 
the spread of the outbreak.

This forced new methods of communication, collaboration and evalua-
tion in schools and throughout the educational community. The number 
of tools needed to stay productive has proliferated.

Just as the workplace in the metaverse has a sense of immersion, the 
classroom can be transformed. It could have more social interaction, 
eliminate the somber faces seen on video calls, and the learning process 
could even be gamified.

Just as DeFi will disrupt the current international monetary balance, Lee 
Kuan Yew of the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology 
(KAIST) believes that universities with the best digital infrastructure and 
Internet-savvy human resources will become the new top-tier universi-
ties.

“GAMEFI”

Games like Roblox and Minecraft have allowed users to spend hundreds 
of hours designing elements and creating a world for themselves to play 
in. Meanwhile, casual games on mobile have become more mainstream, 
with games like Ludo filling up fragmented time. Users are spending 
hours on their phones playing Candy Saga, Jedi and Tribal Wars.

While they earn some sort of pass in the game, they usually can't be 
exchanged for legal tender or spent outside of the game. The "GAMEFI" 
concept aims to change that. Players are already earning from platforms 

like Axie Infinity, and they use their rewards to supplement their income.
Projects like GAMEFI, built on top of the blockchain, allow users to 
create their own NFTs and sell them to other users. Since these transac-
tions are done using ethereum, the profits can be exchanged for fiat 
currency used in the real world.

Online Shopping

Shopping online has become quite convenient, with brands like Amazon 
and Flipkart offering fast shipping and a wide range of brands to choose 

from. However, there are still issues that need to be addressed, such as 
exact sizing, glitches in the refund process, and how a particular item 
looks in real life , especially when it comes to buying clothes. 

Today, Lenskart, an Indian e-commerce company that sells eyewear, has 
taken the step of virtual try-ons, using a camera to show how different 

eyeglass frames would look on your face. Looking further, however, you 
won't just be buying things for yourself; new concepts of virtual fashion 
and virtual image skin will emerge, replaced by fashion companies and 
brands that may only exist online. 
As people's working hours change, trying on in a virtual environment 
may become even more important , and your avatar in the metaverse 
may pick the right tie for you.

Travel and Tourism

Travel was restricted last year, and tours of the ancient Greek and Egyp-

tian metaverse became popular. Developers plan to immerse visitors 
and recreate events such as the American Civil War. You can travel 
across borders without having to leave your home, and you can also 
rewind time.
There are also apps for the travel metaverse that plan to use MR technol-
ogy to guide drivers, provide more information related to attractions, and 
bring travel tips together for a more enjoyable experience. For example, 
museum visitors can automatically receive more background and infor-
mation about the exhibits they see.

In addition, because the office uses the metaverse just mentioned above 
for collaboration, there is no need to travel long distances, thus saving 
budget and fuel. For students who want to study at an international 
university, costs will be significantly reduced with lower accommodation 
and travel needs.



2.4 Real Industry Investment Listing Case

UR is a modern enterprise with a royal family background, which has 
established a good business network in many countries and regions 
around the world since its establishment in 2008. 
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and is expanding the scope of UR's incense development to increase 
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eral joint ventures with local growers to create a 100-acre research and 
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classroom can be transformed. It could have more social interaction, 
eliminate the somber faces seen on video calls, and the learning process 
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brands that may only exist online. 
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may become even more important , and your avatar in the metaverse 
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mation about the exhibits they see.
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ogy to guide drivers, provide more information related to attractions, and 
bring travel tips together for a more enjoyable experience. For example, 
museum visitors can automatically receive more background and infor-
mation about the exhibits they see.

In addition, because the office uses the metaverse just mentioned above 
for collaboration, there is no need to travel long distances, thus saving 
budget and fuel. For students who want to study at an international 
university, costs will be significantly reduced with lower accommodation 
and travel needs.



2.4 Real Industry Investment Listing Case

UR is a modern enterprise with a royal family background, which has 
established a good business network in many countries and regions 
around the world since its establishment in 2008. 

UR is mainly engaged in the business of incense and jewelry and other 
related businesses, and is committed to building a comprehensive indus-
trial chain, aiming to become the world's only international enterprise that 
perfectly combines the production of high-end incense and jewelry 
research and development and sales. UR current market capitalization 
has exceeded USD 600 million, with a strong upward trend, and is the 
most explosive gold stock leading the emerging market.

2.5 Agarwood

UR has accumulated more than 23 million trees of experience in incense 
tree planting projects, and has its own exclusive planting technology and 
incense bacterium solution, which has achieved high efficiency, stability 
and quality production. UR is one of the best brands in Southeast Asia 
for its excellent incense botanical technology, and the incense produced 
through this technology is the best in the industry.

Agarwood Technology

UR incense has been able to establish a good reputation in the Asia 
Pacific region by combining traditional concepts and modern technology 
with its excellent incense making technology, which has helped UR to 
become a certified brand. MAT-0116 is the core patented technology of 

UR incense, which is a highly efficient incense producing fungus and is 
the most effective fungus planting technology to increase the production 
of incense. Currently, UR is developing a new technology, RGT361, to 
enhance the quality of incense production.

UR sees the unlimited business opportunities in the South Asian market 
and is expanding the scope of UR's incense development to increase 
public awareness of South Asian incense and to further expand agricul-
tural production and create employment opportunities to promote active 
value-added opportunities in rural areas. Currently, UR is actively acquir-
ing more land for R&D and development purposes, and has formed sev-
eral joint ventures with local growers to create a 100-acre research and 
development plantation of incense, and through joint ventures, UR is 
providing expertise in planting bacteria and refining incense oil to 
increase production and revenue. UR is currently cultivating over 

2,137,800 mature trees and has a plantation of over 101,250,000 acres 
and is well on its way to achieving its ambitious goal of planting 3 billion 
trees.

2.6 SPC Agarwood Blockchain Technology

SPC's incense ecology is the first blockchain project that perfectly com-
bines the modern incense entity with blockchain. Throughout the existing 
incense market, most of them are based on collectible artwork as well as 
wood products, wire incense, etc. The complete incense industry chain 
should include modern incense technology so that the role of incense 
can be carried forward and popularized to the point that all people can 
enjoy the treasure given to us by God. spc incense As the first chain in 
the incense industry, eco-technology has the responsibility to enrich and 
improve the entire incense market. From cultivation, incense production, 
refinement, to product production, the eco-chain strictly controls the 

traceability, anti-counterfeiting, quality, and research and development. 
Through the gate-keeping of the incense ecological chain, investors can 
be assured of a worry-free, natural and harmless, to create the most gen-
uine incense platform.

By using blockchain technology, the information of UR, which currently 
cultivates more than 2,137,800 mature trees and has an area of more 
than 101,250,000 acres, will be entered into the chain, and each sinker 
tree will generate a smart contract recorded in the blockchain.

Implementing blockchain ecosystem such as on-chain trading and 
off-chain trading of sinker trees. 

On-chain transactions are recorded on the blockchain public ledger and 
are visible to all participants on its blockchain network. On-chain transac-
tions are trustworthy, decentralized, and fully transparent.

Off-chain transactions are inter-actor agreements and will not be reflect-
ed on the blockchain. Off-chain transactions tend to be cheaper, faster, 
and more private.

In today's supply chain finance system, the supply chain of a specific 
commodity includes the procurement of raw materials to the intermediate 
goods and the final product, and finally the delivery of the goods to the 
consumers through the distribution network. Suppliers, manufacturers, 
distributors, retailers and end-users are linked together as a whole.

Remote virtual seed values, other derivatives of incense

Virtual assets can be used in the incense ecology to purchase physical 
goods or services such as incense growth, incense-bearing tools, and 
labor hours.

The use of blockchain technology has the feature of openness and trace-
ability, which greatly reduces manual intervention and programmed and 
digitized various processes that currently require paper-based opera-
tions. In a blockchain system, all participants are able to share docu-
ments using a decentralized ledger, and through smart contracts, pay-
ments can be made automatically when they reach a predetermined time 
and result, increasing efficiency while largely avoiding manual errors.

Future Value

SPC is ready to fight for a bend in the blockchain field in the next 5-10 
years and become the standard setter of a new generation of global 
technology! The SPC incense technology realizes the blockchain landing 
application of incense, which can quickly and accurately optimize the 
products to adapt to the evolving market, and its significance is more like 
a leader for the whole field, forming its own competitive advantage while 
also being able to the whole ecology of blockchain To improve and opti-
mize, the online and offline consumer application scenarios to create a 
sinker whole industry ecological chain!

2.7 Metaverse

The crypto world is changing the way people around the world create 
value. Players in Southeast Asia are making a living through the 
"GAMEFI" blockchain game. Artists have a whole new way to make 

money, and the world of GAMEFI is throwing a virtual party. Simply put, 
the metaverse is a digital world where anything is possible.

Companies like Facebook also want to get involved. The social media 
giant is investing $50 million in its metaverse project called the XR Pro-
ject and Research Fund.

Mark Zuckerberg's social network has also announced the launch of its 
own stable coin, Diem, the Novi digital wallet, and the closely related 
NFT, making Facebook by far the largest player in this space. Many 
experts believe that the meta-universe will not just affect our work and 
daily lives, but will have a fundamental impact on society as a whole. 
"The metaverse is like a digital nation, a whole new civilization."

A synonym like metaverse is like a digital nation, or even a whole new 
civilization. The metaverse could develop into a globalized entity that 
could generate 10 times the value of the current world economy. Here is 
a list of 11 ways in which the metaverse could change lives in the future.

Users won't be accidentally caught on camera when something embar-
rassing happens

During the epidemic, a journalist was accidentally caught on camera 
while covering a story without pants. However, in a virtual world, you can 
create a "fully armed" avatar to reduce the probability of such an acci-
dent.

For example, Facebook's Horizon Workrooms, a virtual meeting space 

for telecommuters based on metaverse technology, is an example of 
how virtual reality (metaverse) and mixed reality (MR) can transcend 
physical space. Its goal is to create an immersive digital environment 
where avatars of people can communicate with each other, enhance 
features that people want to actually use, and ultimately reduce company 
rent to zero .

We've seen changes in related areas during the epidemic, and many 
companies that have built digital infrastructures are making better profits 
even with employees working from home.

"Homeschooling" may take on a whole new meaning

Another major change during the outbreak was education. As schools 
around the world closed their doors during the lockdown, students were 
even allowed to study at home in order to reduce the risk of contracting 
the spread of the outbreak.

This forced new methods of communication, collaboration and evalua-
tion in schools and throughout the educational community. The number 
of tools needed to stay productive has proliferated.

Just as the workplace in the metaverse has a sense of immersion, the 
classroom can be transformed. It could have more social interaction, 
eliminate the somber faces seen on video calls, and the learning process 
could even be gamified.

Just as DeFi will disrupt the current international monetary balance, Lee 
Kuan Yew of the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology 
(KAIST) believes that universities with the best digital infrastructure and 
Internet-savvy human resources will become the new top-tier universi-
ties.

“GAMEFI”

Games like Roblox and Minecraft have allowed users to spend hundreds 
of hours designing elements and creating a world for themselves to play 
in. Meanwhile, casual games on mobile have become more mainstream, 
with games like Ludo filling up fragmented time. Users are spending 
hours on their phones playing Candy Saga, Jedi and Tribal Wars.

While they earn some sort of pass in the game, they usually can't be 
exchanged for legal tender or spent outside of the game. The "GAMEFI" 
concept aims to change that. Players are already earning from platforms 

like Axie Infinity, and they use their rewards to supplement their income.
Projects like GAMEFI, built on top of the blockchain, allow users to 
create their own NFTs and sell them to other users. Since these transac-
tions are done using ethereum, the profits can be exchanged for fiat 
currency used in the real world.

Online Shopping

Shopping online has become quite convenient, with brands like Amazon 
and Flipkart offering fast shipping and a wide range of brands to choose 

from. However, there are still issues that need to be addressed, such as 
exact sizing, glitches in the refund process, and how a particular item 
looks in real life , especially when it comes to buying clothes. 

Today, Lenskart, an Indian e-commerce company that sells eyewear, has 
taken the step of virtual try-ons, using a camera to show how different 

eyeglass frames would look on your face. Looking further, however, you 
won't just be buying things for yourself; new concepts of virtual fashion 
and virtual image skin will emerge, replaced by fashion companies and 
brands that may only exist online. 
As people's working hours change, trying on in a virtual environment 
may become even more important , and your avatar in the metaverse 
may pick the right tie for you.

Travel and Tourism

Travel was restricted last year, and tours of the ancient Greek and Egyp-

tian metaverse became popular. Developers plan to immerse visitors 
and recreate events such as the American Civil War. You can travel 
across borders without having to leave your home, and you can also 
rewind time.
There are also apps for the travel metaverse that plan to use MR technol-
ogy to guide drivers, provide more information related to attractions, and 
bring travel tips together for a more enjoyable experience. For example, 
museum visitors can automatically receive more background and infor-
mation about the exhibits they see.

In addition, because the office uses the metaverse just mentioned above 
for collaboration, there is no need to travel long distances, thus saving 
budget and fuel. For students who want to study at an international 
university, costs will be significantly reduced with lower accommodation 
and travel needs.
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currency used in the real world.

Online Shopping

Shopping online has become quite convenient, with brands like Amazon 
and Flipkart offering fast shipping and a wide range of brands to choose 

from. However, there are still issues that need to be addressed, such as 
exact sizing, glitches in the refund process, and how a particular item 
looks in real life , especially when it comes to buying clothes. 

Today, Lenskart, an Indian e-commerce company that sells eyewear, has 
taken the step of virtual try-ons, using a camera to show how different 

eyeglass frames would look on your face. Looking further, however, you 
won't just be buying things for yourself; new concepts of virtual fashion 
and virtual image skin will emerge, replaced by fashion companies and 
brands that may only exist online. 
As people's working hours change, trying on in a virtual environment 
may become even more important , and your avatar in the metaverse 
may pick the right tie for you.

Travel and Tourism

Travel was restricted last year, and tours of the ancient Greek and Egyp-

tian metaverse became popular. Developers plan to immerse visitors 
and recreate events such as the American Civil War. You can travel 
across borders without having to leave your home, and you can also 
rewind time.
There are also apps for the travel metaverse that plan to use MR technol-
ogy to guide drivers, provide more information related to attractions, and 
bring travel tips together for a more enjoyable experience. For example, 
museum visitors can automatically receive more background and infor-
mation about the exhibits they see.

In addition, because the office uses the metaverse just mentioned above 
for collaboration, there is no need to travel long distances, thus saving 
budget and fuel. For students who want to study at an international 
university, costs will be significantly reduced with lower accommodation 
and travel needs.



Online parties and concerts

Many DAPPs have introduced a host of new features that allow users to 
interact more with video during an epidemic, and this is just one part of a 
handful of DAPPs that are trying to change the way people party at 
home.

In many ways, this is much easier than attending a party in real life. How-
ever, it does lack the "look and feel" of a real-life party. The metaverse is 
looking for ways to bridge this gap. Projects like Sandbox, built on the 
ethereum blockchain, allow users to buy land, build properties, and host 

any event they want. Rapper SnoopDogg is even rebuilding his mansion 
and offering VIP tickets to users to attend his concerts. Land in the 
metaverse has been sold for millions of dollars.

Owning an online digital property

In real life, art and land have always attracted investors. So would you be 
surprised to hear that real estate is being built on virtual land in the Inter-
net? As more and more people dabble in the metaverse, at least some 
have come to understand the value of "land" in the metaverse. Land has 
some value as NFT and investors have placed bets in some DAPP 
projects.

Adventures in the metaverse

Unless it is James Bond, real life is not exciting enough. How else do you 
explain that some people will endlessly seek excitement, visit some 
theme parks, participate in parachute jumping and other adventurous 
activities.

With the advancement of metaverse technology, even those of us who 
are not billionaires can experience the same exciting activities . For 
example, ten friends who are far apart can go and participate in activities 

such as kayaking, racing, mountain climbing, skydiving, roller coaster 
rides, and even travel to space.

Some gamers have already had a taste of the fun it can be. A completely 
virtual world can be a replica of the real world and has the functionality 
and economies of scale of society.

Changing the way we interact with computers

Just as touchscreens have been around for decades, it took the iPhone 
to reach the mass market and make a big difference in everyday life. If 

any form of metaverse hardware becomes more common after the 
"metaverse", we will find it very common to move our fingers in the air to 
control computers.

These are all linked to DeFi

There may not be a formal banking sector in the world of the metaverse. 
But solutions like DeFi are emerging. This is the way to buy NFTs and 
digital assets, sell tickets, exchange passes, and generate other transac-
tions.

If traditional banks continue to remain indifferent to this aspect, the 
momentum of people living in the metaverse will increase and DeFi will 
proliferate based on an exponentially increasing number of transactions. 
So far, each metaverse platform has tried to use different crypto passes. 
facebook's metaverse will probably revolve around its stable coin Diem.

The metaverse will change the technology you buy

Meta-universes are diverse, and so are their applications. Just as some-
one with a personal computer buys a keyboard and mouse to take home, 

the integration of the metaverse into our lives may change the technolo-
gy we need to survive in the digital world.

The App can get the functionality of the metaverse by using a simple 
camera, like the one built into any laptop or phone. This would allow 
them to run in MR mode, meaning your screen shows the real world as 
seen by the camera , but with a translucent layer on top, courtesy of the 
App. A more ambitious and comprehensive metaverse app uses the 
metaverse headset. In turn, the smooth operation of the metaverse 
headset requires a high-end phone, or a powerful laptop or desktop com-
puter with a good graphics card and processor.

The Meta Universe Headset is not easy to use while on the move, but is 
a boon to companies that want their employees to work from home, 
providing an immersive experience.

SPC in the metaverse SPC
SPC Metaverse Industrial Park

The PC project plans to invest heavily in the brand "SPC Meta-Universe" 
in Southeast Asia in 2023 and establish the first technology park with all 
ecological applications, scenery construction, technology training and 
other related industries in the field of Meta-Universe.

SPC has already started to conceive and prepare for the creation of 
"Blockchain Industrial Park". It is expected that in 5-8 years, SPC will 
become a global brand name by building a metaverse ecological brand.

The SPC Meta-Universe brand, with the development goal of creating a 
global meta-universe industry highland and based on the meta-universe 

technology, will fully facilitate the development and technology integra-
tion of "meta-universe block chain AR VR". After it is put into production, 
it will be able to accommodate tens of thousands of people to start 
metaverse business and will be a world leader in terms of area and func-
tion.

The construction start and project landing of SPC metaverse brand 
industrial park will further strengthen our head position in blockchain AI 
AR artificial intelligence and other industries, while SPC will continue to 
tackle the core technology of blockchain metaverse, accelerate the 
development of blockchain metaverse technology and industrial innova-
tion, and lead the industry development into a new chapter.

SPC Meta Universe + Sinker Agriculture

SPC Metaverse + SPC Incense Industry: Cutting-edge technology and 
the oldest industry collide

SPC will concretize the metaverse in new technologies such as extend-
ed reality (XR), blockchain, cloud computing, digital twin, etc., and apply 
the most advanced technologies to maximize the capabilities of the agri-
cultural industry.

SPC's meta-universe includes: immersive experience, low latency and 
anthropomorphism allow users to have an immersive sensory experi-
ence; virtualized bilocation, users in the real world will have one or more 
ID identities in the digital world; open creation, users enter the digital 
world through terminals and can use massive resources to start creative 
activities; strong social attributes, the real social relationship chain will be 

transferred and reorganized in the digital world; and Stabilization system, 
with a safe, stable and orderly economic operation system. spc will use 
meta-universe, AR to realize the technical path of meta-universe.

Meta-universe is Virtual Reality, a virtual world that uses computer simu-
lation to generate a three-dimensional space, providing users with simu-
lations of the senses of sight, hearing, and touch, allowing users to 
observe things in three-dimensional space in a timely and unrestricted 
manner as if they were there. When moving the position, the computer 
can immediately calculate and send back the accurate 3D image, thus 
creating the feeling of being there in person. The interaction methods of 

metaverse are motion capture, haptic feedback, eye tracking, EMG sim-
ulation, gesture tracking, direction tracking, voice interaction, etc. At 
present, metaverse technology is used more in the field of audio-visual 
entertainment and games.

AR is Augmented Reality (AR), also known as Mixed Reality, is a tech-
nology that calculates the position and angle of camera images in real 
time and adds the corresponding images. The goal of this technology is 
to put the virtual world on the screen over the real world and interact with 
it. It applies virtual information to the real world through computer tech-
nology, where the real environment and virtual objects are superimposed 
in real time onto the same screen or space at the same time. Our 
common Apple and Huawei phones and tablets can be used to achieve 
some interesting functions through some simple AR applications.

It can be said that metaverse is a completely virtual immersion experi-
ence, and AR is a visual enhancement based on the real world. We know 
that "metaverse/AR/VR+agriculture" is still a blank spot in the incense 
market: for one thing, metaverse is a new thing, and the integration of 
different industries is still in the stage of exploration and trial and error. 

Secondly, the actual revenue of the metaverse industry is basically con-
centrated in industries with high degree of fit, such as games and news 
sites, while the exploration of metaverse technology in the field of 
incense agriculture is still rare. In fact, the application of 
metaverse/AR/VR technology in the field of agriculture is very promising, 
and we will introduce the application of SPC in metaverse/AR/VR tech-
nology below.

SPC meta-universe meta-universe/AR/VR + application scenarios of 
sedum agriculture

1. SPC's incense e-commerce

The linkage between Yuan Universe and e-commerce is based on pain 
points such as food safety and the contradiction between supply and 
demand, i.e. the lack of effective communication between consumers 
and producers. The introduction of traditional e-commerce by Yuan Uni-
verse can change this situation. Consumers and channel dealers can 
better understand the overall situation at the source of agricultural prod-
ucts, which greatly reduces the cost of obtaining information on the quali-
ty of agricultural products for consumers and channel dealers, and 
enhances the experience of consumers. 

Nowadays, consumers pay more and more attention to participation and 
experience, and the introduction of meta-universe technology to the 
source of agricultural products production can be considered an inevita-
ble process.

2. SPC sinker production

Before the emergence of meta-universe technology, any innovation and 
progress required a lot of human and material resources. And incense 
agriculture is the art of land and time, any innovation in this field needs 
more than one year cycle to verify and adjust. The emergence of 
metaverse technology can help us to shorten the cycle and cost. 
Because of the super high consumption, only large companies or 
research institutions currently have the strength to engage in technologi-

cal research, and even the scientific results made by large companies 
and institutions face a problem of secondary adaptation - that is, when 
the scientific results are applied to arable land with various weather and 
climate and soil conditions, on the basis of the parameters of the original 
results Some fine adjustments need to be made. 

The people who are most concerned about the practical application 
cannot afford to make such fine adjustments. The emergence of 
metaverse technology will answer all these questions.

Virtual plants: Metaverse can embody the entire growth process of plants 
in a virtual environment, and also collect a large amount of plant growth 
data in just a few minutes, changing the traditional characteristics that 
are difficult to quantify and providing help for intelligent and refined agri-
culture.

Simulation of pests: Metaverse can also simulate the activities of pests 
to determine the best spraying method and time. No advanced experi-
mental skills are required, just careful observation with the help of equip-
ment, and you can get first-hand data.

3. SPC agricultural experience

Agriculture is changing the traditional image of "face to the earth and 
back to the sky" in the past, and more and more consumers are willing to 
participate in agricultural production. Metaverse/AR/VR provides more 
possibilities for agricultural participation. For example, the use of 
metaverse technology in leisure farm experience programs allows con-
sumers to use their imagination to the fullest.



Online parties and concerts

Many DAPPs have introduced a host of new features that allow users to 
interact more with video during an epidemic, and this is just one part of a 
handful of DAPPs that are trying to change the way people party at 
home.

In many ways, this is much easier than attending a party in real life. How-
ever, it does lack the "look and feel" of a real-life party. The metaverse is 
looking for ways to bridge this gap. Projects like Sandbox, built on the 
ethereum blockchain, allow users to buy land, build properties, and host 

any event they want. Rapper SnoopDogg is even rebuilding his mansion 
and offering VIP tickets to users to attend his concerts. Land in the 
metaverse has been sold for millions of dollars.

Owning an online digital property
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surprised to hear that real estate is being built on virtual land in the Inter-
net? As more and more people dabble in the metaverse, at least some 
have come to understand the value of "land" in the metaverse. Land has 
some value as NFT and investors have placed bets in some DAPP 
projects.
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Unless it is James Bond, real life is not exciting enough. How else do you 
explain that some people will endlessly seek excitement, visit some 
theme parks, participate in parachute jumping and other adventurous 
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With the advancement of metaverse technology, even those of us who 
are not billionaires can experience the same exciting activities . For 
example, ten friends who are far apart can go and participate in activities 

such as kayaking, racing, mountain climbing, skydiving, roller coaster 
rides, and even travel to space.

Some gamers have already had a taste of the fun it can be. A completely 
virtual world can be a replica of the real world and has the functionality 
and economies of scale of society.

Changing the way we interact with computers

Just as touchscreens have been around for decades, it took the iPhone 
to reach the mass market and make a big difference in everyday life. If 

any form of metaverse hardware becomes more common after the 
"metaverse", we will find it very common to move our fingers in the air to 
control computers.

These are all linked to DeFi

There may not be a formal banking sector in the world of the metaverse. 
But solutions like DeFi are emerging. This is the way to buy NFTs and 
digital assets, sell tickets, exchange passes, and generate other transac-
tions.

If traditional banks continue to remain indifferent to this aspect, the 
momentum of people living in the metaverse will increase and DeFi will 
proliferate based on an exponentially increasing number of transactions. 
So far, each metaverse platform has tried to use different crypto passes. 
facebook's metaverse will probably revolve around its stable coin Diem.

The metaverse will change the technology you buy
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one with a personal computer buys a keyboard and mouse to take home, 

the integration of the metaverse into our lives may change the technolo-
gy we need to survive in the digital world.

The App can get the functionality of the metaverse by using a simple 
camera, like the one built into any laptop or phone. This would allow 
them to run in MR mode, meaning your screen shows the real world as 
seen by the camera , but with a translucent layer on top, courtesy of the 
App. A more ambitious and comprehensive metaverse app uses the 
metaverse headset. In turn, the smooth operation of the metaverse 
headset requires a high-end phone, or a powerful laptop or desktop com-
puter with a good graphics card and processor.

The Meta Universe Headset is not easy to use while on the move, but is 
a boon to companies that want their employees to work from home, 
providing an immersive experience.
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it will be able to accommodate tens of thousands of people to start 
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world through terminals and can use massive resources to start creative 
activities; strong social attributes, the real social relationship chain will be 

transferred and reorganized in the digital world; and Stabilization system, 
with a safe, stable and orderly economic operation system. spc will use 
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lation to generate a three-dimensional space, providing users with simu-
lations of the senses of sight, hearing, and touch, allowing users to 
observe things in three-dimensional space in a timely and unrestricted 
manner as if they were there. When moving the position, the computer 
can immediately calculate and send back the accurate 3D image, thus 
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entertainment and games.
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time and adds the corresponding images. The goal of this technology is 
to put the virtual world on the screen over the real world and interact with 
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common Apple and Huawei phones and tablets can be used to achieve 
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ucts, which greatly reduces the cost of obtaining information on the quali-
ty of agricultural products for consumers and channel dealers, and 
enhances the experience of consumers. 

Nowadays, consumers pay more and more attention to participation and 
experience, and the introduction of meta-universe technology to the 
source of agricultural products production can be considered an inevita-
ble process.

2. SPC sinker production

Before the emergence of meta-universe technology, any innovation and 
progress required a lot of human and material resources. And incense 
agriculture is the art of land and time, any innovation in this field needs 
more than one year cycle to verify and adjust. The emergence of 
metaverse technology can help us to shorten the cycle and cost. 
Because of the super high consumption, only large companies or 
research institutions currently have the strength to engage in technologi-

cal research, and even the scientific results made by large companies 
and institutions face a problem of secondary adaptation - that is, when 
the scientific results are applied to arable land with various weather and 
climate and soil conditions, on the basis of the parameters of the original 
results Some fine adjustments need to be made. 

The people who are most concerned about the practical application 
cannot afford to make such fine adjustments. The emergence of 
metaverse technology will answer all these questions.

Virtual plants: Metaverse can embody the entire growth process of plants 
in a virtual environment, and also collect a large amount of plant growth 
data in just a few minutes, changing the traditional characteristics that 
are difficult to quantify and providing help for intelligent and refined agri-
culture.

Simulation of pests: Metaverse can also simulate the activities of pests 
to determine the best spraying method and time. No advanced experi-
mental skills are required, just careful observation with the help of equip-
ment, and you can get first-hand data.

3. SPC agricultural experience

Agriculture is changing the traditional image of "face to the earth and 
back to the sky" in the past, and more and more consumers are willing to 
participate in agricultural production. Metaverse/AR/VR provides more 
possibilities for agricultural participation. For example, the use of 
metaverse technology in leisure farm experience programs allows con-
sumers to use their imagination to the fullest.



Online parties and concerts

Many DAPPs have introduced a host of new features that allow users to 
interact more with video during an epidemic, and this is just one part of a 
handful of DAPPs that are trying to change the way people party at 
home.

In many ways, this is much easier than attending a party in real life. How-
ever, it does lack the "look and feel" of a real-life party. The metaverse is 
looking for ways to bridge this gap. Projects like Sandbox, built on the 
ethereum blockchain, allow users to buy land, build properties, and host 

any event they want. Rapper SnoopDogg is even rebuilding his mansion 
and offering VIP tickets to users to attend his concerts. Land in the 
metaverse has been sold for millions of dollars.

Owning an online digital property

In real life, art and land have always attracted investors. So would you be 
surprised to hear that real estate is being built on virtual land in the Inter-
net? As more and more people dabble in the metaverse, at least some 
have come to understand the value of "land" in the metaverse. Land has 
some value as NFT and investors have placed bets in some DAPP 
projects.

Adventures in the metaverse

Unless it is James Bond, real life is not exciting enough. How else do you 
explain that some people will endlessly seek excitement, visit some 
theme parks, participate in parachute jumping and other adventurous 
activities.

With the advancement of metaverse technology, even those of us who 
are not billionaires can experience the same exciting activities . For 
example, ten friends who are far apart can go and participate in activities 

such as kayaking, racing, mountain climbing, skydiving, roller coaster 
rides, and even travel to space.

Some gamers have already had a taste of the fun it can be. A completely 
virtual world can be a replica of the real world and has the functionality 
and economies of scale of society.

Changing the way we interact with computers

Just as touchscreens have been around for decades, it took the iPhone 
to reach the mass market and make a big difference in everyday life. If 

any form of metaverse hardware becomes more common after the 
"metaverse", we will find it very common to move our fingers in the air to 
control computers.

These are all linked to DeFi

There may not be a formal banking sector in the world of the metaverse. 
But solutions like DeFi are emerging. This is the way to buy NFTs and 
digital assets, sell tickets, exchange passes, and generate other transac-
tions.

If traditional banks continue to remain indifferent to this aspect, the 
momentum of people living in the metaverse will increase and DeFi will 
proliferate based on an exponentially increasing number of transactions. 
So far, each metaverse platform has tried to use different crypto passes. 
facebook's metaverse will probably revolve around its stable coin Diem.

The metaverse will change the technology you buy

Meta-universes are diverse, and so are their applications. Just as some-
one with a personal computer buys a keyboard and mouse to take home, 

the integration of the metaverse into our lives may change the technolo-
gy we need to survive in the digital world.

The App can get the functionality of the metaverse by using a simple 
camera, like the one built into any laptop or phone. This would allow 
them to run in MR mode, meaning your screen shows the real world as 
seen by the camera , but with a translucent layer on top, courtesy of the 
App. A more ambitious and comprehensive metaverse app uses the 
metaverse headset. In turn, the smooth operation of the metaverse 
headset requires a high-end phone, or a powerful laptop or desktop com-
puter with a good graphics card and processor.

The Meta Universe Headset is not easy to use while on the move, but is 
a boon to companies that want their employees to work from home, 
providing an immersive experience.

SPC in the metaverse SPC
SPC Metaverse Industrial Park

The PC project plans to invest heavily in the brand "SPC Meta-Universe" 
in Southeast Asia in 2023 and establish the first technology park with all 
ecological applications, scenery construction, technology training and 
other related industries in the field of Meta-Universe.

SPC has already started to conceive and prepare for the creation of 
"Blockchain Industrial Park". It is expected that in 5-8 years, SPC will 
become a global brand name by building a metaverse ecological brand.

The SPC Meta-Universe brand, with the development goal of creating a 
global meta-universe industry highland and based on the meta-universe 

technology, will fully facilitate the development and technology integra-
tion of "meta-universe block chain AR VR". After it is put into production, 
it will be able to accommodate tens of thousands of people to start 
metaverse business and will be a world leader in terms of area and func-
tion.

The construction start and project landing of SPC metaverse brand 
industrial park will further strengthen our head position in blockchain AI 
AR artificial intelligence and other industries, while SPC will continue to 
tackle the core technology of blockchain metaverse, accelerate the 
development of blockchain metaverse technology and industrial innova-
tion, and lead the industry development into a new chapter.

SPC Meta Universe + Sinker Agriculture

SPC Metaverse + SPC Incense Industry: Cutting-edge technology and 
the oldest industry collide

SPC will concretize the metaverse in new technologies such as extend-
ed reality (XR), blockchain, cloud computing, digital twin, etc., and apply 
the most advanced technologies to maximize the capabilities of the agri-
cultural industry.

SPC's meta-universe includes: immersive experience, low latency and 
anthropomorphism allow users to have an immersive sensory experi-
ence; virtualized bilocation, users in the real world will have one or more 
ID identities in the digital world; open creation, users enter the digital 
world through terminals and can use massive resources to start creative 
activities; strong social attributes, the real social relationship chain will be 

transferred and reorganized in the digital world; and Stabilization system, 
with a safe, stable and orderly economic operation system. spc will use 
meta-universe, AR to realize the technical path of meta-universe.

Meta-universe is Virtual Reality, a virtual world that uses computer simu-
lation to generate a three-dimensional space, providing users with simu-
lations of the senses of sight, hearing, and touch, allowing users to 
observe things in three-dimensional space in a timely and unrestricted 
manner as if they were there. When moving the position, the computer 
can immediately calculate and send back the accurate 3D image, thus 
creating the feeling of being there in person. The interaction methods of 

metaverse are motion capture, haptic feedback, eye tracking, EMG sim-
ulation, gesture tracking, direction tracking, voice interaction, etc. At 
present, metaverse technology is used more in the field of audio-visual 
entertainment and games.

AR is Augmented Reality (AR), also known as Mixed Reality, is a tech-
nology that calculates the position and angle of camera images in real 
time and adds the corresponding images. The goal of this technology is 
to put the virtual world on the screen over the real world and interact with 
it. It applies virtual information to the real world through computer tech-
nology, where the real environment and virtual objects are superimposed 
in real time onto the same screen or space at the same time. Our 
common Apple and Huawei phones and tablets can be used to achieve 
some interesting functions through some simple AR applications.

It can be said that metaverse is a completely virtual immersion experi-
ence, and AR is a visual enhancement based on the real world. We know 
that "metaverse/AR/VR+agriculture" is still a blank spot in the incense 
market: for one thing, metaverse is a new thing, and the integration of 
different industries is still in the stage of exploration and trial and error. 

Secondly, the actual revenue of the metaverse industry is basically con-
centrated in industries with high degree of fit, such as games and news 
sites, while the exploration of metaverse technology in the field of 
incense agriculture is still rare. In fact, the application of 
metaverse/AR/VR technology in the field of agriculture is very promising, 
and we will introduce the application of SPC in metaverse/AR/VR tech-
nology below.

SPC meta-universe meta-universe/AR/VR + application scenarios of 
sedum agriculture

1. SPC's incense e-commerce

The linkage between Yuan Universe and e-commerce is based on pain 
points such as food safety and the contradiction between supply and 
demand, i.e. the lack of effective communication between consumers 
and producers. The introduction of traditional e-commerce by Yuan Uni-
verse can change this situation. Consumers and channel dealers can 
better understand the overall situation at the source of agricultural prod-
ucts, which greatly reduces the cost of obtaining information on the quali-
ty of agricultural products for consumers and channel dealers, and 
enhances the experience of consumers. 

Nowadays, consumers pay more and more attention to participation and 
experience, and the introduction of meta-universe technology to the 
source of agricultural products production can be considered an inevita-
ble process.

2. SPC sinker production

Before the emergence of meta-universe technology, any innovation and 
progress required a lot of human and material resources. And incense 
agriculture is the art of land and time, any innovation in this field needs 
more than one year cycle to verify and adjust. The emergence of 
metaverse technology can help us to shorten the cycle and cost. 
Because of the super high consumption, only large companies or 
research institutions currently have the strength to engage in technologi-

cal research, and even the scientific results made by large companies 
and institutions face a problem of secondary adaptation - that is, when 
the scientific results are applied to arable land with various weather and 
climate and soil conditions, on the basis of the parameters of the original 
results Some fine adjustments need to be made. 

The people who are most concerned about the practical application 
cannot afford to make such fine adjustments. The emergence of 
metaverse technology will answer all these questions.

Virtual plants: Metaverse can embody the entire growth process of plants 
in a virtual environment, and also collect a large amount of plant growth 
data in just a few minutes, changing the traditional characteristics that 
are difficult to quantify and providing help for intelligent and refined agri-
culture.

Simulation of pests: Metaverse can also simulate the activities of pests 
to determine the best spraying method and time. No advanced experi-
mental skills are required, just careful observation with the help of equip-
ment, and you can get first-hand data.

3. SPC agricultural experience

Agriculture is changing the traditional image of "face to the earth and 
back to the sky" in the past, and more and more consumers are willing to 
participate in agricultural production. Metaverse/AR/VR provides more 
possibilities for agricultural participation. For example, the use of 
metaverse technology in leisure farm experience programs allows con-
sumers to use their imagination to the fullest.
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interact more with video during an epidemic, and this is just one part of a 
handful of DAPPs that are trying to change the way people party at 
home.

In many ways, this is much easier than attending a party in real life. How-
ever, it does lack the "look and feel" of a real-life party. The metaverse is 
looking for ways to bridge this gap. Projects like Sandbox, built on the 
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and offering VIP tickets to users to attend his concerts. Land in the 
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net? As more and more people dabble in the metaverse, at least some 
have come to understand the value of "land" in the metaverse. Land has 
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projects.
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explain that some people will endlessly seek excitement, visit some 
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With the advancement of metaverse technology, even those of us who 
are not billionaires can experience the same exciting activities . For 
example, ten friends who are far apart can go and participate in activities 

such as kayaking, racing, mountain climbing, skydiving, roller coaster 
rides, and even travel to space.

Some gamers have already had a taste of the fun it can be. A completely 
virtual world can be a replica of the real world and has the functionality 
and economies of scale of society.

Changing the way we interact with computers

Just as touchscreens have been around for decades, it took the iPhone 
to reach the mass market and make a big difference in everyday life. If 

any form of metaverse hardware becomes more common after the 
"metaverse", we will find it very common to move our fingers in the air to 
control computers.

These are all linked to DeFi

There may not be a formal banking sector in the world of the metaverse. 
But solutions like DeFi are emerging. This is the way to buy NFTs and 
digital assets, sell tickets, exchange passes, and generate other transac-
tions.

If traditional banks continue to remain indifferent to this aspect, the 
momentum of people living in the metaverse will increase and DeFi will 
proliferate based on an exponentially increasing number of transactions. 
So far, each metaverse platform has tried to use different crypto passes. 
facebook's metaverse will probably revolve around its stable coin Diem.
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Meta-universes are diverse, and so are their applications. Just as some-
one with a personal computer buys a keyboard and mouse to take home, 

the integration of the metaverse into our lives may change the technolo-
gy we need to survive in the digital world.

The App can get the functionality of the metaverse by using a simple 
camera, like the one built into any laptop or phone. This would allow 
them to run in MR mode, meaning your screen shows the real world as 
seen by the camera , but with a translucent layer on top, courtesy of the 
App. A more ambitious and comprehensive metaverse app uses the 
metaverse headset. In turn, the smooth operation of the metaverse 
headset requires a high-end phone, or a powerful laptop or desktop com-
puter with a good graphics card and processor.

The Meta Universe Headset is not easy to use while on the move, but is 
a boon to companies that want their employees to work from home, 
providing an immersive experience.
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The PC project plans to invest heavily in the brand "SPC Meta-Universe" 
in Southeast Asia in 2023 and establish the first technology park with all 
ecological applications, scenery construction, technology training and 
other related industries in the field of Meta-Universe.

SPC has already started to conceive and prepare for the creation of 
"Blockchain Industrial Park". It is expected that in 5-8 years, SPC will 
become a global brand name by building a metaverse ecological brand.

The SPC Meta-Universe brand, with the development goal of creating a 
global meta-universe industry highland and based on the meta-universe 

technology, will fully facilitate the development and technology integra-
tion of "meta-universe block chain AR VR". After it is put into production, 
it will be able to accommodate tens of thousands of people to start 
metaverse business and will be a world leader in terms of area and func-
tion.

The construction start and project landing of SPC metaverse brand 
industrial park will further strengthen our head position in blockchain AI 
AR artificial intelligence and other industries, while SPC will continue to 
tackle the core technology of blockchain metaverse, accelerate the 
development of blockchain metaverse technology and industrial innova-
tion, and lead the industry development into a new chapter.
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SPC will concretize the metaverse in new technologies such as extend-
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the most advanced technologies to maximize the capabilities of the agri-
cultural industry.

SPC's meta-universe includes: immersive experience, low latency and 
anthropomorphism allow users to have an immersive sensory experi-
ence; virtualized bilocation, users in the real world will have one or more 
ID identities in the digital world; open creation, users enter the digital 
world through terminals and can use massive resources to start creative 
activities; strong social attributes, the real social relationship chain will be 

transferred and reorganized in the digital world; and Stabilization system, 
with a safe, stable and orderly economic operation system. spc will use 
meta-universe, AR to realize the technical path of meta-universe.

Meta-universe is Virtual Reality, a virtual world that uses computer simu-
lation to generate a three-dimensional space, providing users with simu-
lations of the senses of sight, hearing, and touch, allowing users to 
observe things in three-dimensional space in a timely and unrestricted 
manner as if they were there. When moving the position, the computer 
can immediately calculate and send back the accurate 3D image, thus 
creating the feeling of being there in person. The interaction methods of 

metaverse are motion capture, haptic feedback, eye tracking, EMG sim-
ulation, gesture tracking, direction tracking, voice interaction, etc. At 
present, metaverse technology is used more in the field of audio-visual 
entertainment and games.

AR is Augmented Reality (AR), also known as Mixed Reality, is a tech-
nology that calculates the position and angle of camera images in real 
time and adds the corresponding images. The goal of this technology is 
to put the virtual world on the screen over the real world and interact with 
it. It applies virtual information to the real world through computer tech-
nology, where the real environment and virtual objects are superimposed 
in real time onto the same screen or space at the same time. Our 
common Apple and Huawei phones and tablets can be used to achieve 
some interesting functions through some simple AR applications.

It can be said that metaverse is a completely virtual immersion experi-
ence, and AR is a visual enhancement based on the real world. We know 
that "metaverse/AR/VR+agriculture" is still a blank spot in the incense 
market: for one thing, metaverse is a new thing, and the integration of 
different industries is still in the stage of exploration and trial and error. 

Secondly, the actual revenue of the metaverse industry is basically con-
centrated in industries with high degree of fit, such as games and news 
sites, while the exploration of metaverse technology in the field of 
incense agriculture is still rare. In fact, the application of 
metaverse/AR/VR technology in the field of agriculture is very promising, 
and we will introduce the application of SPC in metaverse/AR/VR tech-
nology below.
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ucts, which greatly reduces the cost of obtaining information on the quali-
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enhances the experience of consumers. 

Nowadays, consumers pay more and more attention to participation and 
experience, and the introduction of meta-universe technology to the 
source of agricultural products production can be considered an inevita-
ble process.
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Before the emergence of meta-universe technology, any innovation and 
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agriculture is the art of land and time, any innovation in this field needs 
more than one year cycle to verify and adjust. The emergence of 
metaverse technology can help us to shorten the cycle and cost. 
Because of the super high consumption, only large companies or 
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cal research, and even the scientific results made by large companies 
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the scientific results are applied to arable land with various weather and 
climate and soil conditions, on the basis of the parameters of the original 
results Some fine adjustments need to be made. 

The people who are most concerned about the practical application 
cannot afford to make such fine adjustments. The emergence of 
metaverse technology will answer all these questions.

Virtual plants: Metaverse can embody the entire growth process of plants 
in a virtual environment, and also collect a large amount of plant growth 
data in just a few minutes, changing the traditional characteristics that 
are difficult to quantify and providing help for intelligent and refined agri-
culture.

Simulation of pests: Metaverse can also simulate the activities of pests 
to determine the best spraying method and time. No advanced experi-
mental skills are required, just careful observation with the help of equip-
ment, and you can get first-hand data.
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Agriculture is changing the traditional image of "face to the earth and 
back to the sky" in the past, and more and more consumers are willing to 
participate in agricultural production. Metaverse/AR/VR provides more 
possibilities for agricultural participation. For example, the use of 
metaverse technology in leisure farm experience programs allows con-
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to reach the mass market and make a big difference in everyday life. If 

any form of metaverse hardware becomes more common after the 
"metaverse", we will find it very common to move our fingers in the air to 
control computers.
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There may not be a formal banking sector in the world of the metaverse. 
But solutions like DeFi are emerging. This is the way to buy NFTs and 
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momentum of people living in the metaverse will increase and DeFi will 
proliferate based on an exponentially increasing number of transactions. 
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the integration of the metaverse into our lives may change the technolo-
gy we need to survive in the digital world.
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The linkage between Yuan Universe and e-commerce is based on pain 
points such as food safety and the contradiction between supply and 
demand, i.e. the lack of effective communication between consumers 
and producers. The introduction of traditional e-commerce by Yuan Uni-
verse can change this situation. Consumers and channel dealers can 
better understand the overall situation at the source of agricultural prod-
ucts, which greatly reduces the cost of obtaining information on the quali-
ty of agricultural products for consumers and channel dealers, and 
enhances the experience of consumers. 

Nowadays, consumers pay more and more attention to participation and 
experience, and the introduction of meta-universe technology to the 
source of agricultural products production can be considered an inevita-
ble process.

2. SPC sinker production

Before the emergence of meta-universe technology, any innovation and 
progress required a lot of human and material resources. And incense 
agriculture is the art of land and time, any innovation in this field needs 
more than one year cycle to verify and adjust. The emergence of 
metaverse technology can help us to shorten the cycle and cost. 
Because of the super high consumption, only large companies or 
research institutions currently have the strength to engage in technologi-

cal research, and even the scientific results made by large companies 
and institutions face a problem of secondary adaptation - that is, when 
the scientific results are applied to arable land with various weather and 
climate and soil conditions, on the basis of the parameters of the original 
results Some fine adjustments need to be made. 

The people who are most concerned about the practical application 
cannot afford to make such fine adjustments. The emergence of 
metaverse technology will answer all these questions.

Virtual plants: Metaverse can embody the entire growth process of plants 
in a virtual environment, and also collect a large amount of plant growth 
data in just a few minutes, changing the traditional characteristics that 
are difficult to quantify and providing help for intelligent and refined agri-
culture.

Simulation of pests: Metaverse can also simulate the activities of pests 
to determine the best spraying method and time. No advanced experi-
mental skills are required, just careful observation with the help of equip-
ment, and you can get first-hand data.

3. SPC agricultural experience

Agriculture is changing the traditional image of "face to the earth and 
back to the sky" in the past, and more and more consumers are willing to 
participate in agricultural production. Metaverse/AR/VR provides more 
possibilities for agricultural participation. For example, the use of 
metaverse technology in leisure farm experience programs allows con-
sumers to use their imagination to the fullest.



Online parties and concerts

Many DAPPs have introduced a host of new features that allow users to 
interact more with video during an epidemic, and this is just one part of a 
handful of DAPPs that are trying to change the way people party at 
home.

In many ways, this is much easier than attending a party in real life. How-
ever, it does lack the "look and feel" of a real-life party. The metaverse is 
looking for ways to bridge this gap. Projects like Sandbox, built on the 
ethereum blockchain, allow users to buy land, build properties, and host 

any event they want. Rapper SnoopDogg is even rebuilding his mansion 
and offering VIP tickets to users to attend his concerts. Land in the 
metaverse has been sold for millions of dollars.

Owning an online digital property

In real life, art and land have always attracted investors. So would you be 
surprised to hear that real estate is being built on virtual land in the Inter-
net? As more and more people dabble in the metaverse, at least some 
have come to understand the value of "land" in the metaverse. Land has 
some value as NFT and investors have placed bets in some DAPP 
projects.

Adventures in the metaverse

Unless it is James Bond, real life is not exciting enough. How else do you 
explain that some people will endlessly seek excitement, visit some 
theme parks, participate in parachute jumping and other adventurous 
activities.

With the advancement of metaverse technology, even those of us who 
are not billionaires can experience the same exciting activities . For 
example, ten friends who are far apart can go and participate in activities 

such as kayaking, racing, mountain climbing, skydiving, roller coaster 
rides, and even travel to space.

Some gamers have already had a taste of the fun it can be. A completely 
virtual world can be a replica of the real world and has the functionality 
and economies of scale of society.

Changing the way we interact with computers

Just as touchscreens have been around for decades, it took the iPhone 
to reach the mass market and make a big difference in everyday life. If 

any form of metaverse hardware becomes more common after the 
"metaverse", we will find it very common to move our fingers in the air to 
control computers.

These are all linked to DeFi

There may not be a formal banking sector in the world of the metaverse. 
But solutions like DeFi are emerging. This is the way to buy NFTs and 
digital assets, sell tickets, exchange passes, and generate other transac-
tions.

If traditional banks continue to remain indifferent to this aspect, the 
momentum of people living in the metaverse will increase and DeFi will 
proliferate based on an exponentially increasing number of transactions. 
So far, each metaverse platform has tried to use different crypto passes. 
facebook's metaverse will probably revolve around its stable coin Diem.

The metaverse will change the technology you buy

Meta-universes are diverse, and so are their applications. Just as some-
one with a personal computer buys a keyboard and mouse to take home, 

the integration of the metaverse into our lives may change the technolo-
gy we need to survive in the digital world.

The App can get the functionality of the metaverse by using a simple 
camera, like the one built into any laptop or phone. This would allow 
them to run in MR mode, meaning your screen shows the real world as 
seen by the camera , but with a translucent layer on top, courtesy of the 
App. A more ambitious and comprehensive metaverse app uses the 
metaverse headset. In turn, the smooth operation of the metaverse 
headset requires a high-end phone, or a powerful laptop or desktop com-
puter with a good graphics card and processor.

The Meta Universe Headset is not easy to use while on the move, but is 
a boon to companies that want their employees to work from home, 
providing an immersive experience.

SPC in the metaverse SPC
SPC Metaverse Industrial Park

The PC project plans to invest heavily in the brand "SPC Meta-Universe" 
in Southeast Asia in 2023 and establish the first technology park with all 
ecological applications, scenery construction, technology training and 
other related industries in the field of Meta-Universe.

SPC has already started to conceive and prepare for the creation of 
"Blockchain Industrial Park". It is expected that in 5-8 years, SPC will 
become a global brand name by building a metaverse ecological brand.

The SPC Meta-Universe brand, with the development goal of creating a 
global meta-universe industry highland and based on the meta-universe 

technology, will fully facilitate the development and technology integra-
tion of "meta-universe block chain AR VR". After it is put into production, 
it will be able to accommodate tens of thousands of people to start 
metaverse business and will be a world leader in terms of area and func-
tion.

The construction start and project landing of SPC metaverse brand 
industrial park will further strengthen our head position in blockchain AI 
AR artificial intelligence and other industries, while SPC will continue to 
tackle the core technology of blockchain metaverse, accelerate the 
development of blockchain metaverse technology and industrial innova-
tion, and lead the industry development into a new chapter.

SPC Meta Universe + Sinker Agriculture

SPC Metaverse + SPC Incense Industry: Cutting-edge technology and 
the oldest industry collide

SPC will concretize the metaverse in new technologies such as extend-
ed reality (XR), blockchain, cloud computing, digital twin, etc., and apply 
the most advanced technologies to maximize the capabilities of the agri-
cultural industry.

SPC's meta-universe includes: immersive experience, low latency and 
anthropomorphism allow users to have an immersive sensory experi-
ence; virtualized bilocation, users in the real world will have one or more 
ID identities in the digital world; open creation, users enter the digital 
world through terminals and can use massive resources to start creative 
activities; strong social attributes, the real social relationship chain will be 

transferred and reorganized in the digital world; and Stabilization system, 
with a safe, stable and orderly economic operation system. spc will use 
meta-universe, AR to realize the technical path of meta-universe.

Meta-universe is Virtual Reality, a virtual world that uses computer simu-
lation to generate a three-dimensional space, providing users with simu-
lations of the senses of sight, hearing, and touch, allowing users to 
observe things in three-dimensional space in a timely and unrestricted 
manner as if they were there. When moving the position, the computer 
can immediately calculate and send back the accurate 3D image, thus 
creating the feeling of being there in person. The interaction methods of 

metaverse are motion capture, haptic feedback, eye tracking, EMG sim-
ulation, gesture tracking, direction tracking, voice interaction, etc. At 
present, metaverse technology is used more in the field of audio-visual 
entertainment and games.

AR is Augmented Reality (AR), also known as Mixed Reality, is a tech-
nology that calculates the position and angle of camera images in real 
time and adds the corresponding images. The goal of this technology is 
to put the virtual world on the screen over the real world and interact with 
it. It applies virtual information to the real world through computer tech-
nology, where the real environment and virtual objects are superimposed 
in real time onto the same screen or space at the same time. Our 
common Apple and Huawei phones and tablets can be used to achieve 
some interesting functions through some simple AR applications.

It can be said that metaverse is a completely virtual immersion experi-
ence, and AR is a visual enhancement based on the real world. We know 
that "metaverse/AR/VR+agriculture" is still a blank spot in the incense 
market: for one thing, metaverse is a new thing, and the integration of 
different industries is still in the stage of exploration and trial and error. 

Secondly, the actual revenue of the metaverse industry is basically con-
centrated in industries with high degree of fit, such as games and news 
sites, while the exploration of metaverse technology in the field of 
incense agriculture is still rare. In fact, the application of 
metaverse/AR/VR technology in the field of agriculture is very promising, 
and we will introduce the application of SPC in metaverse/AR/VR tech-
nology below.

SPC meta-universe meta-universe/AR/VR + application scenarios of 
sedum agriculture

1. SPC's incense e-commerce

The linkage between Yuan Universe and e-commerce is based on pain 
points such as food safety and the contradiction between supply and 
demand, i.e. the lack of effective communication between consumers 
and producers. The introduction of traditional e-commerce by Yuan Uni-
verse can change this situation. Consumers and channel dealers can 
better understand the overall situation at the source of agricultural prod-
ucts, which greatly reduces the cost of obtaining information on the quali-
ty of agricultural products for consumers and channel dealers, and 
enhances the experience of consumers. 

Nowadays, consumers pay more and more attention to participation and 
experience, and the introduction of meta-universe technology to the 
source of agricultural products production can be considered an inevita-
ble process.

2. SPC sinker production

Before the emergence of meta-universe technology, any innovation and 
progress required a lot of human and material resources. And incense 
agriculture is the art of land and time, any innovation in this field needs 
more than one year cycle to verify and adjust. The emergence of 
metaverse technology can help us to shorten the cycle and cost. 
Because of the super high consumption, only large companies or 
research institutions currently have the strength to engage in technologi-

cal research, and even the scientific results made by large companies 
and institutions face a problem of secondary adaptation - that is, when 
the scientific results are applied to arable land with various weather and 
climate and soil conditions, on the basis of the parameters of the original 
results Some fine adjustments need to be made. 

The people who are most concerned about the practical application 
cannot afford to make such fine adjustments. The emergence of 
metaverse technology will answer all these questions.

Virtual plants: Metaverse can embody the entire growth process of plants 
in a virtual environment, and also collect a large amount of plant growth 
data in just a few minutes, changing the traditional characteristics that 
are difficult to quantify and providing help for intelligent and refined agri-
culture.

Simulation of pests: Metaverse can also simulate the activities of pests 
to determine the best spraying method and time. No advanced experi-
mental skills are required, just careful observation with the help of equip-
ment, and you can get first-hand data.

3. SPC agricultural experience

Agriculture is changing the traditional image of "face to the earth and 
back to the sky" in the past, and more and more consumers are willing to 
participate in agricultural production. Metaverse/AR/VR provides more 
possibilities for agricultural participation. For example, the use of 
metaverse technology in leisure farm experience programs allows con-
sumers to use their imagination to the fullest.



Online parties and concerts
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interact more with video during an epidemic, and this is just one part of a 
handful of DAPPs that are trying to change the way people party at 
home.

In many ways, this is much easier than attending a party in real life. How-
ever, it does lack the "look and feel" of a real-life party. The metaverse is 
looking for ways to bridge this gap. Projects like Sandbox, built on the 
ethereum blockchain, allow users to buy land, build properties, and host 

any event they want. Rapper SnoopDogg is even rebuilding his mansion 
and offering VIP tickets to users to attend his concerts. Land in the 
metaverse has been sold for millions of dollars.
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net? As more and more people dabble in the metaverse, at least some 
have come to understand the value of "land" in the metaverse. Land has 
some value as NFT and investors have placed bets in some DAPP 
projects.
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Unless it is James Bond, real life is not exciting enough. How else do you 
explain that some people will endlessly seek excitement, visit some 
theme parks, participate in parachute jumping and other adventurous 
activities.

With the advancement of metaverse technology, even those of us who 
are not billionaires can experience the same exciting activities . For 
example, ten friends who are far apart can go and participate in activities 

such as kayaking, racing, mountain climbing, skydiving, roller coaster 
rides, and even travel to space.

Some gamers have already had a taste of the fun it can be. A completely 
virtual world can be a replica of the real world and has the functionality 
and economies of scale of society.

Changing the way we interact with computers

Just as touchscreens have been around for decades, it took the iPhone 
to reach the mass market and make a big difference in everyday life. If 

any form of metaverse hardware becomes more common after the 
"metaverse", we will find it very common to move our fingers in the air to 
control computers.

These are all linked to DeFi

There may not be a formal banking sector in the world of the metaverse. 
But solutions like DeFi are emerging. This is the way to buy NFTs and 
digital assets, sell tickets, exchange passes, and generate other transac-
tions.

If traditional banks continue to remain indifferent to this aspect, the 
momentum of people living in the metaverse will increase and DeFi will 
proliferate based on an exponentially increasing number of transactions. 
So far, each metaverse platform has tried to use different crypto passes. 
facebook's metaverse will probably revolve around its stable coin Diem.
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one with a personal computer buys a keyboard and mouse to take home, 

the integration of the metaverse into our lives may change the technolo-
gy we need to survive in the digital world.

The App can get the functionality of the metaverse by using a simple 
camera, like the one built into any laptop or phone. This would allow 
them to run in MR mode, meaning your screen shows the real world as 
seen by the camera , but with a translucent layer on top, courtesy of the 
App. A more ambitious and comprehensive metaverse app uses the 
metaverse headset. In turn, the smooth operation of the metaverse 
headset requires a high-end phone, or a powerful laptop or desktop com-
puter with a good graphics card and processor.

The Meta Universe Headset is not easy to use while on the move, but is 
a boon to companies that want their employees to work from home, 
providing an immersive experience.
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The PC project plans to invest heavily in the brand "SPC Meta-Universe" 
in Southeast Asia in 2023 and establish the first technology park with all 
ecological applications, scenery construction, technology training and 
other related industries in the field of Meta-Universe.

SPC has already started to conceive and prepare for the creation of 
"Blockchain Industrial Park". It is expected that in 5-8 years, SPC will 
become a global brand name by building a metaverse ecological brand.

The SPC Meta-Universe brand, with the development goal of creating a 
global meta-universe industry highland and based on the meta-universe 

technology, will fully facilitate the development and technology integra-
tion of "meta-universe block chain AR VR". After it is put into production, 
it will be able to accommodate tens of thousands of people to start 
metaverse business and will be a world leader in terms of area and func-
tion.

The construction start and project landing of SPC metaverse brand 
industrial park will further strengthen our head position in blockchain AI 
AR artificial intelligence and other industries, while SPC will continue to 
tackle the core technology of blockchain metaverse, accelerate the 
development of blockchain metaverse technology and industrial innova-
tion, and lead the industry development into a new chapter.
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SPC will concretize the metaverse in new technologies such as extend-
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the most advanced technologies to maximize the capabilities of the agri-
cultural industry.

SPC's meta-universe includes: immersive experience, low latency and 
anthropomorphism allow users to have an immersive sensory experi-
ence; virtualized bilocation, users in the real world will have one or more 
ID identities in the digital world; open creation, users enter the digital 
world through terminals and can use massive resources to start creative 
activities; strong social attributes, the real social relationship chain will be 

transferred and reorganized in the digital world; and Stabilization system, 
with a safe, stable and orderly economic operation system. spc will use 
meta-universe, AR to realize the technical path of meta-universe.

Meta-universe is Virtual Reality, a virtual world that uses computer simu-
lation to generate a three-dimensional space, providing users with simu-
lations of the senses of sight, hearing, and touch, allowing users to 
observe things in three-dimensional space in a timely and unrestricted 
manner as if they were there. When moving the position, the computer 
can immediately calculate and send back the accurate 3D image, thus 
creating the feeling of being there in person. The interaction methods of 

metaverse are motion capture, haptic feedback, eye tracking, EMG sim-
ulation, gesture tracking, direction tracking, voice interaction, etc. At 
present, metaverse technology is used more in the field of audio-visual 
entertainment and games.

AR is Augmented Reality (AR), also known as Mixed Reality, is a tech-
nology that calculates the position and angle of camera images in real 
time and adds the corresponding images. The goal of this technology is 
to put the virtual world on the screen over the real world and interact with 
it. It applies virtual information to the real world through computer tech-
nology, where the real environment and virtual objects are superimposed 
in real time onto the same screen or space at the same time. Our 
common Apple and Huawei phones and tablets can be used to achieve 
some interesting functions through some simple AR applications.

It can be said that metaverse is a completely virtual immersion experi-
ence, and AR is a visual enhancement based on the real world. We know 
that "metaverse/AR/VR+agriculture" is still a blank spot in the incense 
market: for one thing, metaverse is a new thing, and the integration of 
different industries is still in the stage of exploration and trial and error. 

Secondly, the actual revenue of the metaverse industry is basically con-
centrated in industries with high degree of fit, such as games and news 
sites, while the exploration of metaverse technology in the field of 
incense agriculture is still rare. In fact, the application of 
metaverse/AR/VR technology in the field of agriculture is very promising, 
and we will introduce the application of SPC in metaverse/AR/VR tech-
nology below.
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enhances the experience of consumers. 

Nowadays, consumers pay more and more attention to participation and 
experience, and the introduction of meta-universe technology to the 
source of agricultural products production can be considered an inevita-
ble process.
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Because of the super high consumption, only large companies or 
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the scientific results are applied to arable land with various weather and 
climate and soil conditions, on the basis of the parameters of the original 
results Some fine adjustments need to be made. 

The people who are most concerned about the practical application 
cannot afford to make such fine adjustments. The emergence of 
metaverse technology will answer all these questions.

Virtual plants: Metaverse can embody the entire growth process of plants 
in a virtual environment, and also collect a large amount of plant growth 
data in just a few minutes, changing the traditional characteristics that 
are difficult to quantify and providing help for intelligent and refined agri-
culture.

Simulation of pests: Metaverse can also simulate the activities of pests 
to determine the best spraying method and time. No advanced experi-
mental skills are required, just careful observation with the help of equip-
ment, and you can get first-hand data.
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Agriculture is changing the traditional image of "face to the earth and 
back to the sky" in the past, and more and more consumers are willing to 
participate in agricultural production. Metaverse/AR/VR provides more 
possibilities for agricultural participation. For example, the use of 
metaverse technology in leisure farm experience programs allows con-
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Some gamers have already had a taste of the fun it can be. A completely 
virtual world can be a replica of the real world and has the functionality 
and economies of scale of society.

Changing the way we interact with computers

Just as touchscreens have been around for decades, it took the iPhone 
to reach the mass market and make a big difference in everyday life. If 

any form of metaverse hardware becomes more common after the 
"metaverse", we will find it very common to move our fingers in the air to 
control computers.

These are all linked to DeFi

There may not be a formal banking sector in the world of the metaverse. 
But solutions like DeFi are emerging. This is the way to buy NFTs and 
digital assets, sell tickets, exchange passes, and generate other transac-
tions.

If traditional banks continue to remain indifferent to this aspect, the 
momentum of people living in the metaverse will increase and DeFi will 
proliferate based on an exponentially increasing number of transactions. 
So far, each metaverse platform has tried to use different crypto passes. 
facebook's metaverse will probably revolve around its stable coin Diem.
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one with a personal computer buys a keyboard and mouse to take home, 

the integration of the metaverse into our lives may change the technolo-
gy we need to survive in the digital world.

The App can get the functionality of the metaverse by using a simple 
camera, like the one built into any laptop or phone. This would allow 
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seen by the camera , but with a translucent layer on top, courtesy of the 
App. A more ambitious and comprehensive metaverse app uses the 
metaverse headset. In turn, the smooth operation of the metaverse 
headset requires a high-end phone, or a powerful laptop or desktop com-
puter with a good graphics card and processor.

The Meta Universe Headset is not easy to use while on the move, but is 
a boon to companies that want their employees to work from home, 
providing an immersive experience.
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tion of "meta-universe block chain AR VR". After it is put into production, 
it will be able to accommodate tens of thousands of people to start 
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anthropomorphism allow users to have an immersive sensory experi-
ence; virtualized bilocation, users in the real world will have one or more 
ID identities in the digital world; open creation, users enter the digital 
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entertainment and games.
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to put the virtual world on the screen over the real world and interact with 
it. It applies virtual information to the real world through computer tech-
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Secondly, the actual revenue of the metaverse industry is basically con-
centrated in industries with high degree of fit, such as games and news 
sites, while the exploration of metaverse technology in the field of 
incense agriculture is still rare. In fact, the application of 
metaverse/AR/VR technology in the field of agriculture is very promising, 
and we will introduce the application of SPC in metaverse/AR/VR tech-
nology below.

SPC meta-universe meta-universe/AR/VR + application scenarios of 
sedum agriculture

1. SPC's incense e-commerce

The linkage between Yuan Universe and e-commerce is based on pain 
points such as food safety and the contradiction between supply and 
demand, i.e. the lack of effective communication between consumers 
and producers. The introduction of traditional e-commerce by Yuan Uni-
verse can change this situation. Consumers and channel dealers can 
better understand the overall situation at the source of agricultural prod-
ucts, which greatly reduces the cost of obtaining information on the quali-
ty of agricultural products for consumers and channel dealers, and 
enhances the experience of consumers. 

Nowadays, consumers pay more and more attention to participation and 
experience, and the introduction of meta-universe technology to the 
source of agricultural products production can be considered an inevita-
ble process.

2. SPC sinker production

Before the emergence of meta-universe technology, any innovation and 
progress required a lot of human and material resources. And incense 
agriculture is the art of land and time, any innovation in this field needs 
more than one year cycle to verify and adjust. The emergence of 
metaverse technology can help us to shorten the cycle and cost. 
Because of the super high consumption, only large companies or 
research institutions currently have the strength to engage in technologi-

cal research, and even the scientific results made by large companies 
and institutions face a problem of secondary adaptation - that is, when 
the scientific results are applied to arable land with various weather and 
climate and soil conditions, on the basis of the parameters of the original 
results Some fine adjustments need to be made. 

The people who are most concerned about the practical application 
cannot afford to make such fine adjustments. The emergence of 
metaverse technology will answer all these questions.

Virtual plants: Metaverse can embody the entire growth process of plants 
in a virtual environment, and also collect a large amount of plant growth 
data in just a few minutes, changing the traditional characteristics that 
are difficult to quantify and providing help for intelligent and refined agri-
culture.

Simulation of pests: Metaverse can also simulate the activities of pests 
to determine the best spraying method and time. No advanced experi-
mental skills are required, just careful observation with the help of equip-
ment, and you can get first-hand data.

3. SPC agricultural experience

Agriculture is changing the traditional image of "face to the earth and 
back to the sky" in the past, and more and more consumers are willing to 
participate in agricultural production. Metaverse/AR/VR provides more 
possibilities for agricultural participation. For example, the use of 
metaverse technology in leisure farm experience programs allows con-
sumers to use their imagination to the fullest.



Online parties and concerts

Many DAPPs have introduced a host of new features that allow users to 
interact more with video during an epidemic, and this is just one part of a 
handful of DAPPs that are trying to change the way people party at 
home.

In many ways, this is much easier than attending a party in real life. How-
ever, it does lack the "look and feel" of a real-life party. The metaverse is 
looking for ways to bridge this gap. Projects like Sandbox, built on the 
ethereum blockchain, allow users to buy land, build properties, and host 

any event they want. Rapper SnoopDogg is even rebuilding his mansion 
and offering VIP tickets to users to attend his concerts. Land in the 
metaverse has been sold for millions of dollars.

Owning an online digital property

In real life, art and land have always attracted investors. So would you be 
surprised to hear that real estate is being built on virtual land in the Inter-
net? As more and more people dabble in the metaverse, at least some 
have come to understand the value of "land" in the metaverse. Land has 
some value as NFT and investors have placed bets in some DAPP 
projects.

Adventures in the metaverse

Unless it is James Bond, real life is not exciting enough. How else do you 
explain that some people will endlessly seek excitement, visit some 
theme parks, participate in parachute jumping and other adventurous 
activities.

With the advancement of metaverse technology, even those of us who 
are not billionaires can experience the same exciting activities . For 
example, ten friends who are far apart can go and participate in activities 

such as kayaking, racing, mountain climbing, skydiving, roller coaster 
rides, and even travel to space.

Some gamers have already had a taste of the fun it can be. A completely 
virtual world can be a replica of the real world and has the functionality 
and economies of scale of society.

Changing the way we interact with computers

Just as touchscreens have been around for decades, it took the iPhone 
to reach the mass market and make a big difference in everyday life. If 

any form of metaverse hardware becomes more common after the 
"metaverse", we will find it very common to move our fingers in the air to 
control computers.

These are all linked to DeFi

There may not be a formal banking sector in the world of the metaverse. 
But solutions like DeFi are emerging. This is the way to buy NFTs and 
digital assets, sell tickets, exchange passes, and generate other transac-
tions.

If traditional banks continue to remain indifferent to this aspect, the 
momentum of people living in the metaverse will increase and DeFi will 
proliferate based on an exponentially increasing number of transactions. 
So far, each metaverse platform has tried to use different crypto passes. 
facebook's metaverse will probably revolve around its stable coin Diem.

The metaverse will change the technology you buy

Meta-universes are diverse, and so are their applications. Just as some-
one with a personal computer buys a keyboard and mouse to take home, 

the integration of the metaverse into our lives may change the technolo-
gy we need to survive in the digital world.

The App can get the functionality of the metaverse by using a simple 
camera, like the one built into any laptop or phone. This would allow 
them to run in MR mode, meaning your screen shows the real world as 
seen by the camera , but with a translucent layer on top, courtesy of the 
App. A more ambitious and comprehensive metaverse app uses the 
metaverse headset. In turn, the smooth operation of the metaverse 
headset requires a high-end phone, or a powerful laptop or desktop com-
puter with a good graphics card and processor.

The Meta Universe Headset is not easy to use while on the move, but is 
a boon to companies that want their employees to work from home, 
providing an immersive experience.

SPC in the metaverse SPC
SPC Metaverse Industrial Park

The PC project plans to invest heavily in the brand "SPC Meta-Universe" 
in Southeast Asia in 2023 and establish the first technology park with all 
ecological applications, scenery construction, technology training and 
other related industries in the field of Meta-Universe.

SPC has already started to conceive and prepare for the creation of 
"Blockchain Industrial Park". It is expected that in 5-8 years, SPC will 
become a global brand name by building a metaverse ecological brand.

The SPC Meta-Universe brand, with the development goal of creating a 
global meta-universe industry highland and based on the meta-universe 

technology, will fully facilitate the development and technology integra-
tion of "meta-universe block chain AR VR". After it is put into production, 
it will be able to accommodate tens of thousands of people to start 
metaverse business and will be a world leader in terms of area and func-
tion.

The construction start and project landing of SPC metaverse brand 
industrial park will further strengthen our head position in blockchain AI 
AR artificial intelligence and other industries, while SPC will continue to 
tackle the core technology of blockchain metaverse, accelerate the 
development of blockchain metaverse technology and industrial innova-
tion, and lead the industry development into a new chapter.

SPC Meta Universe + Sinker Agriculture

SPC Metaverse + SPC Incense Industry: Cutting-edge technology and 
the oldest industry collide

SPC will concretize the metaverse in new technologies such as extend-
ed reality (XR), blockchain, cloud computing, digital twin, etc., and apply 
the most advanced technologies to maximize the capabilities of the agri-
cultural industry.

SPC's meta-universe includes: immersive experience, low latency and 
anthropomorphism allow users to have an immersive sensory experi-
ence; virtualized bilocation, users in the real world will have one or more 
ID identities in the digital world; open creation, users enter the digital 
world through terminals and can use massive resources to start creative 
activities; strong social attributes, the real social relationship chain will be 

transferred and reorganized in the digital world; and Stabilization system, 
with a safe, stable and orderly economic operation system. spc will use 
meta-universe, AR to realize the technical path of meta-universe.

Meta-universe is Virtual Reality, a virtual world that uses computer simu-
lation to generate a three-dimensional space, providing users with simu-
lations of the senses of sight, hearing, and touch, allowing users to 
observe things in three-dimensional space in a timely and unrestricted 
manner as if they were there. When moving the position, the computer 
can immediately calculate and send back the accurate 3D image, thus 
creating the feeling of being there in person. The interaction methods of 

metaverse are motion capture, haptic feedback, eye tracking, EMG sim-
ulation, gesture tracking, direction tracking, voice interaction, etc. At 
present, metaverse technology is used more in the field of audio-visual 
entertainment and games.

AR is Augmented Reality (AR), also known as Mixed Reality, is a tech-
nology that calculates the position and angle of camera images in real 
time and adds the corresponding images. The goal of this technology is 
to put the virtual world on the screen over the real world and interact with 
it. It applies virtual information to the real world through computer tech-
nology, where the real environment and virtual objects are superimposed 
in real time onto the same screen or space at the same time. Our 
common Apple and Huawei phones and tablets can be used to achieve 
some interesting functions through some simple AR applications.

It can be said that metaverse is a completely virtual immersion experi-
ence, and AR is a visual enhancement based on the real world. We know 
that "metaverse/AR/VR+agriculture" is still a blank spot in the incense 
market: for one thing, metaverse is a new thing, and the integration of 
different industries is still in the stage of exploration and trial and error. 

Secondly, the actual revenue of the metaverse industry is basically con-
centrated in industries with high degree of fit, such as games and news 
sites, while the exploration of metaverse technology in the field of 
incense agriculture is still rare. In fact, the application of 
metaverse/AR/VR technology in the field of agriculture is very promising, 
and we will introduce the application of SPC in metaverse/AR/VR tech-
nology below.

SPC meta-universe meta-universe/AR/VR + application scenarios of 
sedum agriculture

1. SPC's incense e-commerce

The linkage between Yuan Universe and e-commerce is based on pain 
points such as food safety and the contradiction between supply and 
demand, i.e. the lack of effective communication between consumers 
and producers. The introduction of traditional e-commerce by Yuan Uni-
verse can change this situation. Consumers and channel dealers can 
better understand the overall situation at the source of agricultural prod-
ucts, which greatly reduces the cost of obtaining information on the quali-
ty of agricultural products for consumers and channel dealers, and 
enhances the experience of consumers. 

Nowadays, consumers pay more and more attention to participation and 
experience, and the introduction of meta-universe technology to the 
source of agricultural products production can be considered an inevita-
ble process.

2. SPC sinker production

Before the emergence of meta-universe technology, any innovation and 
progress required a lot of human and material resources. And incense 
agriculture is the art of land and time, any innovation in this field needs 
more than one year cycle to verify and adjust. The emergence of 
metaverse technology can help us to shorten the cycle and cost. 
Because of the super high consumption, only large companies or 
research institutions currently have the strength to engage in technologi-

cal research, and even the scientific results made by large companies 
and institutions face a problem of secondary adaptation - that is, when 
the scientific results are applied to arable land with various weather and 
climate and soil conditions, on the basis of the parameters of the original 
results Some fine adjustments need to be made. 

The people who are most concerned about the practical application 
cannot afford to make such fine adjustments. The emergence of 
metaverse technology will answer all these questions.

Virtual plants: Metaverse can embody the entire growth process of plants 
in a virtual environment, and also collect a large amount of plant growth 
data in just a few minutes, changing the traditional characteristics that 
are difficult to quantify and providing help for intelligent and refined agri-
culture.

Simulation of pests: Metaverse can also simulate the activities of pests 
to determine the best spraying method and time. No advanced experi-
mental skills are required, just careful observation with the help of equip-
ment, and you can get first-hand data.

3. SPC agricultural experience

Agriculture is changing the traditional image of "face to the earth and 
back to the sky" in the past, and more and more consumers are willing to 
participate in agricultural production. Metaverse/AR/VR provides more 
possibilities for agricultural participation. For example, the use of 
metaverse technology in leisure farm experience programs allows con-
sumers to use their imagination to the fullest.
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rides, and even travel to space.

Some gamers have already had a taste of the fun it can be. A completely 
virtual world can be a replica of the real world and has the functionality 
and economies of scale of society.

Changing the way we interact with computers

Just as touchscreens have been around for decades, it took the iPhone 
to reach the mass market and make a big difference in everyday life. If 

any form of metaverse hardware becomes more common after the 
"metaverse", we will find it very common to move our fingers in the air to 
control computers.

These are all linked to DeFi

There may not be a formal banking sector in the world of the metaverse. 
But solutions like DeFi are emerging. This is the way to buy NFTs and 
digital assets, sell tickets, exchange passes, and generate other transac-
tions.

If traditional banks continue to remain indifferent to this aspect, the 
momentum of people living in the metaverse will increase and DeFi will 
proliferate based on an exponentially increasing number of transactions. 
So far, each metaverse platform has tried to use different crypto passes. 
facebook's metaverse will probably revolve around its stable coin Diem.
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the integration of the metaverse into our lives may change the technolo-
gy we need to survive in the digital world.

The App can get the functionality of the metaverse by using a simple 
camera, like the one built into any laptop or phone. This would allow 
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seen by the camera , but with a translucent layer on top, courtesy of the 
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puter with a good graphics card and processor.
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a boon to companies that want their employees to work from home, 
providing an immersive experience.
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in Southeast Asia in 2023 and establish the first technology park with all 
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become a global brand name by building a metaverse ecological brand.

The SPC Meta-Universe brand, with the development goal of creating a 
global meta-universe industry highland and based on the meta-universe 

technology, will fully facilitate the development and technology integra-
tion of "meta-universe block chain AR VR". After it is put into production, 
it will be able to accommodate tens of thousands of people to start 
metaverse business and will be a world leader in terms of area and func-
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The construction start and project landing of SPC metaverse brand 
industrial park will further strengthen our head position in blockchain AI 
AR artificial intelligence and other industries, while SPC will continue to 
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development of blockchain metaverse technology and industrial innova-
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world through terminals and can use massive resources to start creative 
activities; strong social attributes, the real social relationship chain will be 

transferred and reorganized in the digital world; and Stabilization system, 
with a safe, stable and orderly economic operation system. spc will use 
meta-universe, AR to realize the technical path of meta-universe.
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lation to generate a three-dimensional space, providing users with simu-
lations of the senses of sight, hearing, and touch, allowing users to 
observe things in three-dimensional space in a timely and unrestricted 
manner as if they were there. When moving the position, the computer 
can immediately calculate and send back the accurate 3D image, thus 
creating the feeling of being there in person. The interaction methods of 

metaverse are motion capture, haptic feedback, eye tracking, EMG sim-
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entertainment and games.
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nology that calculates the position and angle of camera images in real 
time and adds the corresponding images. The goal of this technology is 
to put the virtual world on the screen over the real world and interact with 
it. It applies virtual information to the real world through computer tech-
nology, where the real environment and virtual objects are superimposed 
in real time onto the same screen or space at the same time. Our 
common Apple and Huawei phones and tablets can be used to achieve 
some interesting functions through some simple AR applications.

It can be said that metaverse is a completely virtual immersion experi-
ence, and AR is a visual enhancement based on the real world. We know 
that "metaverse/AR/VR+agriculture" is still a blank spot in the incense 
market: for one thing, metaverse is a new thing, and the integration of 
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centrated in industries with high degree of fit, such as games and news 
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nology below.
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ble process.
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ence, and AR is a visual enhancement based on the real world. We know 
that "metaverse/AR/VR+agriculture" is still a blank spot in the incense 
market: for one thing, metaverse is a new thing, and the integration of 
different industries is still in the stage of exploration and trial and error. 

Secondly, the actual revenue of the metaverse industry is basically con-
centrated in industries with high degree of fit, such as games and news 
sites, while the exploration of metaverse technology in the field of 
incense agriculture is still rare. In fact, the application of 
metaverse/AR/VR technology in the field of agriculture is very promising, 
and we will introduce the application of SPC in metaverse/AR/VR tech-
nology below.

SPC meta-universe meta-universe/AR/VR + application scenarios of 
sedum agriculture

1. SPC's incense e-commerce

The linkage between Yuan Universe and e-commerce is based on pain 
points such as food safety and the contradiction between supply and 
demand, i.e. the lack of effective communication between consumers 
and producers. The introduction of traditional e-commerce by Yuan Uni-
verse can change this situation. Consumers and channel dealers can 
better understand the overall situation at the source of agricultural prod-
ucts, which greatly reduces the cost of obtaining information on the quali-
ty of agricultural products for consumers and channel dealers, and 
enhances the experience of consumers. 

Nowadays, consumers pay more and more attention to participation and 
experience, and the introduction of meta-universe technology to the 
source of agricultural products production can be considered an inevita-
ble process.

2. SPC sinker production

Before the emergence of meta-universe technology, any innovation and 
progress required a lot of human and material resources. And incense 
agriculture is the art of land and time, any innovation in this field needs 
more than one year cycle to verify and adjust. The emergence of 
metaverse technology can help us to shorten the cycle and cost. 
Because of the super high consumption, only large companies or 
research institutions currently have the strength to engage in technologi-

cal research, and even the scientific results made by large companies 
and institutions face a problem of secondary adaptation - that is, when 
the scientific results are applied to arable land with various weather and 
climate and soil conditions, on the basis of the parameters of the original 
results Some fine adjustments need to be made. 

The people who are most concerned about the practical application 
cannot afford to make such fine adjustments. The emergence of 
metaverse technology will answer all these questions.

Virtual plants: Metaverse can embody the entire growth process of plants 
in a virtual environment, and also collect a large amount of plant growth 
data in just a few minutes, changing the traditional characteristics that 
are difficult to quantify and providing help for intelligent and refined agri-
culture.

Simulation of pests: Metaverse can also simulate the activities of pests 
to determine the best spraying method and time. No advanced experi-
mental skills are required, just careful observation with the help of equip-
ment, and you can get first-hand data.

3. SPC agricultural experience

Agriculture is changing the traditional image of "face to the earth and 
back to the sky" in the past, and more and more consumers are willing to 
participate in agricultural production. Metaverse/AR/VR provides more 
possibilities for agricultural participation. For example, the use of 
metaverse technology in leisure farm experience programs allows con-
sumers to use their imagination to the fullest.



Online parties and concerts

Many DAPPs have introduced a host of new features that allow users to 
interact more with video during an epidemic, and this is just one part of a 
handful of DAPPs that are trying to change the way people party at 
home.

In many ways, this is much easier than attending a party in real life. How-
ever, it does lack the "look and feel" of a real-life party. The metaverse is 
looking for ways to bridge this gap. Projects like Sandbox, built on the 
ethereum blockchain, allow users to buy land, build properties, and host 

any event they want. Rapper SnoopDogg is even rebuilding his mansion 
and offering VIP tickets to users to attend his concerts. Land in the 
metaverse has been sold for millions of dollars.

Owning an online digital property

In real life, art and land have always attracted investors. So would you be 
surprised to hear that real estate is being built on virtual land in the Inter-
net? As more and more people dabble in the metaverse, at least some 
have come to understand the value of "land" in the metaverse. Land has 
some value as NFT and investors have placed bets in some DAPP 
projects.

Adventures in the metaverse

Unless it is James Bond, real life is not exciting enough. How else do you 
explain that some people will endlessly seek excitement, visit some 
theme parks, participate in parachute jumping and other adventurous 
activities.

With the advancement of metaverse technology, even those of us who 
are not billionaires can experience the same exciting activities . For 
example, ten friends who are far apart can go and participate in activities 

such as kayaking, racing, mountain climbing, skydiving, roller coaster 
rides, and even travel to space.

Some gamers have already had a taste of the fun it can be. A completely 
virtual world can be a replica of the real world and has the functionality 
and economies of scale of society.

Changing the way we interact with computers

Just as touchscreens have been around for decades, it took the iPhone 
to reach the mass market and make a big difference in everyday life. If 

any form of metaverse hardware becomes more common after the 
"metaverse", we will find it very common to move our fingers in the air to 
control computers.

These are all linked to DeFi

There may not be a formal banking sector in the world of the metaverse. 
But solutions like DeFi are emerging. This is the way to buy NFTs and 
digital assets, sell tickets, exchange passes, and generate other transac-
tions.

If traditional banks continue to remain indifferent to this aspect, the 
momentum of people living in the metaverse will increase and DeFi will 
proliferate based on an exponentially increasing number of transactions. 
So far, each metaverse platform has tried to use different crypto passes. 
facebook's metaverse will probably revolve around its stable coin Diem.

The metaverse will change the technology you buy

Meta-universes are diverse, and so are their applications. Just as some-
one with a personal computer buys a keyboard and mouse to take home, 

the integration of the metaverse into our lives may change the technolo-
gy we need to survive in the digital world.

The App can get the functionality of the metaverse by using a simple 
camera, like the one built into any laptop or phone. This would allow 
them to run in MR mode, meaning your screen shows the real world as 
seen by the camera , but with a translucent layer on top, courtesy of the 
App. A more ambitious and comprehensive metaverse app uses the 
metaverse headset. In turn, the smooth operation of the metaverse 
headset requires a high-end phone, or a powerful laptop or desktop com-
puter with a good graphics card and processor.

The Meta Universe Headset is not easy to use while on the move, but is 
a boon to companies that want their employees to work from home, 
providing an immersive experience.

SPC in the metaverse SPC
SPC Metaverse Industrial Park

The PC project plans to invest heavily in the brand "SPC Meta-Universe" 
in Southeast Asia in 2023 and establish the first technology park with all 
ecological applications, scenery construction, technology training and 
other related industries in the field of Meta-Universe.

SPC has already started to conceive and prepare for the creation of 
"Blockchain Industrial Park". It is expected that in 5-8 years, SPC will 
become a global brand name by building a metaverse ecological brand.

The SPC Meta-Universe brand, with the development goal of creating a 
global meta-universe industry highland and based on the meta-universe 

technology, will fully facilitate the development and technology integra-
tion of "meta-universe block chain AR VR". After it is put into production, 
it will be able to accommodate tens of thousands of people to start 
metaverse business and will be a world leader in terms of area and func-
tion.

The construction start and project landing of SPC metaverse brand 
industrial park will further strengthen our head position in blockchain AI 
AR artificial intelligence and other industries, while SPC will continue to 
tackle the core technology of blockchain metaverse, accelerate the 
development of blockchain metaverse technology and industrial innova-
tion, and lead the industry development into a new chapter.

SPC Meta Universe + Sinker Agriculture

SPC Metaverse + SPC Incense Industry: Cutting-edge technology and 
the oldest industry collide

SPC will concretize the metaverse in new technologies such as extend-
ed reality (XR), blockchain, cloud computing, digital twin, etc., and apply 
the most advanced technologies to maximize the capabilities of the agri-
cultural industry.

SPC's meta-universe includes: immersive experience, low latency and 
anthropomorphism allow users to have an immersive sensory experi-
ence; virtualized bilocation, users in the real world will have one or more 
ID identities in the digital world; open creation, users enter the digital 
world through terminals and can use massive resources to start creative 
activities; strong social attributes, the real social relationship chain will be 

transferred and reorganized in the digital world; and Stabilization system, 
with a safe, stable and orderly economic operation system. spc will use 
meta-universe, AR to realize the technical path of meta-universe.

Meta-universe is Virtual Reality, a virtual world that uses computer simu-
lation to generate a three-dimensional space, providing users with simu-
lations of the senses of sight, hearing, and touch, allowing users to 
observe things in three-dimensional space in a timely and unrestricted 
manner as if they were there. When moving the position, the computer 
can immediately calculate and send back the accurate 3D image, thus 
creating the feeling of being there in person. The interaction methods of 

metaverse are motion capture, haptic feedback, eye tracking, EMG sim-
ulation, gesture tracking, direction tracking, voice interaction, etc. At 
present, metaverse technology is used more in the field of audio-visual 
entertainment and games.

AR is Augmented Reality (AR), also known as Mixed Reality, is a tech-
nology that calculates the position and angle of camera images in real 
time and adds the corresponding images. The goal of this technology is 
to put the virtual world on the screen over the real world and interact with 
it. It applies virtual information to the real world through computer tech-
nology, where the real environment and virtual objects are superimposed 
in real time onto the same screen or space at the same time. Our 
common Apple and Huawei phones and tablets can be used to achieve 
some interesting functions through some simple AR applications.

It can be said that metaverse is a completely virtual immersion experi-
ence, and AR is a visual enhancement based on the real world. We know 
that "metaverse/AR/VR+agriculture" is still a blank spot in the incense 
market: for one thing, metaverse is a new thing, and the integration of 
different industries is still in the stage of exploration and trial and error. 

Secondly, the actual revenue of the metaverse industry is basically con-
centrated in industries with high degree of fit, such as games and news 
sites, while the exploration of metaverse technology in the field of 
incense agriculture is still rare. In fact, the application of 
metaverse/AR/VR technology in the field of agriculture is very promising, 
and we will introduce the application of SPC in metaverse/AR/VR tech-
nology below.

SPC meta-universe meta-universe/AR/VR + application scenarios of 
sedum agriculture

1. SPC's incense e-commerce

The linkage between Yuan Universe and e-commerce is based on pain 
points such as food safety and the contradiction between supply and 
demand, i.e. the lack of effective communication between consumers 
and producers. The introduction of traditional e-commerce by Yuan Uni-
verse can change this situation. Consumers and channel dealers can 
better understand the overall situation at the source of agricultural prod-
ucts, which greatly reduces the cost of obtaining information on the quali-
ty of agricultural products for consumers and channel dealers, and 
enhances the experience of consumers. 

Nowadays, consumers pay more and more attention to participation and 
experience, and the introduction of meta-universe technology to the 
source of agricultural products production can be considered an inevita-
ble process.

2. SPC sinker production

Before the emergence of meta-universe technology, any innovation and 
progress required a lot of human and material resources. And incense 
agriculture is the art of land and time, any innovation in this field needs 
more than one year cycle to verify and adjust. The emergence of 
metaverse technology can help us to shorten the cycle and cost. 
Because of the super high consumption, only large companies or 
research institutions currently have the strength to engage in technologi-

cal research, and even the scientific results made by large companies 
and institutions face a problem of secondary adaptation - that is, when 
the scientific results are applied to arable land with various weather and 
climate and soil conditions, on the basis of the parameters of the original 
results Some fine adjustments need to be made. 

The people who are most concerned about the practical application 
cannot afford to make such fine adjustments. The emergence of 
metaverse technology will answer all these questions.

Virtual plants: Metaverse can embody the entire growth process of plants 
in a virtual environment, and also collect a large amount of plant growth 
data in just a few minutes, changing the traditional characteristics that 
are difficult to quantify and providing help for intelligent and refined agri-
culture.

Simulation of pests: Metaverse can also simulate the activities of pests 
to determine the best spraying method and time. No advanced experi-
mental skills are required, just careful observation with the help of equip-
ment, and you can get first-hand data.

3. SPC agricultural experience

Agriculture is changing the traditional image of "face to the earth and 
back to the sky" in the past, and more and more consumers are willing to 
participate in agricultural production. Metaverse/AR/VR provides more 
possibilities for agricultural participation. For example, the use of 
metaverse technology in leisure farm experience programs allows con-
sumers to use their imagination to the fullest.



Apply the metaverse technology to the farm leisure experience project. 
By using metaverse technology, it can stimulate visitors' imagination, 
creativity, and enhance their sense of three-dimensional space, and 
become a space for people to play and entertain. The unique and diverse 
metaverse themed farms are exciting enough.

For example, SPC's metaverse application system will show the audi-
ence the process of metaverse planting sinker, from cultivation to sowing 
to harvesting, using metaverse technology to allow the audience to expe-
rience the fun of planting in a virtual farm.

Agriculture, as the most important and basic industry, is thirsty for 
metaverse technology beyond words. We expect metaverse technology 
to be integrated into traditional agriculture in more forms, bringing new 
changes to agriculture, the oldest traditional industry. Driven by both 
technological evolution and human needs, it is only a matter of time 
before the metaverse scenario is realized and the metaverse industry 
matures. 

As an extension and expansion of the real world, the tremendous oppor-
tunities and revolutionary effects brought by the metaverse are worthy of 
anticipation. When the most cutting-edge technology plus the oldest 
industry meet, metaverse + agriculture will surely stir up unprecedented 
changes.

Charity

SPC project will give 1 million 760 thousand cryptocurrencies for dona-
tion From the current market purely traditional agriculture-based charity 

products are very few, with a certain degree of scarcity. The capital 
market is not concerned, especially in the field of incense, from the 
perspective of the Royal Phytotechnology professional science and tech-
nology, incense trees planted in the third year began to bear fruit, in 5 
years from the trunk of the crusted place to extract the essential oil of 
incense, so we launched the SPC incense poverty alleviation program , 
we will use the fourth generation of incense induced technology research 
and development for the development of new incense industry applica-
tions, in order to assist rural farmers and poor people to complete the 
industry We will use the fourth generation of incense induction technolo-
gy to develop new incense industry applications, in order to assist poor 
farmers to make a breakthrough in the industry, and at the same time 
promote the ambitious goal of 3 billion incense trees worldwide. As more 
and more people become aware of the economic and social benefits of 
incense, the Incense Donation Program has been developed to help 
farmers in rural areas to get rid of poverty and become rich.

3.1 SPC token output mechanism and global community 
system construction

Total number of SPCs issued: 88 million

Phase I: 2 million pieces: 0.1U
Phase 2: 2 million pieces: 0.12U
Third stage: 2 million pieces: 0.14U
Final stage: 2 million pieces: 0.16U

10% released on line, remaining 90% released in 180 days
POS output mechanism.
800 pieces - 3000 pieces - 8000 pieces
Six months time original arithmetic output 1.5 times earnings

The issuer holds 12.5% of venture capital institutions, 
5% of community airdrops, 
2% of charitable donations

Market
Booster gets 100% of POS output gain, accelerating 1.5x release.
The total gain is increased to 2.5 times after sermonizing three C-level 
nodes.

3.2 Core Development Team

SPC is developed and researched by a senior team from global block-
chain research, with senior technical iteration and upgrade ability and 
efficient execution.

Partner of China Blockchain Center, graduated from Harvard University 
with a PhD, practicing for more than ten years at senior level, instantly 
sensitive to the assessment of digital currency assets, blockchain 
research and the possibility of risks brought about by the combined effect 
of both, specializing in risk assessment and financial analysis.

SPC public chain's team technology

Developed the latest block technology --- SHA-256. This technology 
fragments the data transmission processing of the data interaction chan-
nel between the user and the trading platform, and has even surpassed 
the military grade defense currently used by the United States.

Smart contract, smart wallet, and efficient confirmation of rights.

The basic framework of SPC public chain infrastructure, public chain 
smart contract system and smart wallet service application is as follows.

SPC public chain basic framework

The simplest and most efficient block structure is used: index (subscript), 
timestamp (timestamp), data (data), hash (hash value) and previous 
hash (previous hash value).

Efficient reads find the hash of the previous block as fast as possible, 
thus ensuring the integrity of the entire chain

The integrity of the entire chain is guaranteed. In order to preserve the 
integrity of the data, the block must be hashed. SHA-256 militarily 
encrypts the contents of the block to ensure the defensibility of the data.

var calculateHash = (index, previousHash, timestamp, d  

ata) => {
 CryptoJS.SHA256(index + previousHash + times
return
tamp + data).toString(); 
};

Distributed bookkeeping

Smart Contracts for efficient rights confirmation.

var replaceChain = (newBlocks) => {
 (isValidChain(newBlocks) && newBlocks.length >
if
blockchain.length) {
 console.log('Received blockchain is valid. Rep
lacing current blockchain with received blockchain');
 blockchain = newBlocks;

broadcast(responseLatestMsg()); 
 }   {
else
 console.log('Received blockchain invalid');
 }
};

SPC meta-universe technology architecture, reconfiguring the computa-
tional model to create the core engine for building meta-universe

Cloud Functions & Unity - Cloud Distributed Computing Solution

SPC will join hands with Unity, the world's leading real-time interactive 
content creation platform, to launch a distributed computing solution in 
the cloud to reconfigure the computational model and become the core 
engine to empower the future metaverse.

The solution is based on the SCF (Serverless Cloud Function) comput-
ing service, including (Cloud Bake), cloud distributed resource import 
and packaging, and cloud lightweighting of large model data. These 
three solutions make full use of the highly concurrent cloud computing 
resources of Cloud Function SCF to accelerate project iteration.

High Performance, Rising Efficiency

There is no shortage of development needs for high quality immersive 
graphics and large world scenes for metaverse building, but due to the 
bottleneck of single machine performance enhancement, the traditional 
workflow is difficult to meet the development needs of each segment. 

High quality 3D scene baking and the import and packaging of game 
resources have become the main performance bottleneck for many 
heavy project development iterations. Take the technical characteristics 
of Call of Duty handheld game as an example, when the scene terrain is 
very complex, if using Enlighten, the baking time is up to one whole night. 
If a bug happens to occur, 10 maps will be stuck on the same day, and 
immeasurable project delays will follow.

If we can improve the efficiency of baking and resource management, we 
can not only reduce the work pressure of the team, but also release the 

creative power of the team by multiple trials and errors and polish the 
product quickly. For this reason, "Cloud Distributed Arithmetic Solution" 
has launched Enlighten-based cloud baking solution and cloud distribut-
ed resource import and packaging solution. Both are deeply customized 
solutions based on engines and combined with Serverless services, 
which can achieve high concurrency of hundreds of computing resourc-
es, support dynamic scaling, and significantly improve iteration efficien-
cy. In project testing, using Unity cloud baking solution can save up to 
70% of baking time.

If we can improve the efficiency of baking and resource management, we 
can not only reduce the work pressure of the team, but also release the 
creative power of the team by trial and error, and polish the product 
quickly. For this reason, "Cloud Distributed Computing Solution" has 
launched Enlighten-based cloud baking solution and cloud distributed 
resource import and packaging solution. Both are deeply customized 

solutions based on engines and combined with Serverless services, 
which can achieve high concurrency of hundreds of computing resourc-
es, support dynamic expansion, and significantly improve iteration 
efficiency. In project testing, using Unity cloud baking solution can save 
up to 70% of baking time.

Serverless "Cloud Distributed Computing Solution" includes cloud 
baking, cloud distributed resource import and packaging, and cloud light-
weighting of large model data.

The concept of meta-universe is not only for games, but also for smart 
cities and meta-universe, which also emphasize digitalization and strong 
interaction. Pixyz Batch is an internationally renowned 3D data lightening 
tool, and the current CIDC solution is based on Pixyz Batch, which cus-
tomizes the entire format conversion workflow, combined with the cloud 
function SCF. The entire process is deployed in the cloud, eliminating the 
need for local deployment.

Risk Control Statement

4.1 Disclaimer

This SPC White Paper is for informational purposes only and does not 
constitute advice in connection with a purchase or sale. Any such offer or 
solicitation will be made on trustworthy terms and as permitted by appli-
cable securities and other relevant laws, and the above information or 
analysis does not constitute an investment decision or specific recom-
mendation. This document does not constitute any investment advice, 
investment intention or solicitation of investment in the form of securities. 

This document does not constitute nor is it understood to provide any 
offer to buy or sell, or any solicitation to buy or sell any form of securities, 
nor is it a contract or promise of any kind. It is expressly stated that the 
intended user expressly understands the risks of the investment and that 
by participating in the investment, the investor understands and accepts 
the risks of the project and is willing to personally assume all correspond-
ing results or consequences thereof.

Expressly disclaims any liability for direct or indirect losses resulting from 
participation in the SPC program, including.

1. economic losses resulting from the user's trading operations.
2. any errors, omissions or inaccurate information arising from the indi-
vidual's understanding.
3. Losses caused by personal trading of various blockchain assets and 
any actions resulting therefrom, SPC is not an investment. There is no 

guarantee that SPCs will increase in value, and in some cases may 
decrease in value, and those who do not use their SPCs properly may 
lose the right to use them and may even lose their tokens. 

Control of tokens does not represent ownership of the application, and 
SPC does not grant any individual any participation, control, or any right 
to make decisions regarding SPC and the application.

4.2 Risk Warning

We take security very seriously, but there is no such thing as 100% secu-
rity in the absolute sense of the word, e.g. due to various losses caused 
by force majeure. We are committed to doing everything possible to 
ensure the safety of your transactions.



Apply the metaverse technology to the farm leisure experience project. 
By using metaverse technology, it can stimulate visitors' imagination, 
creativity, and enhance their sense of three-dimensional space, and 
become a space for people to play and entertain. The unique and diverse 
metaverse themed farms are exciting enough.

For example, SPC's metaverse application system will show the audi-
ence the process of metaverse planting sinker, from cultivation to sowing 
to harvesting, using metaverse technology to allow the audience to expe-
rience the fun of planting in a virtual farm.

Agriculture, as the most important and basic industry, is thirsty for 
metaverse technology beyond words. We expect metaverse technology 
to be integrated into traditional agriculture in more forms, bringing new 
changes to agriculture, the oldest traditional industry. Driven by both 
technological evolution and human needs, it is only a matter of time 
before the metaverse scenario is realized and the metaverse industry 
matures. 

As an extension and expansion of the real world, the tremendous oppor-
tunities and revolutionary effects brought by the metaverse are worthy of 
anticipation. When the most cutting-edge technology plus the oldest 
industry meet, metaverse + agriculture will surely stir up unprecedented 
changes.

Charity

SPC project will give 1 million 760 thousand cryptocurrencies for dona-
tion From the current market purely traditional agriculture-based charity 

products are very few, with a certain degree of scarcity. The capital 
market is not concerned, especially in the field of incense, from the 
perspective of the Royal Phytotechnology professional science and tech-
nology, incense trees planted in the third year began to bear fruit, in 5 
years from the trunk of the crusted place to extract the essential oil of 
incense, so we launched the SPC incense poverty alleviation program , 
we will use the fourth generation of incense induced technology research 
and development for the development of new incense industry applica-
tions, in order to assist rural farmers and poor people to complete the 
industry We will use the fourth generation of incense induction technolo-
gy to develop new incense industry applications, in order to assist poor 
farmers to make a breakthrough in the industry, and at the same time 
promote the ambitious goal of 3 billion incense trees worldwide. As more 
and more people become aware of the economic and social benefits of 
incense, the Incense Donation Program has been developed to help 
farmers in rural areas to get rid of poverty and become rich.

3.1 SPC token output mechanism and global community 
system construction

Total number of SPCs issued: 88 million

Phase I: 2 million pieces: 0.1U
Phase 2: 2 million pieces: 0.12U
Third stage: 2 million pieces: 0.14U
Final stage: 2 million pieces: 0.16U

10% released on line, remaining 90% released in 180 days
POS output mechanism.
800 pieces - 3000 pieces - 8000 pieces
Six months time original arithmetic output 1.5 times earnings

The issuer holds 12.5% of venture capital institutions, 
5% of community airdrops, 
2% of charitable donations

Market
Booster gets 100% of POS output gain, accelerating 1.5x release.
The total gain is increased to 2.5 times after sermonizing three C-level 
nodes.

3.2 Core Development Team

SPC is developed and researched by a senior team from global block-
chain research, with senior technical iteration and upgrade ability and 
efficient execution.

Partner of China Blockchain Center, graduated from Harvard University 
with a PhD, practicing for more than ten years at senior level, instantly 
sensitive to the assessment of digital currency assets, blockchain 
research and the possibility of risks brought about by the combined effect 
of both, specializing in risk assessment and financial analysis.

SPC public chain's team technology

Developed the latest block technology --- SHA-256. This technology 
fragments the data transmission processing of the data interaction chan-
nel between the user and the trading platform, and has even surpassed 
the military grade defense currently used by the United States.

Smart contract, smart wallet, and efficient confirmation of rights.

The basic framework of SPC public chain infrastructure, public chain 
smart contract system and smart wallet service application is as follows.

SPC public chain basic framework

The simplest and most efficient block structure is used: index (subscript), 
timestamp (timestamp), data (data), hash (hash value) and previous 
hash (previous hash value).

Efficient reads find the hash of the previous block as fast as possible, 
thus ensuring the integrity of the entire chain

The integrity of the entire chain is guaranteed. In order to preserve the 
integrity of the data, the block must be hashed. SHA-256 militarily 
encrypts the contents of the block to ensure the defensibility of the data.

var calculateHash = (index, previousHash, timestamp, d  

ata) => {
 CryptoJS.SHA256(index + previousHash + times
return
tamp + data).toString(); 
};

Distributed bookkeeping

Smart Contracts for efficient rights confirmation.

var replaceChain = (newBlocks) => {
 (isValidChain(newBlocks) && newBlocks.length >
if
blockchain.length) {
 console.log('Received blockchain is valid. Rep
lacing current blockchain with received blockchain');
 blockchain = newBlocks;

broadcast(responseLatestMsg()); 
 }   {
else
 console.log('Received blockchain invalid');
 }
};

SPC meta-universe technology architecture, reconfiguring the computa-
tional model to create the core engine for building meta-universe

Cloud Functions & Unity - Cloud Distributed Computing Solution

SPC will join hands with Unity, the world's leading real-time interactive 
content creation platform, to launch a distributed computing solution in 
the cloud to reconfigure the computational model and become the core 
engine to empower the future metaverse.

The solution is based on the SCF (Serverless Cloud Function) comput-
ing service, including (Cloud Bake), cloud distributed resource import 
and packaging, and cloud lightweighting of large model data. These 
three solutions make full use of the highly concurrent cloud computing 
resources of Cloud Function SCF to accelerate project iteration.

High Performance, Rising Efficiency

There is no shortage of development needs for high quality immersive 
graphics and large world scenes for metaverse building, but due to the 
bottleneck of single machine performance enhancement, the traditional 
workflow is difficult to meet the development needs of each segment. 

High quality 3D scene baking and the import and packaging of game 
resources have become the main performance bottleneck for many 
heavy project development iterations. Take the technical characteristics 
of Call of Duty handheld game as an example, when the scene terrain is 
very complex, if using Enlighten, the baking time is up to one whole night. 
If a bug happens to occur, 10 maps will be stuck on the same day, and 
immeasurable project delays will follow.

If we can improve the efficiency of baking and resource management, we 
can not only reduce the work pressure of the team, but also release the 

creative power of the team by multiple trials and errors and polish the 
product quickly. For this reason, "Cloud Distributed Arithmetic Solution" 
has launched Enlighten-based cloud baking solution and cloud distribut-
ed resource import and packaging solution. Both are deeply customized 
solutions based on engines and combined with Serverless services, 
which can achieve high concurrency of hundreds of computing resourc-
es, support dynamic scaling, and significantly improve iteration efficien-
cy. In project testing, using Unity cloud baking solution can save up to 
70% of baking time.

If we can improve the efficiency of baking and resource management, we 
can not only reduce the work pressure of the team, but also release the 
creative power of the team by trial and error, and polish the product 
quickly. For this reason, "Cloud Distributed Computing Solution" has 
launched Enlighten-based cloud baking solution and cloud distributed 
resource import and packaging solution. Both are deeply customized 

solutions based on engines and combined with Serverless services, 
which can achieve high concurrency of hundreds of computing resourc-
es, support dynamic expansion, and significantly improve iteration 
efficiency. In project testing, using Unity cloud baking solution can save 
up to 70% of baking time.

Serverless "Cloud Distributed Computing Solution" includes cloud 
baking, cloud distributed resource import and packaging, and cloud light-
weighting of large model data.

The concept of meta-universe is not only for games, but also for smart 
cities and meta-universe, which also emphasize digitalization and strong 
interaction. Pixyz Batch is an internationally renowned 3D data lightening 
tool, and the current CIDC solution is based on Pixyz Batch, which cus-
tomizes the entire format conversion workflow, combined with the cloud 
function SCF. The entire process is deployed in the cloud, eliminating the 
need for local deployment.

Risk Control Statement

4.1 Disclaimer

This SPC White Paper is for informational purposes only and does not 
constitute advice in connection with a purchase or sale. Any such offer or 
solicitation will be made on trustworthy terms and as permitted by appli-
cable securities and other relevant laws, and the above information or 
analysis does not constitute an investment decision or specific recom-
mendation. This document does not constitute any investment advice, 
investment intention or solicitation of investment in the form of securities. 

This document does not constitute nor is it understood to provide any 
offer to buy or sell, or any solicitation to buy or sell any form of securities, 
nor is it a contract or promise of any kind. It is expressly stated that the 
intended user expressly understands the risks of the investment and that 
by participating in the investment, the investor understands and accepts 
the risks of the project and is willing to personally assume all correspond-
ing results or consequences thereof.

Expressly disclaims any liability for direct or indirect losses resulting from 
participation in the SPC program, including.

1. economic losses resulting from the user's trading operations.
2. any errors, omissions or inaccurate information arising from the indi-
vidual's understanding.
3. Losses caused by personal trading of various blockchain assets and 
any actions resulting therefrom, SPC is not an investment. There is no 

guarantee that SPCs will increase in value, and in some cases may 
decrease in value, and those who do not use their SPCs properly may 
lose the right to use them and may even lose their tokens. 

Control of tokens does not represent ownership of the application, and 
SPC does not grant any individual any participation, control, or any right 
to make decisions regarding SPC and the application.

4.2 Risk Warning

We take security very seriously, but there is no such thing as 100% secu-
rity in the absolute sense of the word, e.g. due to various losses caused 
by force majeure. We are committed to doing everything possible to 
ensure the safety of your transactions.



Apply the metaverse technology to the farm leisure experience project. 
By using metaverse technology, it can stimulate visitors' imagination, 
creativity, and enhance their sense of three-dimensional space, and 
become a space for people to play and entertain. The unique and diverse 
metaverse themed farms are exciting enough.

For example, SPC's metaverse application system will show the audi-
ence the process of metaverse planting sinker, from cultivation to sowing 
to harvesting, using metaverse technology to allow the audience to expe-
rience the fun of planting in a virtual farm.

Agriculture, as the most important and basic industry, is thirsty for 
metaverse technology beyond words. We expect metaverse technology 
to be integrated into traditional agriculture in more forms, bringing new 
changes to agriculture, the oldest traditional industry. Driven by both 
technological evolution and human needs, it is only a matter of time 
before the metaverse scenario is realized and the metaverse industry 
matures. 

As an extension and expansion of the real world, the tremendous oppor-
tunities and revolutionary effects brought by the metaverse are worthy of 
anticipation. When the most cutting-edge technology plus the oldest 
industry meet, metaverse + agriculture will surely stir up unprecedented 
changes.

Charity

SPC project will give 1 million 760 thousand cryptocurrencies for dona-
tion From the current market purely traditional agriculture-based charity 

products are very few, with a certain degree of scarcity. The capital 
market is not concerned, especially in the field of incense, from the 
perspective of the Royal Phytotechnology professional science and tech-
nology, incense trees planted in the third year began to bear fruit, in 5 
years from the trunk of the crusted place to extract the essential oil of 
incense, so we launched the SPC incense poverty alleviation program , 
we will use the fourth generation of incense induced technology research 
and development for the development of new incense industry applica-
tions, in order to assist rural farmers and poor people to complete the 
industry We will use the fourth generation of incense induction technolo-
gy to develop new incense industry applications, in order to assist poor 
farmers to make a breakthrough in the industry, and at the same time 
promote the ambitious goal of 3 billion incense trees worldwide. As more 
and more people become aware of the economic and social benefits of 
incense, the Incense Donation Program has been developed to help 
farmers in rural areas to get rid of poverty and become rich.

3.1 SPC token output mechanism and global community 
system construction

Total number of SPCs issued: 88 million

Phase I: 2 million pieces: 0.1U
Phase 2: 2 million pieces: 0.12U
Third stage: 2 million pieces: 0.14U
Final stage: 2 million pieces: 0.16U

10% released on line, remaining 90% released in 180 days
POS output mechanism.
800 pieces - 3000 pieces - 8000 pieces
Six months time original arithmetic output 1.5 times earnings

The issuer holds 12.5% of venture capital institutions, 
5% of community airdrops, 
2% of charitable donations

Market
Booster gets 100% of POS output gain, accelerating 1.5x release.
The total gain is increased to 2.5 times after sermonizing three C-level 
nodes.

3.2 Core Development Team

SPC is developed and researched by a senior team from global block-
chain research, with senior technical iteration and upgrade ability and 
efficient execution.

Partner of China Blockchain Center, graduated from Harvard University 
with a PhD, practicing for more than ten years at senior level, instantly 
sensitive to the assessment of digital currency assets, blockchain 
research and the possibility of risks brought about by the combined effect 
of both, specializing in risk assessment and financial analysis.

SPC public chain's team technology

Developed the latest block technology --- SHA-256. This technology 
fragments the data transmission processing of the data interaction chan-
nel between the user and the trading platform, and has even surpassed 
the military grade defense currently used by the United States.

Smart contract, smart wallet, and efficient confirmation of rights.

The basic framework of SPC public chain infrastructure, public chain 
smart contract system and smart wallet service application is as follows.

SPC public chain basic framework

The simplest and most efficient block structure is used: index (subscript), 
timestamp (timestamp), data (data), hash (hash value) and previous 
hash (previous hash value).

Efficient reads find the hash of the previous block as fast as possible, 
thus ensuring the integrity of the entire chain

The integrity of the entire chain is guaranteed. In order to preserve the 
integrity of the data, the block must be hashed. SHA-256 militarily 
encrypts the contents of the block to ensure the defensibility of the data.

var calculateHash = (index, previousHash, timestamp, d  

ata) => {
 CryptoJS.SHA256(index + previousHash + times
return
tamp + data).toString(); 
};

Distributed bookkeeping

Smart Contracts for efficient rights confirmation.

var replaceChain = (newBlocks) => {
 (isValidChain(newBlocks) && newBlocks.length >
if
blockchain.length) {
 console.log('Received blockchain is valid. Rep
lacing current blockchain with received blockchain');
 blockchain = newBlocks;

broadcast(responseLatestMsg()); 
 }   {
else
 console.log('Received blockchain invalid');
 }
};

SPC meta-universe technology architecture, reconfiguring the computa-
tional model to create the core engine for building meta-universe

Cloud Functions & Unity - Cloud Distributed Computing Solution

SPC will join hands with Unity, the world's leading real-time interactive 
content creation platform, to launch a distributed computing solution in 
the cloud to reconfigure the computational model and become the core 
engine to empower the future metaverse.

The solution is based on the SCF (Serverless Cloud Function) comput-
ing service, including (Cloud Bake), cloud distributed resource import 
and packaging, and cloud lightweighting of large model data. These 
three solutions make full use of the highly concurrent cloud computing 
resources of Cloud Function SCF to accelerate project iteration.

High Performance, Rising Efficiency

There is no shortage of development needs for high quality immersive 
graphics and large world scenes for metaverse building, but due to the 
bottleneck of single machine performance enhancement, the traditional 
workflow is difficult to meet the development needs of each segment. 

High quality 3D scene baking and the import and packaging of game 
resources have become the main performance bottleneck for many 
heavy project development iterations. Take the technical characteristics 
of Call of Duty handheld game as an example, when the scene terrain is 
very complex, if using Enlighten, the baking time is up to one whole night. 
If a bug happens to occur, 10 maps will be stuck on the same day, and 
immeasurable project delays will follow.

If we can improve the efficiency of baking and resource management, we 
can not only reduce the work pressure of the team, but also release the 

creative power of the team by multiple trials and errors and polish the 
product quickly. For this reason, "Cloud Distributed Arithmetic Solution" 
has launched Enlighten-based cloud baking solution and cloud distribut-
ed resource import and packaging solution. Both are deeply customized 
solutions based on engines and combined with Serverless services, 
which can achieve high concurrency of hundreds of computing resourc-
es, support dynamic scaling, and significantly improve iteration efficien-
cy. In project testing, using Unity cloud baking solution can save up to 
70% of baking time.

If we can improve the efficiency of baking and resource management, we 
can not only reduce the work pressure of the team, but also release the 
creative power of the team by trial and error, and polish the product 
quickly. For this reason, "Cloud Distributed Computing Solution" has 
launched Enlighten-based cloud baking solution and cloud distributed 
resource import and packaging solution. Both are deeply customized 

solutions based on engines and combined with Serverless services, 
which can achieve high concurrency of hundreds of computing resourc-
es, support dynamic expansion, and significantly improve iteration 
efficiency. In project testing, using Unity cloud baking solution can save 
up to 70% of baking time.

Serverless "Cloud Distributed Computing Solution" includes cloud 
baking, cloud distributed resource import and packaging, and cloud light-
weighting of large model data.

The concept of meta-universe is not only for games, but also for smart 
cities and meta-universe, which also emphasize digitalization and strong 
interaction. Pixyz Batch is an internationally renowned 3D data lightening 
tool, and the current CIDC solution is based on Pixyz Batch, which cus-
tomizes the entire format conversion workflow, combined with the cloud 
function SCF. The entire process is deployed in the cloud, eliminating the 
need for local deployment.

Risk Control Statement

4.1 Disclaimer

This SPC White Paper is for informational purposes only and does not 
constitute advice in connection with a purchase or sale. Any such offer or 
solicitation will be made on trustworthy terms and as permitted by appli-
cable securities and other relevant laws, and the above information or 
analysis does not constitute an investment decision or specific recom-
mendation. This document does not constitute any investment advice, 
investment intention or solicitation of investment in the form of securities. 

This document does not constitute nor is it understood to provide any 
offer to buy or sell, or any solicitation to buy or sell any form of securities, 
nor is it a contract or promise of any kind. It is expressly stated that the 
intended user expressly understands the risks of the investment and that 
by participating in the investment, the investor understands and accepts 
the risks of the project and is willing to personally assume all correspond-
ing results or consequences thereof.

Expressly disclaims any liability for direct or indirect losses resulting from 
participation in the SPC program, including.

1. economic losses resulting from the user's trading operations.
2. any errors, omissions or inaccurate information arising from the indi-
vidual's understanding.
3. Losses caused by personal trading of various blockchain assets and 
any actions resulting therefrom, SPC is not an investment. There is no 

guarantee that SPCs will increase in value, and in some cases may 
decrease in value, and those who do not use their SPCs properly may 
lose the right to use them and may even lose their tokens. 

Control of tokens does not represent ownership of the application, and 
SPC does not grant any individual any participation, control, or any right 
to make decisions regarding SPC and the application.

4.2 Risk Warning

We take security very seriously, but there is no such thing as 100% secu-
rity in the absolute sense of the word, e.g. due to various losses caused 
by force majeure. We are committed to doing everything possible to 
ensure the safety of your transactions.



Apply the metaverse technology to the farm leisure experience project. 
By using metaverse technology, it can stimulate visitors' imagination, 
creativity, and enhance their sense of three-dimensional space, and 
become a space for people to play and entertain. The unique and diverse 
metaverse themed farms are exciting enough.

For example, SPC's metaverse application system will show the audi-
ence the process of metaverse planting sinker, from cultivation to sowing 
to harvesting, using metaverse technology to allow the audience to expe-
rience the fun of planting in a virtual farm.

Agriculture, as the most important and basic industry, is thirsty for 
metaverse technology beyond words. We expect metaverse technology 
to be integrated into traditional agriculture in more forms, bringing new 
changes to agriculture, the oldest traditional industry. Driven by both 
technological evolution and human needs, it is only a matter of time 
before the metaverse scenario is realized and the metaverse industry 
matures. 

As an extension and expansion of the real world, the tremendous oppor-
tunities and revolutionary effects brought by the metaverse are worthy of 
anticipation. When the most cutting-edge technology plus the oldest 
industry meet, metaverse + agriculture will surely stir up unprecedented 
changes.

Charity

SPC project will give 1 million 760 thousand cryptocurrencies for dona-
tion From the current market purely traditional agriculture-based charity 

products are very few, with a certain degree of scarcity. The capital 
market is not concerned, especially in the field of incense, from the 
perspective of the Royal Phytotechnology professional science and tech-
nology, incense trees planted in the third year began to bear fruit, in 5 
years from the trunk of the crusted place to extract the essential oil of 
incense, so we launched the SPC incense poverty alleviation program , 
we will use the fourth generation of incense induced technology research 
and development for the development of new incense industry applica-
tions, in order to assist rural farmers and poor people to complete the 
industry We will use the fourth generation of incense induction technolo-
gy to develop new incense industry applications, in order to assist poor 
farmers to make a breakthrough in the industry, and at the same time 
promote the ambitious goal of 3 billion incense trees worldwide. As more 
and more people become aware of the economic and social benefits of 
incense, the Incense Donation Program has been developed to help 
farmers in rural areas to get rid of poverty and become rich.

3.1 SPC token output mechanism and global community 
system construction

Total number of SPCs issued: 88 million

Phase I: 2 million pieces: 0.1U
Phase 2: 2 million pieces: 0.12U
Third stage: 2 million pieces: 0.14U
Final stage: 2 million pieces: 0.16U

10% released on line, remaining 90% released in 180 days
POS output mechanism.
800 pieces - 3000 pieces - 8000 pieces
Six months time original arithmetic output 1.5 times earnings

The issuer holds 12.5% of venture capital institutions, 
5% of community airdrops, 
2% of charitable donations

Market
Booster gets 100% of POS output gain, accelerating 1.5x release.
The total gain is increased to 2.5 times after sermonizing three C-level 
nodes.

3.2 Core Development Team

SPC is developed and researched by a senior team from global block-
chain research, with senior technical iteration and upgrade ability and 
efficient execution.

Partner of China Blockchain Center, graduated from Harvard University 
with a PhD, practicing for more than ten years at senior level, instantly 
sensitive to the assessment of digital currency assets, blockchain 
research and the possibility of risks brought about by the combined effect 
of both, specializing in risk assessment and financial analysis.

SPC public chain's team technology

Developed the latest block technology --- SHA-256. This technology 
fragments the data transmission processing of the data interaction chan-
nel between the user and the trading platform, and has even surpassed 
the military grade defense currently used by the United States.

Smart contract, smart wallet, and efficient confirmation of rights.

The basic framework of SPC public chain infrastructure, public chain 
smart contract system and smart wallet service application is as follows.

SPC public chain basic framework

The simplest and most efficient block structure is used: index (subscript), 
timestamp (timestamp), data (data), hash (hash value) and previous 
hash (previous hash value).

Efficient reads find the hash of the previous block as fast as possible, 
thus ensuring the integrity of the entire chain

The integrity of the entire chain is guaranteed. In order to preserve the 
integrity of the data, the block must be hashed. SHA-256 militarily 
encrypts the contents of the block to ensure the defensibility of the data.

var calculateHash = (index, previousHash, timestamp, d  

ata) => {
 CryptoJS.SHA256(index + previousHash + times
return
tamp + data).toString(); 
};

Distributed bookkeeping

Smart Contracts for efficient rights confirmation.

var replaceChain = (newBlocks) => {
 (isValidChain(newBlocks) && newBlocks.length >
if
blockchain.length) {
 console.log('Received blockchain is valid. Rep
lacing current blockchain with received blockchain');
 blockchain = newBlocks;

broadcast(responseLatestMsg()); 
 }   {
else
 console.log('Received blockchain invalid');
 }
};

SPC meta-universe technology architecture, reconfiguring the computa-
tional model to create the core engine for building meta-universe

Cloud Functions & Unity - Cloud Distributed Computing Solution

SPC will join hands with Unity, the world's leading real-time interactive 
content creation platform, to launch a distributed computing solution in 
the cloud to reconfigure the computational model and become the core 
engine to empower the future metaverse.

The solution is based on the SCF (Serverless Cloud Function) comput-
ing service, including (Cloud Bake), cloud distributed resource import 
and packaging, and cloud lightweighting of large model data. These 
three solutions make full use of the highly concurrent cloud computing 
resources of Cloud Function SCF to accelerate project iteration.

High Performance, Rising Efficiency

There is no shortage of development needs for high quality immersive 
graphics and large world scenes for metaverse building, but due to the 
bottleneck of single machine performance enhancement, the traditional 
workflow is difficult to meet the development needs of each segment. 

High quality 3D scene baking and the import and packaging of game 
resources have become the main performance bottleneck for many 
heavy project development iterations. Take the technical characteristics 
of Call of Duty handheld game as an example, when the scene terrain is 
very complex, if using Enlighten, the baking time is up to one whole night. 
If a bug happens to occur, 10 maps will be stuck on the same day, and 
immeasurable project delays will follow.

If we can improve the efficiency of baking and resource management, we 
can not only reduce the work pressure of the team, but also release the 

creative power of the team by multiple trials and errors and polish the 
product quickly. For this reason, "Cloud Distributed Arithmetic Solution" 
has launched Enlighten-based cloud baking solution and cloud distribut-
ed resource import and packaging solution. Both are deeply customized 
solutions based on engines and combined with Serverless services, 
which can achieve high concurrency of hundreds of computing resourc-
es, support dynamic scaling, and significantly improve iteration efficien-
cy. In project testing, using Unity cloud baking solution can save up to 
70% of baking time.

If we can improve the efficiency of baking and resource management, we 
can not only reduce the work pressure of the team, but also release the 
creative power of the team by trial and error, and polish the product 
quickly. For this reason, "Cloud Distributed Computing Solution" has 
launched Enlighten-based cloud baking solution and cloud distributed 
resource import and packaging solution. Both are deeply customized 

solutions based on engines and combined with Serverless services, 
which can achieve high concurrency of hundreds of computing resourc-
es, support dynamic expansion, and significantly improve iteration 
efficiency. In project testing, using Unity cloud baking solution can save 
up to 70% of baking time.

Serverless "Cloud Distributed Computing Solution" includes cloud 
baking, cloud distributed resource import and packaging, and cloud light-
weighting of large model data.

The concept of meta-universe is not only for games, but also for smart 
cities and meta-universe, which also emphasize digitalization and strong 
interaction. Pixyz Batch is an internationally renowned 3D data lightening 
tool, and the current CIDC solution is based on Pixyz Batch, which cus-
tomizes the entire format conversion workflow, combined with the cloud 
function SCF. The entire process is deployed in the cloud, eliminating the 
need for local deployment.

Risk Control Statement

4.1 Disclaimer

This SPC White Paper is for informational purposes only and does not 
constitute advice in connection with a purchase or sale. Any such offer or 
solicitation will be made on trustworthy terms and as permitted by appli-
cable securities and other relevant laws, and the above information or 
analysis does not constitute an investment decision or specific recom-
mendation. This document does not constitute any investment advice, 
investment intention or solicitation of investment in the form of securities. 

This document does not constitute nor is it understood to provide any 
offer to buy or sell, or any solicitation to buy or sell any form of securities, 
nor is it a contract or promise of any kind. It is expressly stated that the 
intended user expressly understands the risks of the investment and that 
by participating in the investment, the investor understands and accepts 
the risks of the project and is willing to personally assume all correspond-
ing results or consequences thereof.

Expressly disclaims any liability for direct or indirect losses resulting from 
participation in the SPC program, including.

1. economic losses resulting from the user's trading operations.
2. any errors, omissions or inaccurate information arising from the indi-
vidual's understanding.
3. Losses caused by personal trading of various blockchain assets and 
any actions resulting therefrom, SPC is not an investment. There is no 

guarantee that SPCs will increase in value, and in some cases may 
decrease in value, and those who do not use their SPCs properly may 
lose the right to use them and may even lose their tokens. 

Control of tokens does not represent ownership of the application, and 
SPC does not grant any individual any participation, control, or any right 
to make decisions regarding SPC and the application.

4.2 Risk Warning

We take security very seriously, but there is no such thing as 100% secu-
rity in the absolute sense of the word, e.g. due to various losses caused 
by force majeure. We are committed to doing everything possible to 
ensure the safety of your transactions.
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Apply the metaverse technology to the farm leisure experience project. 
By using metaverse technology, it can stimulate visitors' imagination, 
creativity, and enhance their sense of three-dimensional space, and 
become a space for people to play and entertain. The unique and diverse 
metaverse themed farms are exciting enough.

For example, SPC's metaverse application system will show the audi-
ence the process of metaverse planting sinker, from cultivation to sowing 
to harvesting, using metaverse technology to allow the audience to expe-
rience the fun of planting in a virtual farm.

Agriculture, as the most important and basic industry, is thirsty for 
metaverse technology beyond words. We expect metaverse technology 
to be integrated into traditional agriculture in more forms, bringing new 
changes to agriculture, the oldest traditional industry. Driven by both 
technological evolution and human needs, it is only a matter of time 
before the metaverse scenario is realized and the metaverse industry 
matures. 

As an extension and expansion of the real world, the tremendous oppor-
tunities and revolutionary effects brought by the metaverse are worthy of 
anticipation. When the most cutting-edge technology plus the oldest 
industry meet, metaverse + agriculture will surely stir up unprecedented 
changes.

Charity

SPC project will give 1 million 760 thousand cryptocurrencies for dona-
tion From the current market purely traditional agriculture-based charity 

products are very few, with a certain degree of scarcity. The capital 
market is not concerned, especially in the field of incense, from the 
perspective of the Royal Phytotechnology professional science and tech-
nology, incense trees planted in the third year began to bear fruit, in 5 
years from the trunk of the crusted place to extract the essential oil of 
incense, so we launched the SPC incense poverty alleviation program , 
we will use the fourth generation of incense induced technology research 
and development for the development of new incense industry applica-
tions, in order to assist rural farmers and poor people to complete the 
industry We will use the fourth generation of incense induction technolo-
gy to develop new incense industry applications, in order to assist poor 
farmers to make a breakthrough in the industry, and at the same time 
promote the ambitious goal of 3 billion incense trees worldwide. As more 
and more people become aware of the economic and social benefits of 
incense, the Incense Donation Program has been developed to help 
farmers in rural areas to get rid of poverty and become rich.

3.1 SPC token output mechanism and global community 
system construction

Total number of SPCs issued: 88 million

Phase I: 2 million pieces: 0.1U
Phase 2: 2 million pieces: 0.12U
Third stage: 2 million pieces: 0.14U
Final stage: 2 million pieces: 0.16U

10% released on line, remaining 90% released in 180 days
POS output mechanism.
800 pieces - 3000 pieces - 8000 pieces
Six months time original arithmetic output 1.5 times earnings

The issuer holds 12.5% of venture capital institutions, 
5% of community airdrops, 
2% of charitable donations

Market
Booster gets 100% of POS output gain, accelerating 1.5x release.
The total gain is increased to 2.5 times after sermonizing three C-level 
nodes.

3.2 Core Development Team

SPC is developed and researched by a senior team from global block-
chain research, with senior technical iteration and upgrade ability and 
efficient execution.

Partner of China Blockchain Center, graduated from Harvard University 
with a PhD, practicing for more than ten years at senior level, instantly 
sensitive to the assessment of digital currency assets, blockchain 
research and the possibility of risks brought about by the combined effect 
of both, specializing in risk assessment and financial analysis.

SPC public chain's team technology

Developed the latest block technology --- SHA-256. This technology 
fragments the data transmission processing of the data interaction chan-
nel between the user and the trading platform, and has even surpassed 
the military grade defense currently used by the United States.

Smart contract, smart wallet, and efficient confirmation of rights.

The basic framework of SPC public chain infrastructure, public chain 
smart contract system and smart wallet service application is as follows.

SPC public chain basic framework

The simplest and most efficient block structure is used: index (subscript), 
timestamp (timestamp), data (data), hash (hash value) and previous 
hash (previous hash value).

Efficient reads find the hash of the previous block as fast as possible, 
thus ensuring the integrity of the entire chain

The integrity of the entire chain is guaranteed. In order to preserve the 
integrity of the data, the block must be hashed. SHA-256 militarily 
encrypts the contents of the block to ensure the defensibility of the data.

var calculateHash = (index, previousHash, timestamp, d  

ata) => {
 CryptoJS.SHA256(index + previousHash + times
return
tamp + data).toString(); 
};

Distributed bookkeeping

Smart Contracts for efficient rights confirmation.

var replaceChain = (newBlocks) => {
 (isValidChain(newBlocks) && newBlocks.length >
if
blockchain.length) {
 console.log('Received blockchain is valid. Rep
lacing current blockchain with received blockchain');
 blockchain = newBlocks;

broadcast(responseLatestMsg()); 
 }   {
else
 console.log('Received blockchain invalid');
 }
};

SPC meta-universe technology architecture, reconfiguring the computa-
tional model to create the core engine for building meta-universe

Cloud Functions & Unity - Cloud Distributed Computing Solution

SPC will join hands with Unity, the world's leading real-time interactive 
content creation platform, to launch a distributed computing solution in 
the cloud to reconfigure the computational model and become the core 
engine to empower the future metaverse.

The solution is based on the SCF (Serverless Cloud Function) comput-
ing service, including (Cloud Bake), cloud distributed resource import 
and packaging, and cloud lightweighting of large model data. These 
three solutions make full use of the highly concurrent cloud computing 
resources of Cloud Function SCF to accelerate project iteration.

High Performance, Rising Efficiency

There is no shortage of development needs for high quality immersive 
graphics and large world scenes for metaverse building, but due to the 
bottleneck of single machine performance enhancement, the traditional 
workflow is difficult to meet the development needs of each segment. 

High quality 3D scene baking and the import and packaging of game 
resources have become the main performance bottleneck for many 
heavy project development iterations. Take the technical characteristics 
of Call of Duty handheld game as an example, when the scene terrain is 
very complex, if using Enlighten, the baking time is up to one whole night. 
If a bug happens to occur, 10 maps will be stuck on the same day, and 
immeasurable project delays will follow.

If we can improve the efficiency of baking and resource management, we 
can not only reduce the work pressure of the team, but also release the 

creative power of the team by multiple trials and errors and polish the 
product quickly. For this reason, "Cloud Distributed Arithmetic Solution" 
has launched Enlighten-based cloud baking solution and cloud distribut-
ed resource import and packaging solution. Both are deeply customized 
solutions based on engines and combined with Serverless services, 
which can achieve high concurrency of hundreds of computing resourc-
es, support dynamic scaling, and significantly improve iteration efficien-
cy. In project testing, using Unity cloud baking solution can save up to 
70% of baking time.

If we can improve the efficiency of baking and resource management, we 
can not only reduce the work pressure of the team, but also release the 
creative power of the team by trial and error, and polish the product 
quickly. For this reason, "Cloud Distributed Computing Solution" has 
launched Enlighten-based cloud baking solution and cloud distributed 
resource import and packaging solution. Both are deeply customized 

solutions based on engines and combined with Serverless services, 
which can achieve high concurrency of hundreds of computing resourc-
es, support dynamic expansion, and significantly improve iteration 
efficiency. In project testing, using Unity cloud baking solution can save 
up to 70% of baking time.

Serverless "Cloud Distributed Computing Solution" includes cloud 
baking, cloud distributed resource import and packaging, and cloud light-
weighting of large model data.

The concept of meta-universe is not only for games, but also for smart 
cities and meta-universe, which also emphasize digitalization and strong 
interaction. Pixyz Batch is an internationally renowned 3D data lightening 
tool, and the current CIDC solution is based on Pixyz Batch, which cus-
tomizes the entire format conversion workflow, combined with the cloud 
function SCF. The entire process is deployed in the cloud, eliminating the 
need for local deployment.

Risk Control Statement

4.1 Disclaimer

This SPC White Paper is for informational purposes only and does not 
constitute advice in connection with a purchase or sale. Any such offer or 
solicitation will be made on trustworthy terms and as permitted by appli-
cable securities and other relevant laws, and the above information or 
analysis does not constitute an investment decision or specific recom-
mendation. This document does not constitute any investment advice, 
investment intention or solicitation of investment in the form of securities. 

This document does not constitute nor is it understood to provide any 
offer to buy or sell, or any solicitation to buy or sell any form of securities, 
nor is it a contract or promise of any kind. It is expressly stated that the 
intended user expressly understands the risks of the investment and that 
by participating in the investment, the investor understands and accepts 
the risks of the project and is willing to personally assume all correspond-
ing results or consequences thereof.

Expressly disclaims any liability for direct or indirect losses resulting from 
participation in the SPC program, including.

1. economic losses resulting from the user's trading operations.
2. any errors, omissions or inaccurate information arising from the indi-
vidual's understanding.
3. Losses caused by personal trading of various blockchain assets and 
any actions resulting therefrom, SPC is not an investment. There is no 

guarantee that SPCs will increase in value, and in some cases may 
decrease in value, and those who do not use their SPCs properly may 
lose the right to use them and may even lose their tokens. 

Control of tokens does not represent ownership of the application, and 
SPC does not grant any individual any participation, control, or any right 
to make decisions regarding SPC and the application.

4.2 Risk Warning

We take security very seriously, but there is no such thing as 100% secu-
rity in the absolute sense of the word, e.g. due to various losses caused 
by force majeure. We are committed to doing everything possible to 
ensure the safety of your transactions.

Aleksandar
Team leader, core member of Microsoft's 
technology team, Ph.D. in Economics from 
Swiss University, Ph.D. in Digital Research, 
14 years of experience in digital technology 
and mobile internet, mainly focusing on early 
stage investments in internet and blockchain 
extension.



Apply the metaverse technology to the farm leisure experience project. 
By using metaverse technology, it can stimulate visitors' imagination, 
creativity, and enhance their sense of three-dimensional space, and 
become a space for people to play and entertain. The unique and diverse 
metaverse themed farms are exciting enough.

For example, SPC's metaverse application system will show the audi-
ence the process of metaverse planting sinker, from cultivation to sowing 
to harvesting, using metaverse technology to allow the audience to expe-
rience the fun of planting in a virtual farm.

Agriculture, as the most important and basic industry, is thirsty for 
metaverse technology beyond words. We expect metaverse technology 
to be integrated into traditional agriculture in more forms, bringing new 
changes to agriculture, the oldest traditional industry. Driven by both 
technological evolution and human needs, it is only a matter of time 
before the metaverse scenario is realized and the metaverse industry 
matures. 

As an extension and expansion of the real world, the tremendous oppor-
tunities and revolutionary effects brought by the metaverse are worthy of 
anticipation. When the most cutting-edge technology plus the oldest 
industry meet, metaverse + agriculture will surely stir up unprecedented 
changes.

Charity

SPC project will give 1 million 760 thousand cryptocurrencies for dona-
tion From the current market purely traditional agriculture-based charity 

products are very few, with a certain degree of scarcity. The capital 
market is not concerned, especially in the field of incense, from the 
perspective of the Royal Phytotechnology professional science and tech-
nology, incense trees planted in the third year began to bear fruit, in 5 
years from the trunk of the crusted place to extract the essential oil of 
incense, so we launched the SPC incense poverty alleviation program , 
we will use the fourth generation of incense induced technology research 
and development for the development of new incense industry applica-
tions, in order to assist rural farmers and poor people to complete the 
industry We will use the fourth generation of incense induction technolo-
gy to develop new incense industry applications, in order to assist poor 
farmers to make a breakthrough in the industry, and at the same time 
promote the ambitious goal of 3 billion incense trees worldwide. As more 
and more people become aware of the economic and social benefits of 
incense, the Incense Donation Program has been developed to help 
farmers in rural areas to get rid of poverty and become rich.

3.1 SPC token output mechanism and global community 
system construction

Total number of SPCs issued: 88 million

Phase I: 2 million pieces: 0.1U
Phase 2: 2 million pieces: 0.12U
Third stage: 2 million pieces: 0.14U
Final stage: 2 million pieces: 0.16U

10% released on line, remaining 90% released in 180 days
POS output mechanism.
800 pieces - 3000 pieces - 8000 pieces
Six months time original arithmetic output 1.5 times earnings

The issuer holds 12.5% of venture capital institutions, 
5% of community airdrops, 
2% of charitable donations

Market
Booster gets 100% of POS output gain, accelerating 1.5x release.
The total gain is increased to 2.5 times after sermonizing three C-level 
nodes.

3.2 Core Development Team

SPC is developed and researched by a senior team from global block-
chain research, with senior technical iteration and upgrade ability and 
efficient execution.

Partner of China Blockchain Center, graduated from Harvard University 
with a PhD, practicing for more than ten years at senior level, instantly 
sensitive to the assessment of digital currency assets, blockchain 
research and the possibility of risks brought about by the combined effect 
of both, specializing in risk assessment and financial analysis.

SPC public chain's team technology

Developed the latest block technology --- SHA-256. This technology 
fragments the data transmission processing of the data interaction chan-
nel between the user and the trading platform, and has even surpassed 
the military grade defense currently used by the United States.

Smart contract, smart wallet, and efficient confirmation of rights.

The basic framework of SPC public chain infrastructure, public chain 
smart contract system and smart wallet service application is as follows.

SPC public chain basic framework

The simplest and most efficient block structure is used: index (subscript), 
timestamp (timestamp), data (data), hash (hash value) and previous 
hash (previous hash value).

Efficient reads find the hash of the previous block as fast as possible, 
thus ensuring the integrity of the entire chain

The integrity of the entire chain is guaranteed. In order to preserve the 
integrity of the data, the block must be hashed. SHA-256 militarily 
encrypts the contents of the block to ensure the defensibility of the data.

var calculateHash = (index, previousHash, timestamp, d  

ata) => {
 CryptoJS.SHA256(index + previousHash + times
return
tamp + data).toString(); 
};

Distributed bookkeeping

Smart Contracts for efficient rights confirmation.

var replaceChain = (newBlocks) => {
 (isValidChain(newBlocks) && newBlocks.length >
if
blockchain.length) {
 console.log('Received blockchain is valid. Rep
lacing current blockchain with received blockchain');
 blockchain = newBlocks;

broadcast(responseLatestMsg()); 
 }   {
else
 console.log('Received blockchain invalid');
 }
};

SPC meta-universe technology architecture, reconfiguring the computa-
tional model to create the core engine for building meta-universe

Cloud Functions & Unity - Cloud Distributed Computing Solution

SPC will join hands with Unity, the world's leading real-time interactive 
content creation platform, to launch a distributed computing solution in 
the cloud to reconfigure the computational model and become the core 
engine to empower the future metaverse.

The solution is based on the SCF (Serverless Cloud Function) comput-
ing service, including (Cloud Bake), cloud distributed resource import 
and packaging, and cloud lightweighting of large model data. These 
three solutions make full use of the highly concurrent cloud computing 
resources of Cloud Function SCF to accelerate project iteration.

High Performance, Rising Efficiency

There is no shortage of development needs for high quality immersive 
graphics and large world scenes for metaverse building, but due to the 
bottleneck of single machine performance enhancement, the traditional 
workflow is difficult to meet the development needs of each segment. 

High quality 3D scene baking and the import and packaging of game 
resources have become the main performance bottleneck for many 
heavy project development iterations. Take the technical characteristics 
of Call of Duty handheld game as an example, when the scene terrain is 
very complex, if using Enlighten, the baking time is up to one whole night. 
If a bug happens to occur, 10 maps will be stuck on the same day, and 
immeasurable project delays will follow.

If we can improve the efficiency of baking and resource management, we 
can not only reduce the work pressure of the team, but also release the 

creative power of the team by multiple trials and errors and polish the 
product quickly. For this reason, "Cloud Distributed Arithmetic Solution" 
has launched Enlighten-based cloud baking solution and cloud distribut-
ed resource import and packaging solution. Both are deeply customized 
solutions based on engines and combined with Serverless services, 
which can achieve high concurrency of hundreds of computing resourc-
es, support dynamic scaling, and significantly improve iteration efficien-
cy. In project testing, using Unity cloud baking solution can save up to 
70% of baking time.

If we can improve the efficiency of baking and resource management, we 
can not only reduce the work pressure of the team, but also release the 
creative power of the team by trial and error, and polish the product 
quickly. For this reason, "Cloud Distributed Computing Solution" has 
launched Enlighten-based cloud baking solution and cloud distributed 
resource import and packaging solution. Both are deeply customized 

solutions based on engines and combined with Serverless services, 
which can achieve high concurrency of hundreds of computing resourc-
es, support dynamic expansion, and significantly improve iteration 
efficiency. In project testing, using Unity cloud baking solution can save 
up to 70% of baking time.

Serverless "Cloud Distributed Computing Solution" includes cloud 
baking, cloud distributed resource import and packaging, and cloud light-
weighting of large model data.

The concept of meta-universe is not only for games, but also for smart 
cities and meta-universe, which also emphasize digitalization and strong 
interaction. Pixyz Batch is an internationally renowned 3D data lightening 
tool, and the current CIDC solution is based on Pixyz Batch, which cus-
tomizes the entire format conversion workflow, combined with the cloud 
function SCF. The entire process is deployed in the cloud, eliminating the 
need for local deployment.

Risk Control Statement

4.1 Disclaimer

This SPC White Paper is for informational purposes only and does not 
constitute advice in connection with a purchase or sale. Any such offer or 
solicitation will be made on trustworthy terms and as permitted by appli-
cable securities and other relevant laws, and the above information or 
analysis does not constitute an investment decision or specific recom-
mendation. This document does not constitute any investment advice, 
investment intention or solicitation of investment in the form of securities. 

This document does not constitute nor is it understood to provide any 
offer to buy or sell, or any solicitation to buy or sell any form of securities, 
nor is it a contract or promise of any kind. It is expressly stated that the 
intended user expressly understands the risks of the investment and that 
by participating in the investment, the investor understands and accepts 
the risks of the project and is willing to personally assume all correspond-
ing results or consequences thereof.

Expressly disclaims any liability for direct or indirect losses resulting from 
participation in the SPC program, including.

1. economic losses resulting from the user's trading operations.
2. any errors, omissions or inaccurate information arising from the indi-
vidual's understanding.
3. Losses caused by personal trading of various blockchain assets and 
any actions resulting therefrom, SPC is not an investment. There is no 

guarantee that SPCs will increase in value, and in some cases may 
decrease in value, and those who do not use their SPCs properly may 
lose the right to use them and may even lose their tokens. 

Control of tokens does not represent ownership of the application, and 
SPC does not grant any individual any participation, control, or any right 
to make decisions regarding SPC and the application.

4.2 Risk Warning

We take security very seriously, but there is no such thing as 100% secu-
rity in the absolute sense of the word, e.g. due to various losses caused 
by force majeure. We are committed to doing everything possible to 
ensure the safety of your transactions.



Apply the metaverse technology to the farm leisure experience project. 
By using metaverse technology, it can stimulate visitors' imagination, 
creativity, and enhance their sense of three-dimensional space, and 
become a space for people to play and entertain. The unique and diverse 
metaverse themed farms are exciting enough.

For example, SPC's metaverse application system will show the audi-
ence the process of metaverse planting sinker, from cultivation to sowing 
to harvesting, using metaverse technology to allow the audience to expe-
rience the fun of planting in a virtual farm.

Agriculture, as the most important and basic industry, is thirsty for 
metaverse technology beyond words. We expect metaverse technology 
to be integrated into traditional agriculture in more forms, bringing new 
changes to agriculture, the oldest traditional industry. Driven by both 
technological evolution and human needs, it is only a matter of time 
before the metaverse scenario is realized and the metaverse industry 
matures. 

As an extension and expansion of the real world, the tremendous oppor-
tunities and revolutionary effects brought by the metaverse are worthy of 
anticipation. When the most cutting-edge technology plus the oldest 
industry meet, metaverse + agriculture will surely stir up unprecedented 
changes.

Charity

SPC project will give 1 million 760 thousand cryptocurrencies for dona-
tion From the current market purely traditional agriculture-based charity 

products are very few, with a certain degree of scarcity. The capital 
market is not concerned, especially in the field of incense, from the 
perspective of the Royal Phytotechnology professional science and tech-
nology, incense trees planted in the third year began to bear fruit, in 5 
years from the trunk of the crusted place to extract the essential oil of 
incense, so we launched the SPC incense poverty alleviation program , 
we will use the fourth generation of incense induced technology research 
and development for the development of new incense industry applica-
tions, in order to assist rural farmers and poor people to complete the 
industry We will use the fourth generation of incense induction technolo-
gy to develop new incense industry applications, in order to assist poor 
farmers to make a breakthrough in the industry, and at the same time 
promote the ambitious goal of 3 billion incense trees worldwide. As more 
and more people become aware of the economic and social benefits of 
incense, the Incense Donation Program has been developed to help 
farmers in rural areas to get rid of poverty and become rich.

3.1 SPC token output mechanism and global community 
system construction

Total number of SPCs issued: 88 million

Phase I: 2 million pieces: 0.1U
Phase 2: 2 million pieces: 0.12U
Third stage: 2 million pieces: 0.14U
Final stage: 2 million pieces: 0.16U

10% released on line, remaining 90% released in 180 days
POS output mechanism.
800 pieces - 3000 pieces - 8000 pieces
Six months time original arithmetic output 1.5 times earnings

The issuer holds 12.5% of venture capital institutions, 
5% of community airdrops, 
2% of charitable donations

Market
Booster gets 100% of POS output gain, accelerating 1.5x release.
The total gain is increased to 2.5 times after sermonizing three C-level 
nodes.

3.2 Core Development Team

SPC is developed and researched by a senior team from global block-
chain research, with senior technical iteration and upgrade ability and 
efficient execution.

Partner of China Blockchain Center, graduated from Harvard University 
with a PhD, practicing for more than ten years at senior level, instantly 
sensitive to the assessment of digital currency assets, blockchain 
research and the possibility of risks brought about by the combined effect 
of both, specializing in risk assessment and financial analysis.

SPC public chain's team technology

Developed the latest block technology --- SHA-256. This technology 
fragments the data transmission processing of the data interaction chan-
nel between the user and the trading platform, and has even surpassed 
the military grade defense currently used by the United States.

Smart contract, smart wallet, and efficient confirmation of rights.

The basic framework of SPC public chain infrastructure, public chain 
smart contract system and smart wallet service application is as follows.

SPC public chain basic framework

The simplest and most efficient block structure is used: index (subscript), 
timestamp (timestamp), data (data), hash (hash value) and previous 
hash (previous hash value).

Efficient reads find the hash of the previous block as fast as possible, 
thus ensuring the integrity of the entire chain

The integrity of the entire chain is guaranteed. In order to preserve the 
integrity of the data, the block must be hashed. SHA-256 militarily 
encrypts the contents of the block to ensure the defensibility of the data.

var calculateHash = (index, previousHash, timestamp, d  

ata) => {
 CryptoJS.SHA256(index + previousHash + times
return
tamp + data).toString(); 
};

Distributed bookkeeping

Smart Contracts for efficient rights confirmation.

var replaceChain = (newBlocks) => {
 (isValidChain(newBlocks) && newBlocks.length >
if
blockchain.length) {
 console.log('Received blockchain is valid. Rep
lacing current blockchain with received blockchain');
 blockchain = newBlocks;

broadcast(responseLatestMsg()); 
 }   {
else
 console.log('Received blockchain invalid');
 }
};

SPC meta-universe technology architecture, reconfiguring the computa-
tional model to create the core engine for building meta-universe

Cloud Functions & Unity - Cloud Distributed Computing Solution

SPC will join hands with Unity, the world's leading real-time interactive 
content creation platform, to launch a distributed computing solution in 
the cloud to reconfigure the computational model and become the core 
engine to empower the future metaverse.

The solution is based on the SCF (Serverless Cloud Function) comput-
ing service, including (Cloud Bake), cloud distributed resource import 
and packaging, and cloud lightweighting of large model data. These 
three solutions make full use of the highly concurrent cloud computing 
resources of Cloud Function SCF to accelerate project iteration.

High Performance, Rising Efficiency

There is no shortage of development needs for high quality immersive 
graphics and large world scenes for metaverse building, but due to the 
bottleneck of single machine performance enhancement, the traditional 
workflow is difficult to meet the development needs of each segment. 

High quality 3D scene baking and the import and packaging of game 
resources have become the main performance bottleneck for many 
heavy project development iterations. Take the technical characteristics 
of Call of Duty handheld game as an example, when the scene terrain is 
very complex, if using Enlighten, the baking time is up to one whole night. 
If a bug happens to occur, 10 maps will be stuck on the same day, and 
immeasurable project delays will follow.

If we can improve the efficiency of baking and resource management, we 
can not only reduce the work pressure of the team, but also release the 

creative power of the team by multiple trials and errors and polish the 
product quickly. For this reason, "Cloud Distributed Arithmetic Solution" 
has launched Enlighten-based cloud baking solution and cloud distribut-
ed resource import and packaging solution. Both are deeply customized 
solutions based on engines and combined with Serverless services, 
which can achieve high concurrency of hundreds of computing resourc-
es, support dynamic scaling, and significantly improve iteration efficien-
cy. In project testing, using Unity cloud baking solution can save up to 
70% of baking time.

If we can improve the efficiency of baking and resource management, we 
can not only reduce the work pressure of the team, but also release the 
creative power of the team by trial and error, and polish the product 
quickly. For this reason, "Cloud Distributed Computing Solution" has 
launched Enlighten-based cloud baking solution and cloud distributed 
resource import and packaging solution. Both are deeply customized 

solutions based on engines and combined with Serverless services, 
which can achieve high concurrency of hundreds of computing resourc-
es, support dynamic expansion, and significantly improve iteration 
efficiency. In project testing, using Unity cloud baking solution can save 
up to 70% of baking time.

Serverless "Cloud Distributed Computing Solution" includes cloud 
baking, cloud distributed resource import and packaging, and cloud light-
weighting of large model data.

The concept of meta-universe is not only for games, but also for smart 
cities and meta-universe, which also emphasize digitalization and strong 
interaction. Pixyz Batch is an internationally renowned 3D data lightening 
tool, and the current CIDC solution is based on Pixyz Batch, which cus-
tomizes the entire format conversion workflow, combined with the cloud 
function SCF. The entire process is deployed in the cloud, eliminating the 
need for local deployment.

Risk Control Statement

4.1 Disclaimer

This SPC White Paper is for informational purposes only and does not 
constitute advice in connection with a purchase or sale. Any such offer or 
solicitation will be made on trustworthy terms and as permitted by appli-
cable securities and other relevant laws, and the above information or 
analysis does not constitute an investment decision or specific recom-
mendation. This document does not constitute any investment advice, 
investment intention or solicitation of investment in the form of securities. 

This document does not constitute nor is it understood to provide any 
offer to buy or sell, or any solicitation to buy or sell any form of securities, 
nor is it a contract or promise of any kind. It is expressly stated that the 
intended user expressly understands the risks of the investment and that 
by participating in the investment, the investor understands and accepts 
the risks of the project and is willing to personally assume all correspond-
ing results or consequences thereof.

Expressly disclaims any liability for direct or indirect losses resulting from 
participation in the SPC program, including.

1. economic losses resulting from the user's trading operations.
2. any errors, omissions or inaccurate information arising from the indi-
vidual's understanding.
3. Losses caused by personal trading of various blockchain assets and 
any actions resulting therefrom, SPC is not an investment. There is no 

guarantee that SPCs will increase in value, and in some cases may 
decrease in value, and those who do not use their SPCs properly may 
lose the right to use them and may even lose their tokens. 

Control of tokens does not represent ownership of the application, and 
SPC does not grant any individual any participation, control, or any right 
to make decisions regarding SPC and the application.

4.2 Risk Warning

We take security very seriously, but there is no such thing as 100% secu-
rity in the absolute sense of the word, e.g. due to various losses caused 
by force majeure. We are committed to doing everything possible to 
ensure the safety of your transactions.



Apply the metaverse technology to the farm leisure experience project. 
By using metaverse technology, it can stimulate visitors' imagination, 
creativity, and enhance their sense of three-dimensional space, and 
become a space for people to play and entertain. The unique and diverse 
metaverse themed farms are exciting enough.

For example, SPC's metaverse application system will show the audi-
ence the process of metaverse planting sinker, from cultivation to sowing 
to harvesting, using metaverse technology to allow the audience to expe-
rience the fun of planting in a virtual farm.

Agriculture, as the most important and basic industry, is thirsty for 
metaverse technology beyond words. We expect metaverse technology 
to be integrated into traditional agriculture in more forms, bringing new 
changes to agriculture, the oldest traditional industry. Driven by both 
technological evolution and human needs, it is only a matter of time 
before the metaverse scenario is realized and the metaverse industry 
matures. 

As an extension and expansion of the real world, the tremendous oppor-
tunities and revolutionary effects brought by the metaverse are worthy of 
anticipation. When the most cutting-edge technology plus the oldest 
industry meet, metaverse + agriculture will surely stir up unprecedented 
changes.

Charity

SPC project will give 1 million 760 thousand cryptocurrencies for dona-
tion From the current market purely traditional agriculture-based charity 

products are very few, with a certain degree of scarcity. The capital 
market is not concerned, especially in the field of incense, from the 
perspective of the Royal Phytotechnology professional science and tech-
nology, incense trees planted in the third year began to bear fruit, in 5 
years from the trunk of the crusted place to extract the essential oil of 
incense, so we launched the SPC incense poverty alleviation program , 
we will use the fourth generation of incense induced technology research 
and development for the development of new incense industry applica-
tions, in order to assist rural farmers and poor people to complete the 
industry We will use the fourth generation of incense induction technolo-
gy to develop new incense industry applications, in order to assist poor 
farmers to make a breakthrough in the industry, and at the same time 
promote the ambitious goal of 3 billion incense trees worldwide. As more 
and more people become aware of the economic and social benefits of 
incense, the Incense Donation Program has been developed to help 
farmers in rural areas to get rid of poverty and become rich.

3.1 SPC token output mechanism and global community 
system construction

Total number of SPCs issued: 88 million

Phase I: 2 million pieces: 0.1U
Phase 2: 2 million pieces: 0.12U
Third stage: 2 million pieces: 0.14U
Final stage: 2 million pieces: 0.16U

10% released on line, remaining 90% released in 180 days
POS output mechanism.
800 pieces - 3000 pieces - 8000 pieces
Six months time original arithmetic output 1.5 times earnings

The issuer holds 12.5% of venture capital institutions, 
5% of community airdrops, 
2% of charitable donations

Market
Booster gets 100% of POS output gain, accelerating 1.5x release.
The total gain is increased to 2.5 times after sermonizing three C-level 
nodes.

3.2 Core Development Team

SPC is developed and researched by a senior team from global block-
chain research, with senior technical iteration and upgrade ability and 
efficient execution.

Partner of China Blockchain Center, graduated from Harvard University 
with a PhD, practicing for more than ten years at senior level, instantly 
sensitive to the assessment of digital currency assets, blockchain 
research and the possibility of risks brought about by the combined effect 
of both, specializing in risk assessment and financial analysis.

SPC public chain's team technology

Developed the latest block technology --- SHA-256. This technology 
fragments the data transmission processing of the data interaction chan-
nel between the user and the trading platform, and has even surpassed 
the military grade defense currently used by the United States.

Smart contract, smart wallet, and efficient confirmation of rights.

The basic framework of SPC public chain infrastructure, public chain 
smart contract system and smart wallet service application is as follows.

SPC public chain basic framework

The simplest and most efficient block structure is used: index (subscript), 
timestamp (timestamp), data (data), hash (hash value) and previous 
hash (previous hash value).

Efficient reads find the hash of the previous block as fast as possible, 
thus ensuring the integrity of the entire chain

The integrity of the entire chain is guaranteed. In order to preserve the 
integrity of the data, the block must be hashed. SHA-256 militarily 
encrypts the contents of the block to ensure the defensibility of the data.

var calculateHash = (index, previousHash, timestamp, d  

ata) => {
 CryptoJS.SHA256(index + previousHash + times
return
tamp + data).toString(); 
};

Distributed bookkeeping

Smart Contracts for efficient rights confirmation.

var replaceChain = (newBlocks) => {
 (isValidChain(newBlocks) && newBlocks.length >
if
blockchain.length) {
 console.log('Received blockchain is valid. Rep
lacing current blockchain with received blockchain');
 blockchain = newBlocks;

broadcast(responseLatestMsg()); 
 }   {
else
 console.log('Received blockchain invalid');
 }
};

SPC meta-universe technology architecture, reconfiguring the computa-
tional model to create the core engine for building meta-universe

Cloud Functions & Unity - Cloud Distributed Computing Solution

SPC will join hands with Unity, the world's leading real-time interactive 
content creation platform, to launch a distributed computing solution in 
the cloud to reconfigure the computational model and become the core 
engine to empower the future metaverse.

The solution is based on the SCF (Serverless Cloud Function) comput-
ing service, including (Cloud Bake), cloud distributed resource import 
and packaging, and cloud lightweighting of large model data. These 
three solutions make full use of the highly concurrent cloud computing 
resources of Cloud Function SCF to accelerate project iteration.

High Performance, Rising Efficiency

There is no shortage of development needs for high quality immersive 
graphics and large world scenes for metaverse building, but due to the 
bottleneck of single machine performance enhancement, the traditional 
workflow is difficult to meet the development needs of each segment. 

High quality 3D scene baking and the import and packaging of game 
resources have become the main performance bottleneck for many 
heavy project development iterations. Take the technical characteristics 
of Call of Duty handheld game as an example, when the scene terrain is 
very complex, if using Enlighten, the baking time is up to one whole night. 
If a bug happens to occur, 10 maps will be stuck on the same day, and 
immeasurable project delays will follow.

If we can improve the efficiency of baking and resource management, we 
can not only reduce the work pressure of the team, but also release the 

creative power of the team by multiple trials and errors and polish the 
product quickly. For this reason, "Cloud Distributed Arithmetic Solution" 
has launched Enlighten-based cloud baking solution and cloud distribut-
ed resource import and packaging solution. Both are deeply customized 
solutions based on engines and combined with Serverless services, 
which can achieve high concurrency of hundreds of computing resourc-
es, support dynamic scaling, and significantly improve iteration efficien-
cy. In project testing, using Unity cloud baking solution can save up to 
70% of baking time.

If we can improve the efficiency of baking and resource management, we 
can not only reduce the work pressure of the team, but also release the 
creative power of the team by trial and error, and polish the product 
quickly. For this reason, "Cloud Distributed Computing Solution" has 
launched Enlighten-based cloud baking solution and cloud distributed 
resource import and packaging solution. Both are deeply customized 

solutions based on engines and combined with Serverless services, 
which can achieve high concurrency of hundreds of computing resourc-
es, support dynamic expansion, and significantly improve iteration 
efficiency. In project testing, using Unity cloud baking solution can save 
up to 70% of baking time.

Serverless "Cloud Distributed Computing Solution" includes cloud 
baking, cloud distributed resource import and packaging, and cloud light-
weighting of large model data.

The concept of meta-universe is not only for games, but also for smart 
cities and meta-universe, which also emphasize digitalization and strong 
interaction. Pixyz Batch is an internationally renowned 3D data lightening 
tool, and the current CIDC solution is based on Pixyz Batch, which cus-
tomizes the entire format conversion workflow, combined with the cloud 
function SCF. The entire process is deployed in the cloud, eliminating the 
need for local deployment.

Risk Control Statement

4.1 Disclaimer

This SPC White Paper is for informational purposes only and does not 
constitute advice in connection with a purchase or sale. Any such offer or 
solicitation will be made on trustworthy terms and as permitted by appli-
cable securities and other relevant laws, and the above information or 
analysis does not constitute an investment decision or specific recom-
mendation. This document does not constitute any investment advice, 
investment intention or solicitation of investment in the form of securities. 

This document does not constitute nor is it understood to provide any 
offer to buy or sell, or any solicitation to buy or sell any form of securities, 
nor is it a contract or promise of any kind. It is expressly stated that the 
intended user expressly understands the risks of the investment and that 
by participating in the investment, the investor understands and accepts 
the risks of the project and is willing to personally assume all correspond-
ing results or consequences thereof.

Expressly disclaims any liability for direct or indirect losses resulting from 
participation in the SPC program, including.

1. economic losses resulting from the user's trading operations.
2. any errors, omissions or inaccurate information arising from the indi-
vidual's understanding.
3. Losses caused by personal trading of various blockchain assets and 
any actions resulting therefrom, SPC is not an investment. There is no 

guarantee that SPCs will increase in value, and in some cases may 
decrease in value, and those who do not use their SPCs properly may 
lose the right to use them and may even lose their tokens. 

Control of tokens does not represent ownership of the application, and 
SPC does not grant any individual any participation, control, or any right 
to make decisions regarding SPC and the application.

4.2 Risk Warning

We take security very seriously, but there is no such thing as 100% secu-
rity in the absolute sense of the word, e.g. due to various losses caused 
by force majeure. We are committed to doing everything possible to 
ensure the safety of your transactions.



Apply the metaverse technology to the farm leisure experience project. 
By using metaverse technology, it can stimulate visitors' imagination, 
creativity, and enhance their sense of three-dimensional space, and 
become a space for people to play and entertain. The unique and diverse 
metaverse themed farms are exciting enough.

For example, SPC's metaverse application system will show the audi-
ence the process of metaverse planting sinker, from cultivation to sowing 
to harvesting, using metaverse technology to allow the audience to expe-
rience the fun of planting in a virtual farm.

Agriculture, as the most important and basic industry, is thirsty for 
metaverse technology beyond words. We expect metaverse technology 
to be integrated into traditional agriculture in more forms, bringing new 
changes to agriculture, the oldest traditional industry. Driven by both 
technological evolution and human needs, it is only a matter of time 
before the metaverse scenario is realized and the metaverse industry 
matures. 

As an extension and expansion of the real world, the tremendous oppor-
tunities and revolutionary effects brought by the metaverse are worthy of 
anticipation. When the most cutting-edge technology plus the oldest 
industry meet, metaverse + agriculture will surely stir up unprecedented 
changes.

Charity

SPC project will give 1 million 760 thousand cryptocurrencies for dona-
tion From the current market purely traditional agriculture-based charity 

products are very few, with a certain degree of scarcity. The capital 
market is not concerned, especially in the field of incense, from the 
perspective of the Royal Phytotechnology professional science and tech-
nology, incense trees planted in the third year began to bear fruit, in 5 
years from the trunk of the crusted place to extract the essential oil of 
incense, so we launched the SPC incense poverty alleviation program , 
we will use the fourth generation of incense induced technology research 
and development for the development of new incense industry applica-
tions, in order to assist rural farmers and poor people to complete the 
industry We will use the fourth generation of incense induction technolo-
gy to develop new incense industry applications, in order to assist poor 
farmers to make a breakthrough in the industry, and at the same time 
promote the ambitious goal of 3 billion incense trees worldwide. As more 
and more people become aware of the economic and social benefits of 
incense, the Incense Donation Program has been developed to help 
farmers in rural areas to get rid of poverty and become rich.

3.1 SPC token output mechanism and global community 
system construction

Total number of SPCs issued: 88 million

Phase I: 2 million pieces: 0.1U
Phase 2: 2 million pieces: 0.12U
Third stage: 2 million pieces: 0.14U
Final stage: 2 million pieces: 0.16U

10% released on line, remaining 90% released in 180 days
POS output mechanism.
800 pieces - 3000 pieces - 8000 pieces
Six months time original arithmetic output 1.5 times earnings

The issuer holds 12.5% of venture capital institutions, 
5% of community airdrops, 
2% of charitable donations

Market
Booster gets 100% of POS output gain, accelerating 1.5x release.
The total gain is increased to 2.5 times after sermonizing three C-level 
nodes.

3.2 Core Development Team

SPC is developed and researched by a senior team from global block-
chain research, with senior technical iteration and upgrade ability and 
efficient execution.

Partner of China Blockchain Center, graduated from Harvard University 
with a PhD, practicing for more than ten years at senior level, instantly 
sensitive to the assessment of digital currency assets, blockchain 
research and the possibility of risks brought about by the combined effect 
of both, specializing in risk assessment and financial analysis.

SPC public chain's team technology

Developed the latest block technology --- SHA-256. This technology 
fragments the data transmission processing of the data interaction chan-
nel between the user and the trading platform, and has even surpassed 
the military grade defense currently used by the United States.

Smart contract, smart wallet, and efficient confirmation of rights.

The basic framework of SPC public chain infrastructure, public chain 
smart contract system and smart wallet service application is as follows.

SPC public chain basic framework

The simplest and most efficient block structure is used: index (subscript), 
timestamp (timestamp), data (data), hash (hash value) and previous 
hash (previous hash value).

Efficient reads find the hash of the previous block as fast as possible, 
thus ensuring the integrity of the entire chain

The integrity of the entire chain is guaranteed. In order to preserve the 
integrity of the data, the block must be hashed. SHA-256 militarily 
encrypts the contents of the block to ensure the defensibility of the data.

var calculateHash = (index, previousHash, timestamp, d  

ata) => {
 CryptoJS.SHA256(index + previousHash + times
return
tamp + data).toString(); 
};

Distributed bookkeeping

Smart Contracts for efficient rights confirmation.

var replaceChain = (newBlocks) => {
 (isValidChain(newBlocks) && newBlocks.length >
if
blockchain.length) {
 console.log('Received blockchain is valid. Rep
lacing current blockchain with received blockchain');
 blockchain = newBlocks;

broadcast(responseLatestMsg()); 
 }   {
else
 console.log('Received blockchain invalid');
 }
};

SPC meta-universe technology architecture, reconfiguring the computa-
tional model to create the core engine for building meta-universe

Cloud Functions & Unity - Cloud Distributed Computing Solution

SPC will join hands with Unity, the world's leading real-time interactive 
content creation platform, to launch a distributed computing solution in 
the cloud to reconfigure the computational model and become the core 
engine to empower the future metaverse.

The solution is based on the SCF (Serverless Cloud Function) comput-
ing service, including (Cloud Bake), cloud distributed resource import 
and packaging, and cloud lightweighting of large model data. These 
three solutions make full use of the highly concurrent cloud computing 
resources of Cloud Function SCF to accelerate project iteration.

High Performance, Rising Efficiency

There is no shortage of development needs for high quality immersive 
graphics and large world scenes for metaverse building, but due to the 
bottleneck of single machine performance enhancement, the traditional 
workflow is difficult to meet the development needs of each segment. 

High quality 3D scene baking and the import and packaging of game 
resources have become the main performance bottleneck for many 
heavy project development iterations. Take the technical characteristics 
of Call of Duty handheld game as an example, when the scene terrain is 
very complex, if using Enlighten, the baking time is up to one whole night. 
If a bug happens to occur, 10 maps will be stuck on the same day, and 
immeasurable project delays will follow.

If we can improve the efficiency of baking and resource management, we 
can not only reduce the work pressure of the team, but also release the 

creative power of the team by multiple trials and errors and polish the 
product quickly. For this reason, "Cloud Distributed Arithmetic Solution" 
has launched Enlighten-based cloud baking solution and cloud distribut-
ed resource import and packaging solution. Both are deeply customized 
solutions based on engines and combined with Serverless services, 
which can achieve high concurrency of hundreds of computing resourc-
es, support dynamic scaling, and significantly improve iteration efficien-
cy. In project testing, using Unity cloud baking solution can save up to 
70% of baking time.

If we can improve the efficiency of baking and resource management, we 
can not only reduce the work pressure of the team, but also release the 
creative power of the team by trial and error, and polish the product 
quickly. For this reason, "Cloud Distributed Computing Solution" has 
launched Enlighten-based cloud baking solution and cloud distributed 
resource import and packaging solution. Both are deeply customized 

solutions based on engines and combined with Serverless services, 
which can achieve high concurrency of hundreds of computing resourc-
es, support dynamic expansion, and significantly improve iteration 
efficiency. In project testing, using Unity cloud baking solution can save 
up to 70% of baking time.

Serverless "Cloud Distributed Computing Solution" includes cloud 
baking, cloud distributed resource import and packaging, and cloud light-
weighting of large model data.

The concept of meta-universe is not only for games, but also for smart 
cities and meta-universe, which also emphasize digitalization and strong 
interaction. Pixyz Batch is an internationally renowned 3D data lightening 
tool, and the current CIDC solution is based on Pixyz Batch, which cus-
tomizes the entire format conversion workflow, combined with the cloud 
function SCF. The entire process is deployed in the cloud, eliminating the 
need for local deployment.

Risk Control Statement

4.1 Disclaimer

This SPC White Paper is for informational purposes only and does not 
constitute advice in connection with a purchase or sale. Any such offer or 
solicitation will be made on trustworthy terms and as permitted by appli-
cable securities and other relevant laws, and the above information or 
analysis does not constitute an investment decision or specific recom-
mendation. This document does not constitute any investment advice, 
investment intention or solicitation of investment in the form of securities. 

This document does not constitute nor is it understood to provide any 
offer to buy or sell, or any solicitation to buy or sell any form of securities, 
nor is it a contract or promise of any kind. It is expressly stated that the 
intended user expressly understands the risks of the investment and that 
by participating in the investment, the investor understands and accepts 
the risks of the project and is willing to personally assume all correspond-
ing results or consequences thereof.

Expressly disclaims any liability for direct or indirect losses resulting from 
participation in the SPC program, including.

1. economic losses resulting from the user's trading operations.
2. any errors, omissions or inaccurate information arising from the indi-
vidual's understanding.
3. Losses caused by personal trading of various blockchain assets and 
any actions resulting therefrom, SPC is not an investment. There is no 

guarantee that SPCs will increase in value, and in some cases may 
decrease in value, and those who do not use their SPCs properly may 
lose the right to use them and may even lose their tokens. 

Control of tokens does not represent ownership of the application, and 
SPC does not grant any individual any participation, control, or any right 
to make decisions regarding SPC and the application.

4.2 Risk Warning

We take security very seriously, but there is no such thing as 100% secu-
rity in the absolute sense of the word, e.g. due to various losses caused 
by force majeure. We are committed to doing everything possible to 
ensure the safety of your transactions.



Apply the metaverse technology to the farm leisure experience project. 
By using metaverse technology, it can stimulate visitors' imagination, 
creativity, and enhance their sense of three-dimensional space, and 
become a space for people to play and entertain. The unique and diverse 
metaverse themed farms are exciting enough.

For example, SPC's metaverse application system will show the audi-
ence the process of metaverse planting sinker, from cultivation to sowing 
to harvesting, using metaverse technology to allow the audience to expe-
rience the fun of planting in a virtual farm.

Agriculture, as the most important and basic industry, is thirsty for 
metaverse technology beyond words. We expect metaverse technology 
to be integrated into traditional agriculture in more forms, bringing new 
changes to agriculture, the oldest traditional industry. Driven by both 
technological evolution and human needs, it is only a matter of time 
before the metaverse scenario is realized and the metaverse industry 
matures. 

As an extension and expansion of the real world, the tremendous oppor-
tunities and revolutionary effects brought by the metaverse are worthy of 
anticipation. When the most cutting-edge technology plus the oldest 
industry meet, metaverse + agriculture will surely stir up unprecedented 
changes.

Charity

SPC project will give 1 million 760 thousand cryptocurrencies for dona-
tion From the current market purely traditional agriculture-based charity 

products are very few, with a certain degree of scarcity. The capital 
market is not concerned, especially in the field of incense, from the 
perspective of the Royal Phytotechnology professional science and tech-
nology, incense trees planted in the third year began to bear fruit, in 5 
years from the trunk of the crusted place to extract the essential oil of 
incense, so we launched the SPC incense poverty alleviation program , 
we will use the fourth generation of incense induced technology research 
and development for the development of new incense industry applica-
tions, in order to assist rural farmers and poor people to complete the 
industry We will use the fourth generation of incense induction technolo-
gy to develop new incense industry applications, in order to assist poor 
farmers to make a breakthrough in the industry, and at the same time 
promote the ambitious goal of 3 billion incense trees worldwide. As more 
and more people become aware of the economic and social benefits of 
incense, the Incense Donation Program has been developed to help 
farmers in rural areas to get rid of poverty and become rich.

3.1 SPC token output mechanism and global community 
system construction

Total number of SPCs issued: 88 million

Phase I: 2 million pieces: 0.1U
Phase 2: 2 million pieces: 0.12U
Third stage: 2 million pieces: 0.14U
Final stage: 2 million pieces: 0.16U

10% released on line, remaining 90% released in 180 days
POS output mechanism.
800 pieces - 3000 pieces - 8000 pieces
Six months time original arithmetic output 1.5 times earnings

The issuer holds 12.5% of venture capital institutions, 
5% of community airdrops, 
2% of charitable donations

Market
Booster gets 100% of POS output gain, accelerating 1.5x release.
The total gain is increased to 2.5 times after sermonizing three C-level 
nodes.

3.2 Core Development Team

SPC is developed and researched by a senior team from global block-
chain research, with senior technical iteration and upgrade ability and 
efficient execution.

Partner of China Blockchain Center, graduated from Harvard University 
with a PhD, practicing for more than ten years at senior level, instantly 
sensitive to the assessment of digital currency assets, blockchain 
research and the possibility of risks brought about by the combined effect 
of both, specializing in risk assessment and financial analysis.

SPC public chain's team technology

Developed the latest block technology --- SHA-256. This technology 
fragments the data transmission processing of the data interaction chan-
nel between the user and the trading platform, and has even surpassed 
the military grade defense currently used by the United States.

Smart contract, smart wallet, and efficient confirmation of rights.

The basic framework of SPC public chain infrastructure, public chain 
smart contract system and smart wallet service application is as follows.

SPC public chain basic framework

The simplest and most efficient block structure is used: index (subscript), 
timestamp (timestamp), data (data), hash (hash value) and previous 
hash (previous hash value).

Efficient reads find the hash of the previous block as fast as possible, 
thus ensuring the integrity of the entire chain

The integrity of the entire chain is guaranteed. In order to preserve the 
integrity of the data, the block must be hashed. SHA-256 militarily 
encrypts the contents of the block to ensure the defensibility of the data.

var calculateHash = (index, previousHash, timestamp, d  

ata) => {
 CryptoJS.SHA256(index + previousHash + times
return
tamp + data).toString(); 
};

Distributed bookkeeping

Smart Contracts for efficient rights confirmation.

var replaceChain = (newBlocks) => {
 (isValidChain(newBlocks) && newBlocks.length >
if
blockchain.length) {
 console.log('Received blockchain is valid. Rep
lacing current blockchain with received blockchain');
 blockchain = newBlocks;

broadcast(responseLatestMsg()); 
 }   {
else
 console.log('Received blockchain invalid');
 }
};

SPC meta-universe technology architecture, reconfiguring the computa-
tional model to create the core engine for building meta-universe

Cloud Functions & Unity - Cloud Distributed Computing Solution

SPC will join hands with Unity, the world's leading real-time interactive 
content creation platform, to launch a distributed computing solution in 
the cloud to reconfigure the computational model and become the core 
engine to empower the future metaverse.

The solution is based on the SCF (Serverless Cloud Function) comput-
ing service, including (Cloud Bake), cloud distributed resource import 
and packaging, and cloud lightweighting of large model data. These 
three solutions make full use of the highly concurrent cloud computing 
resources of Cloud Function SCF to accelerate project iteration.

High Performance, Rising Efficiency

There is no shortage of development needs for high quality immersive 
graphics and large world scenes for metaverse building, but due to the 
bottleneck of single machine performance enhancement, the traditional 
workflow is difficult to meet the development needs of each segment. 

High quality 3D scene baking and the import and packaging of game 
resources have become the main performance bottleneck for many 
heavy project development iterations. Take the technical characteristics 
of Call of Duty handheld game as an example, when the scene terrain is 
very complex, if using Enlighten, the baking time is up to one whole night. 
If a bug happens to occur, 10 maps will be stuck on the same day, and 
immeasurable project delays will follow.

If we can improve the efficiency of baking and resource management, we 
can not only reduce the work pressure of the team, but also release the 

creative power of the team by multiple trials and errors and polish the 
product quickly. For this reason, "Cloud Distributed Arithmetic Solution" 
has launched Enlighten-based cloud baking solution and cloud distribut-
ed resource import and packaging solution. Both are deeply customized 
solutions based on engines and combined with Serverless services, 
which can achieve high concurrency of hundreds of computing resourc-
es, support dynamic scaling, and significantly improve iteration efficien-
cy. In project testing, using Unity cloud baking solution can save up to 
70% of baking time.

If we can improve the efficiency of baking and resource management, we 
can not only reduce the work pressure of the team, but also release the 
creative power of the team by trial and error, and polish the product 
quickly. For this reason, "Cloud Distributed Computing Solution" has 
launched Enlighten-based cloud baking solution and cloud distributed 
resource import and packaging solution. Both are deeply customized 

solutions based on engines and combined with Serverless services, 
which can achieve high concurrency of hundreds of computing resourc-
es, support dynamic expansion, and significantly improve iteration 
efficiency. In project testing, using Unity cloud baking solution can save 
up to 70% of baking time.

Serverless "Cloud Distributed Computing Solution" includes cloud 
baking, cloud distributed resource import and packaging, and cloud light-
weighting of large model data.

The concept of meta-universe is not only for games, but also for smart 
cities and meta-universe, which also emphasize digitalization and strong 
interaction. Pixyz Batch is an internationally renowned 3D data lightening 
tool, and the current CIDC solution is based on Pixyz Batch, which cus-
tomizes the entire format conversion workflow, combined with the cloud 
function SCF. The entire process is deployed in the cloud, eliminating the 
need for local deployment.

Risk Control Statement

4.1 Disclaimer

This SPC White Paper is for informational purposes only and does not 
constitute advice in connection with a purchase or sale. Any such offer or 
solicitation will be made on trustworthy terms and as permitted by appli-
cable securities and other relevant laws, and the above information or 
analysis does not constitute an investment decision or specific recom-
mendation. This document does not constitute any investment advice, 
investment intention or solicitation of investment in the form of securities. 

This document does not constitute nor is it understood to provide any 
offer to buy or sell, or any solicitation to buy or sell any form of securities, 
nor is it a contract or promise of any kind. It is expressly stated that the 
intended user expressly understands the risks of the investment and that 
by participating in the investment, the investor understands and accepts 
the risks of the project and is willing to personally assume all correspond-
ing results or consequences thereof.

Expressly disclaims any liability for direct or indirect losses resulting from 
participation in the SPC program, including.

1. economic losses resulting from the user's trading operations.
2. any errors, omissions or inaccurate information arising from the indi-
vidual's understanding.
3. Losses caused by personal trading of various blockchain assets and 
any actions resulting therefrom, SPC is not an investment. There is no 

guarantee that SPCs will increase in value, and in some cases may 
decrease in value, and those who do not use their SPCs properly may 
lose the right to use them and may even lose their tokens. 

Control of tokens does not represent ownership of the application, and 
SPC does not grant any individual any participation, control, or any right 
to make decisions regarding SPC and the application.

4.2 Risk Warning

We take security very seriously, but there is no such thing as 100% secu-
rity in the absolute sense of the word, e.g. due to various losses caused 
by force majeure. We are committed to doing everything possible to 
ensure the safety of your transactions.



Apply the metaverse technology to the farm leisure experience project. 
By using metaverse technology, it can stimulate visitors' imagination, 
creativity, and enhance their sense of three-dimensional space, and 
become a space for people to play and entertain. The unique and diverse 
metaverse themed farms are exciting enough.

For example, SPC's metaverse application system will show the audi-
ence the process of metaverse planting sinker, from cultivation to sowing 
to harvesting, using metaverse technology to allow the audience to expe-
rience the fun of planting in a virtual farm.

Agriculture, as the most important and basic industry, is thirsty for 
metaverse technology beyond words. We expect metaverse technology 
to be integrated into traditional agriculture in more forms, bringing new 
changes to agriculture, the oldest traditional industry. Driven by both 
technological evolution and human needs, it is only a matter of time 
before the metaverse scenario is realized and the metaverse industry 
matures. 

As an extension and expansion of the real world, the tremendous oppor-
tunities and revolutionary effects brought by the metaverse are worthy of 
anticipation. When the most cutting-edge technology plus the oldest 
industry meet, metaverse + agriculture will surely stir up unprecedented 
changes.

Charity

SPC project will give 1 million 760 thousand cryptocurrencies for dona-
tion From the current market purely traditional agriculture-based charity 

products are very few, with a certain degree of scarcity. The capital 
market is not concerned, especially in the field of incense, from the 
perspective of the Royal Phytotechnology professional science and tech-
nology, incense trees planted in the third year began to bear fruit, in 5 
years from the trunk of the crusted place to extract the essential oil of 
incense, so we launched the SPC incense poverty alleviation program , 
we will use the fourth generation of incense induced technology research 
and development for the development of new incense industry applica-
tions, in order to assist rural farmers and poor people to complete the 
industry We will use the fourth generation of incense induction technolo-
gy to develop new incense industry applications, in order to assist poor 
farmers to make a breakthrough in the industry, and at the same time 
promote the ambitious goal of 3 billion incense trees worldwide. As more 
and more people become aware of the economic and social benefits of 
incense, the Incense Donation Program has been developed to help 
farmers in rural areas to get rid of poverty and become rich.

3.1 SPC token output mechanism and global community 
system construction

Total number of SPCs issued: 88 million

Phase I: 2 million pieces: 0.1U
Phase 2: 2 million pieces: 0.12U
Third stage: 2 million pieces: 0.14U
Final stage: 2 million pieces: 0.16U

10% released on line, remaining 90% released in 180 days
POS output mechanism.
800 pieces - 3000 pieces - 8000 pieces
Six months time original arithmetic output 1.5 times earnings

The issuer holds 12.5% of venture capital institutions, 
5% of community airdrops, 
2% of charitable donations

Market
Booster gets 100% of POS output gain, accelerating 1.5x release.
The total gain is increased to 2.5 times after sermonizing three C-level 
nodes.

3.2 Core Development Team

SPC is developed and researched by a senior team from global block-
chain research, with senior technical iteration and upgrade ability and 
efficient execution.

Partner of China Blockchain Center, graduated from Harvard University 
with a PhD, practicing for more than ten years at senior level, instantly 
sensitive to the assessment of digital currency assets, blockchain 
research and the possibility of risks brought about by the combined effect 
of both, specializing in risk assessment and financial analysis.

SPC public chain's team technology

Developed the latest block technology --- SHA-256. This technology 
fragments the data transmission processing of the data interaction chan-
nel between the user and the trading platform, and has even surpassed 
the military grade defense currently used by the United States.

Smart contract, smart wallet, and efficient confirmation of rights.

The basic framework of SPC public chain infrastructure, public chain 
smart contract system and smart wallet service application is as follows.

SPC public chain basic framework

The simplest and most efficient block structure is used: index (subscript), 
timestamp (timestamp), data (data), hash (hash value) and previous 
hash (previous hash value).

Efficient reads find the hash of the previous block as fast as possible, 
thus ensuring the integrity of the entire chain

The integrity of the entire chain is guaranteed. In order to preserve the 
integrity of the data, the block must be hashed. SHA-256 militarily 
encrypts the contents of the block to ensure the defensibility of the data.

var calculateHash = (index, previousHash, timestamp, d  

ata) => {
 CryptoJS.SHA256(index + previousHash + times
return
tamp + data).toString(); 
};

Distributed bookkeeping

Smart Contracts for efficient rights confirmation.

var replaceChain = (newBlocks) => {
 (isValidChain(newBlocks) && newBlocks.length >
if
blockchain.length) {
 console.log('Received blockchain is valid. Rep
lacing current blockchain with received blockchain');
 blockchain = newBlocks;

broadcast(responseLatestMsg()); 
 }   {
else
 console.log('Received blockchain invalid');
 }
};

SPC meta-universe technology architecture, reconfiguring the computa-
tional model to create the core engine for building meta-universe

Cloud Functions & Unity - Cloud Distributed Computing Solution

SPC will join hands with Unity, the world's leading real-time interactive 
content creation platform, to launch a distributed computing solution in 
the cloud to reconfigure the computational model and become the core 
engine to empower the future metaverse.

The solution is based on the SCF (Serverless Cloud Function) comput-
ing service, including (Cloud Bake), cloud distributed resource import 
and packaging, and cloud lightweighting of large model data. These 
three solutions make full use of the highly concurrent cloud computing 
resources of Cloud Function SCF to accelerate project iteration.

High Performance, Rising Efficiency

There is no shortage of development needs for high quality immersive 
graphics and large world scenes for metaverse building, but due to the 
bottleneck of single machine performance enhancement, the traditional 
workflow is difficult to meet the development needs of each segment. 

High quality 3D scene baking and the import and packaging of game 
resources have become the main performance bottleneck for many 
heavy project development iterations. Take the technical characteristics 
of Call of Duty handheld game as an example, when the scene terrain is 
very complex, if using Enlighten, the baking time is up to one whole night. 
If a bug happens to occur, 10 maps will be stuck on the same day, and 
immeasurable project delays will follow.

If we can improve the efficiency of baking and resource management, we 
can not only reduce the work pressure of the team, but also release the 

creative power of the team by multiple trials and errors and polish the 
product quickly. For this reason, "Cloud Distributed Arithmetic Solution" 
has launched Enlighten-based cloud baking solution and cloud distribut-
ed resource import and packaging solution. Both are deeply customized 
solutions based on engines and combined with Serverless services, 
which can achieve high concurrency of hundreds of computing resourc-
es, support dynamic scaling, and significantly improve iteration efficien-
cy. In project testing, using Unity cloud baking solution can save up to 
70% of baking time.

If we can improve the efficiency of baking and resource management, we 
can not only reduce the work pressure of the team, but also release the 
creative power of the team by trial and error, and polish the product 
quickly. For this reason, "Cloud Distributed Computing Solution" has 
launched Enlighten-based cloud baking solution and cloud distributed 
resource import and packaging solution. Both are deeply customized 

solutions based on engines and combined with Serverless services, 
which can achieve high concurrency of hundreds of computing resourc-
es, support dynamic expansion, and significantly improve iteration 
efficiency. In project testing, using Unity cloud baking solution can save 
up to 70% of baking time.

Serverless "Cloud Distributed Computing Solution" includes cloud 
baking, cloud distributed resource import and packaging, and cloud light-
weighting of large model data.

The concept of meta-universe is not only for games, but also for smart 
cities and meta-universe, which also emphasize digitalization and strong 
interaction. Pixyz Batch is an internationally renowned 3D data lightening 
tool, and the current CIDC solution is based on Pixyz Batch, which cus-
tomizes the entire format conversion workflow, combined with the cloud 
function SCF. The entire process is deployed in the cloud, eliminating the 
need for local deployment.

Risk Control Statement

4.1 Disclaimer

This SPC White Paper is for informational purposes only and does not 
constitute advice in connection with a purchase or sale. Any such offer or 
solicitation will be made on trustworthy terms and as permitted by appli-
cable securities and other relevant laws, and the above information or 
analysis does not constitute an investment decision or specific recom-
mendation. This document does not constitute any investment advice, 
investment intention or solicitation of investment in the form of securities. 

This document does not constitute nor is it understood to provide any 
offer to buy or sell, or any solicitation to buy or sell any form of securities, 
nor is it a contract or promise of any kind. It is expressly stated that the 
intended user expressly understands the risks of the investment and that 
by participating in the investment, the investor understands and accepts 
the risks of the project and is willing to personally assume all correspond-
ing results or consequences thereof.

Expressly disclaims any liability for direct or indirect losses resulting from 
participation in the SPC program, including.

1. economic losses resulting from the user's trading operations.
2. any errors, omissions or inaccurate information arising from the indi-
vidual's understanding.
3. Losses caused by personal trading of various blockchain assets and 
any actions resulting therefrom, SPC is not an investment. There is no 

guarantee that SPCs will increase in value, and in some cases may 
decrease in value, and those who do not use their SPCs properly may 
lose the right to use them and may even lose their tokens. 

Control of tokens does not represent ownership of the application, and 
SPC does not grant any individual any participation, control, or any right 
to make decisions regarding SPC and the application.

4.2 Risk Warning

We take security very seriously, but there is no such thing as 100% secu-
rity in the absolute sense of the word, e.g. due to various losses caused 
by force majeure. We are committed to doing everything possible to 
ensure the safety of your transactions.



Apply the metaverse technology to the farm leisure experience project. 
By using metaverse technology, it can stimulate visitors' imagination, 
creativity, and enhance their sense of three-dimensional space, and 
become a space for people to play and entertain. The unique and diverse 
metaverse themed farms are exciting enough.

For example, SPC's metaverse application system will show the audi-
ence the process of metaverse planting sinker, from cultivation to sowing 
to harvesting, using metaverse technology to allow the audience to expe-
rience the fun of planting in a virtual farm.

Agriculture, as the most important and basic industry, is thirsty for 
metaverse technology beyond words. We expect metaverse technology 
to be integrated into traditional agriculture in more forms, bringing new 
changes to agriculture, the oldest traditional industry. Driven by both 
technological evolution and human needs, it is only a matter of time 
before the metaverse scenario is realized and the metaverse industry 
matures. 

As an extension and expansion of the real world, the tremendous oppor-
tunities and revolutionary effects brought by the metaverse are worthy of 
anticipation. When the most cutting-edge technology plus the oldest 
industry meet, metaverse + agriculture will surely stir up unprecedented 
changes.

Charity

SPC project will give 1 million 760 thousand cryptocurrencies for dona-
tion From the current market purely traditional agriculture-based charity 

products are very few, with a certain degree of scarcity. The capital 
market is not concerned, especially in the field of incense, from the 
perspective of the Royal Phytotechnology professional science and tech-
nology, incense trees planted in the third year began to bear fruit, in 5 
years from the trunk of the crusted place to extract the essential oil of 
incense, so we launched the SPC incense poverty alleviation program , 
we will use the fourth generation of incense induced technology research 
and development for the development of new incense industry applica-
tions, in order to assist rural farmers and poor people to complete the 
industry We will use the fourth generation of incense induction technolo-
gy to develop new incense industry applications, in order to assist poor 
farmers to make a breakthrough in the industry, and at the same time 
promote the ambitious goal of 3 billion incense trees worldwide. As more 
and more people become aware of the economic and social benefits of 
incense, the Incense Donation Program has been developed to help 
farmers in rural areas to get rid of poverty and become rich.

3.1 SPC token output mechanism and global community 
system construction

Total number of SPCs issued: 88 million

Phase I: 2 million pieces: 0.1U
Phase 2: 2 million pieces: 0.12U
Third stage: 2 million pieces: 0.14U
Final stage: 2 million pieces: 0.16U

10% released on line, remaining 90% released in 180 days
POS output mechanism.
800 pieces - 3000 pieces - 8000 pieces
Six months time original arithmetic output 1.5 times earnings

The issuer holds 12.5% of venture capital institutions, 
5% of community airdrops, 
2% of charitable donations

Market
Booster gets 100% of POS output gain, accelerating 1.5x release.
The total gain is increased to 2.5 times after sermonizing three C-level 
nodes.

3.2 Core Development Team

SPC is developed and researched by a senior team from global block-
chain research, with senior technical iteration and upgrade ability and 
efficient execution.

Partner of China Blockchain Center, graduated from Harvard University 
with a PhD, practicing for more than ten years at senior level, instantly 
sensitive to the assessment of digital currency assets, blockchain 
research and the possibility of risks brought about by the combined effect 
of both, specializing in risk assessment and financial analysis.

SPC public chain's team technology

Developed the latest block technology --- SHA-256. This technology 
fragments the data transmission processing of the data interaction chan-
nel between the user and the trading platform, and has even surpassed 
the military grade defense currently used by the United States.

Smart contract, smart wallet, and efficient confirmation of rights.

The basic framework of SPC public chain infrastructure, public chain 
smart contract system and smart wallet service application is as follows.

SPC public chain basic framework

The simplest and most efficient block structure is used: index (subscript), 
timestamp (timestamp), data (data), hash (hash value) and previous 
hash (previous hash value).

Efficient reads find the hash of the previous block as fast as possible, 
thus ensuring the integrity of the entire chain

The integrity of the entire chain is guaranteed. In order to preserve the 
integrity of the data, the block must be hashed. SHA-256 militarily 
encrypts the contents of the block to ensure the defensibility of the data.

var calculateHash = (index, previousHash, timestamp, d  

ata) => {
 CryptoJS.SHA256(index + previousHash + times
return
tamp + data).toString(); 
};

Distributed bookkeeping

Smart Contracts for efficient rights confirmation.

var replaceChain = (newBlocks) => {
 (isValidChain(newBlocks) && newBlocks.length >
if
blockchain.length) {
 console.log('Received blockchain is valid. Rep
lacing current blockchain with received blockchain');
 blockchain = newBlocks;

broadcast(responseLatestMsg()); 
 }   {
else
 console.log('Received blockchain invalid');
 }
};

SPC meta-universe technology architecture, reconfiguring the computa-
tional model to create the core engine for building meta-universe

Cloud Functions & Unity - Cloud Distributed Computing Solution

SPC will join hands with Unity, the world's leading real-time interactive 
content creation platform, to launch a distributed computing solution in 
the cloud to reconfigure the computational model and become the core 
engine to empower the future metaverse.

The solution is based on the SCF (Serverless Cloud Function) comput-
ing service, including (Cloud Bake), cloud distributed resource import 
and packaging, and cloud lightweighting of large model data. These 
three solutions make full use of the highly concurrent cloud computing 
resources of Cloud Function SCF to accelerate project iteration.

High Performance, Rising Efficiency

There is no shortage of development needs for high quality immersive 
graphics and large world scenes for metaverse building, but due to the 
bottleneck of single machine performance enhancement, the traditional 
workflow is difficult to meet the development needs of each segment. 

High quality 3D scene baking and the import and packaging of game 
resources have become the main performance bottleneck for many 
heavy project development iterations. Take the technical characteristics 
of Call of Duty handheld game as an example, when the scene terrain is 
very complex, if using Enlighten, the baking time is up to one whole night. 
If a bug happens to occur, 10 maps will be stuck on the same day, and 
immeasurable project delays will follow.

If we can improve the efficiency of baking and resource management, we 
can not only reduce the work pressure of the team, but also release the 

creative power of the team by multiple trials and errors and polish the 
product quickly. For this reason, "Cloud Distributed Arithmetic Solution" 
has launched Enlighten-based cloud baking solution and cloud distribut-
ed resource import and packaging solution. Both are deeply customized 
solutions based on engines and combined with Serverless services, 
which can achieve high concurrency of hundreds of computing resourc-
es, support dynamic scaling, and significantly improve iteration efficien-
cy. In project testing, using Unity cloud baking solution can save up to 
70% of baking time.

If we can improve the efficiency of baking and resource management, we 
can not only reduce the work pressure of the team, but also release the 
creative power of the team by trial and error, and polish the product 
quickly. For this reason, "Cloud Distributed Computing Solution" has 
launched Enlighten-based cloud baking solution and cloud distributed 
resource import and packaging solution. Both are deeply customized 

solutions based on engines and combined with Serverless services, 
which can achieve high concurrency of hundreds of computing resourc-
es, support dynamic expansion, and significantly improve iteration 
efficiency. In project testing, using Unity cloud baking solution can save 
up to 70% of baking time.

Serverless "Cloud Distributed Computing Solution" includes cloud 
baking, cloud distributed resource import and packaging, and cloud light-
weighting of large model data.

The concept of meta-universe is not only for games, but also for smart 
cities and meta-universe, which also emphasize digitalization and strong 
interaction. Pixyz Batch is an internationally renowned 3D data lightening 
tool, and the current CIDC solution is based on Pixyz Batch, which cus-
tomizes the entire format conversion workflow, combined with the cloud 
function SCF. The entire process is deployed in the cloud, eliminating the 
need for local deployment.

Risk Control Statement

4.1 Disclaimer

This SPC White Paper is for informational purposes only and does not 
constitute advice in connection with a purchase or sale. Any such offer or 
solicitation will be made on trustworthy terms and as permitted by appli-
cable securities and other relevant laws, and the above information or 
analysis does not constitute an investment decision or specific recom-
mendation. This document does not constitute any investment advice, 
investment intention or solicitation of investment in the form of securities. 

This document does not constitute nor is it understood to provide any 
offer to buy or sell, or any solicitation to buy or sell any form of securities, 
nor is it a contract or promise of any kind. It is expressly stated that the 
intended user expressly understands the risks of the investment and that 
by participating in the investment, the investor understands and accepts 
the risks of the project and is willing to personally assume all correspond-
ing results or consequences thereof.

Expressly disclaims any liability for direct or indirect losses resulting from 
participation in the SPC program, including.

1. economic losses resulting from the user's trading operations.
2. any errors, omissions or inaccurate information arising from the indi-
vidual's understanding.
3. Losses caused by personal trading of various blockchain assets and 
any actions resulting therefrom, SPC is not an investment. There is no 

guarantee that SPCs will increase in value, and in some cases may 
decrease in value, and those who do not use their SPCs properly may 
lose the right to use them and may even lose their tokens. 

Control of tokens does not represent ownership of the application, and 
SPC does not grant any individual any participation, control, or any right 
to make decisions regarding SPC and the application.

4.2 Risk Warning

We take security very seriously, but there is no such thing as 100% secu-
rity in the absolute sense of the word, e.g. due to various losses caused 
by force majeure. We are committed to doing everything possible to 
ensure the safety of your transactions.



Apply the metaverse technology to the farm leisure experience project. 
By using metaverse technology, it can stimulate visitors' imagination, 
creativity, and enhance their sense of three-dimensional space, and 
become a space for people to play and entertain. The unique and diverse 
metaverse themed farms are exciting enough.

For example, SPC's metaverse application system will show the audi-
ence the process of metaverse planting sinker, from cultivation to sowing 
to harvesting, using metaverse technology to allow the audience to expe-
rience the fun of planting in a virtual farm.

Agriculture, as the most important and basic industry, is thirsty for 
metaverse technology beyond words. We expect metaverse technology 
to be integrated into traditional agriculture in more forms, bringing new 
changes to agriculture, the oldest traditional industry. Driven by both 
technological evolution and human needs, it is only a matter of time 
before the metaverse scenario is realized and the metaverse industry 
matures. 

As an extension and expansion of the real world, the tremendous oppor-
tunities and revolutionary effects brought by the metaverse are worthy of 
anticipation. When the most cutting-edge technology plus the oldest 
industry meet, metaverse + agriculture will surely stir up unprecedented 
changes.

Charity

SPC project will give 1 million 760 thousand cryptocurrencies for dona-
tion From the current market purely traditional agriculture-based charity 

products are very few, with a certain degree of scarcity. The capital 
market is not concerned, especially in the field of incense, from the 
perspective of the Royal Phytotechnology professional science and tech-
nology, incense trees planted in the third year began to bear fruit, in 5 
years from the trunk of the crusted place to extract the essential oil of 
incense, so we launched the SPC incense poverty alleviation program , 
we will use the fourth generation of incense induced technology research 
and development for the development of new incense industry applica-
tions, in order to assist rural farmers and poor people to complete the 
industry We will use the fourth generation of incense induction technolo-
gy to develop new incense industry applications, in order to assist poor 
farmers to make a breakthrough in the industry, and at the same time 
promote the ambitious goal of 3 billion incense trees worldwide. As more 
and more people become aware of the economic and social benefits of 
incense, the Incense Donation Program has been developed to help 
farmers in rural areas to get rid of poverty and become rich.

3.1 SPC token output mechanism and global community 
system construction

Total number of SPCs issued: 88 million

Phase I: 2 million pieces: 0.1U
Phase 2: 2 million pieces: 0.12U
Third stage: 2 million pieces: 0.14U
Final stage: 2 million pieces: 0.16U

10% released on line, remaining 90% released in 180 days
POS output mechanism.
800 pieces - 3000 pieces - 8000 pieces
Six months time original arithmetic output 1.5 times earnings

The issuer holds 12.5% of venture capital institutions, 
5% of community airdrops, 
2% of charitable donations

Market
Booster gets 100% of POS output gain, accelerating 1.5x release.
The total gain is increased to 2.5 times after sermonizing three C-level 
nodes.

3.2 Core Development Team

SPC is developed and researched by a senior team from global block-
chain research, with senior technical iteration and upgrade ability and 
efficient execution.

Partner of China Blockchain Center, graduated from Harvard University 
with a PhD, practicing for more than ten years at senior level, instantly 
sensitive to the assessment of digital currency assets, blockchain 
research and the possibility of risks brought about by the combined effect 
of both, specializing in risk assessment and financial analysis.

SPC public chain's team technology

Developed the latest block technology --- SHA-256. This technology 
fragments the data transmission processing of the data interaction chan-
nel between the user and the trading platform, and has even surpassed 
the military grade defense currently used by the United States.

Smart contract, smart wallet, and efficient confirmation of rights.

The basic framework of SPC public chain infrastructure, public chain 
smart contract system and smart wallet service application is as follows.

SPC public chain basic framework

The simplest and most efficient block structure is used: index (subscript), 
timestamp (timestamp), data (data), hash (hash value) and previous 
hash (previous hash value).

Efficient reads find the hash of the previous block as fast as possible, 
thus ensuring the integrity of the entire chain

The integrity of the entire chain is guaranteed. In order to preserve the 
integrity of the data, the block must be hashed. SHA-256 militarily 
encrypts the contents of the block to ensure the defensibility of the data.

var calculateHash = (index, previousHash, timestamp, d  

ata) => {
 CryptoJS.SHA256(index + previousHash + times
return
tamp + data).toString(); 
};

Distributed bookkeeping

Smart Contracts for efficient rights confirmation.

var replaceChain = (newBlocks) => {
 (isValidChain(newBlocks) && newBlocks.length >
if
blockchain.length) {
 console.log('Received blockchain is valid. Rep
lacing current blockchain with received blockchain');
 blockchain = newBlocks;

broadcast(responseLatestMsg()); 
 }   {
else
 console.log('Received blockchain invalid');
 }
};

SPC meta-universe technology architecture, reconfiguring the computa-
tional model to create the core engine for building meta-universe

Cloud Functions & Unity - Cloud Distributed Computing Solution

SPC will join hands with Unity, the world's leading real-time interactive 
content creation platform, to launch a distributed computing solution in 
the cloud to reconfigure the computational model and become the core 
engine to empower the future metaverse.

The solution is based on the SCF (Serverless Cloud Function) comput-
ing service, including (Cloud Bake), cloud distributed resource import 
and packaging, and cloud lightweighting of large model data. These 
three solutions make full use of the highly concurrent cloud computing 
resources of Cloud Function SCF to accelerate project iteration.

High Performance, Rising Efficiency

There is no shortage of development needs for high quality immersive 
graphics and large world scenes for metaverse building, but due to the 
bottleneck of single machine performance enhancement, the traditional 
workflow is difficult to meet the development needs of each segment. 

High quality 3D scene baking and the import and packaging of game 
resources have become the main performance bottleneck for many 
heavy project development iterations. Take the technical characteristics 
of Call of Duty handheld game as an example, when the scene terrain is 
very complex, if using Enlighten, the baking time is up to one whole night. 
If a bug happens to occur, 10 maps will be stuck on the same day, and 
immeasurable project delays will follow.

If we can improve the efficiency of baking and resource management, we 
can not only reduce the work pressure of the team, but also release the 

creative power of the team by multiple trials and errors and polish the 
product quickly. For this reason, "Cloud Distributed Arithmetic Solution" 
has launched Enlighten-based cloud baking solution and cloud distribut-
ed resource import and packaging solution. Both are deeply customized 
solutions based on engines and combined with Serverless services, 
which can achieve high concurrency of hundreds of computing resourc-
es, support dynamic scaling, and significantly improve iteration efficien-
cy. In project testing, using Unity cloud baking solution can save up to 
70% of baking time.

If we can improve the efficiency of baking and resource management, we 
can not only reduce the work pressure of the team, but also release the 
creative power of the team by trial and error, and polish the product 
quickly. For this reason, "Cloud Distributed Computing Solution" has 
launched Enlighten-based cloud baking solution and cloud distributed 
resource import and packaging solution. Both are deeply customized 

solutions based on engines and combined with Serverless services, 
which can achieve high concurrency of hundreds of computing resourc-
es, support dynamic expansion, and significantly improve iteration 
efficiency. In project testing, using Unity cloud baking solution can save 
up to 70% of baking time.

Serverless "Cloud Distributed Computing Solution" includes cloud 
baking, cloud distributed resource import and packaging, and cloud light-
weighting of large model data.

The concept of meta-universe is not only for games, but also for smart 
cities and meta-universe, which also emphasize digitalization and strong 
interaction. Pixyz Batch is an internationally renowned 3D data lightening 
tool, and the current CIDC solution is based on Pixyz Batch, which cus-
tomizes the entire format conversion workflow, combined with the cloud 
function SCF. The entire process is deployed in the cloud, eliminating the 
need for local deployment.

Risk Control Statement

4.1 Disclaimer

This SPC White Paper is for informational purposes only and does not 
constitute advice in connection with a purchase or sale. Any such offer or 
solicitation will be made on trustworthy terms and as permitted by appli-
cable securities and other relevant laws, and the above information or 
analysis does not constitute an investment decision or specific recom-
mendation. This document does not constitute any investment advice, 
investment intention or solicitation of investment in the form of securities. 

This document does not constitute nor is it understood to provide any 
offer to buy or sell, or any solicitation to buy or sell any form of securities, 
nor is it a contract or promise of any kind. It is expressly stated that the 
intended user expressly understands the risks of the investment and that 
by participating in the investment, the investor understands and accepts 
the risks of the project and is willing to personally assume all correspond-
ing results or consequences thereof.

Expressly disclaims any liability for direct or indirect losses resulting from 
participation in the SPC program, including.

1. economic losses resulting from the user's trading operations.
2. any errors, omissions or inaccurate information arising from the indi-
vidual's understanding.
3. Losses caused by personal trading of various blockchain assets and 
any actions resulting therefrom, SPC is not an investment. There is no 

guarantee that SPCs will increase in value, and in some cases may 
decrease in value, and those who do not use their SPCs properly may 
lose the right to use them and may even lose their tokens. 

Control of tokens does not represent ownership of the application, and 
SPC does not grant any individual any participation, control, or any right 
to make decisions regarding SPC and the application.

4.2 Risk Warning

We take security very seriously, but there is no such thing as 100% secu-
rity in the absolute sense of the word, e.g. due to various losses caused 
by force majeure. We are committed to doing everything possible to 
ensure the safety of your transactions.


